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Williams Claims No Wrongdoing

Jury.Convicts Senator
9f,Abscaarehai--4e- rtQw

CIVIC MUSIC BOARD — The board members of the Murray Civic Music Association are shown prior to the
performance of"The Elixir of Love" by the Western Opera Theatre of San Francisco Thursday night. From left,
they are Carole Hahn, Norinne Winter, Roger Reichmuth, Kathryn Carman, Bill Parsons, Nash Cox, executive
director of the Kentucky Arts Commission in Frankfort, Richard Farrell, Paul Kiesow, Paul Shahan and John
Winter.

NEW YORK (AP — A federal jury
has convicted Sen. Harrison ,Williams
Jr.. on bribery and conspiraely
ehR.r.saf
"
t handing government proSecutors a seven-out-of-seven conviction record for congressmen charged
in the Abscam political corruption
probe.
The New Jersey Democrat — only
the fourth senator in U.S. history convicted of a crime while in office — told
reporters Friday he was "very deeply
disappointed" in the jury's verdict of
influence peddling.
-In my heart I know I did no wrong,
there was no wrongdoing. This makes i
the verdict most difficult to bear,"
said Williams, a 22-year Senate
veter:0
Wi rns, 61, and co-defendant
Alexander Feinberg, 72, a Cherry
Hill, N.J., lawyer, were found guilty
in connection with the senator's ac-

Commencement Exercises Set May 9

800 Degrees To Be Conferred At MSU
More than 800 degrees will be conferred on Murray State University
students Saturday, May 9, in the spring commencement exercises,
scheduled for 10 a.m. in Racer Arena.
Highlights of the traditional
ceremonies will include addresses by
Diana Lynn Johnson of Lincoln, Ill.,
and Randall A. Hutchens of Murray
Route 7, selected earlier this week as
the Outstanding Senior Woman and
Man on the campus.
The approximate number of
degrees to be conferred is based on
applications received in the
registrar's office and includes candidates for master's, bachelor and
associate degree programs.
Prior to the mid-morning
ceremony, an informal visitation
period has been scheduled from 8:15
until 9:30 a.m. in the new University
Center. This activity, according to Dr.
William Payne, an assistant to the
vice-president for academic programs, has been Planned to provide
graduates, their families and friends

magna cum laude from 3.79 to 3.6, and
cum laude from 3.5 to 3.3.
Five students will . be graduating
with perfect 4.0 grade point averages:
Cynthia Marie Baggett, Paducah;
Stephen Hal Cobb, Eureka, Mo.;
Jeremy Robert Odlin, London,
England; John D. Pennington, Benton
Route 3; and Rebecca Ann Smith,
Vine aove,Ky.
Miss Baggett, a music major is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William L.
Haggett, 632 Jefferson, Paducah.
Cobb's parents are Mr. and Mrs. A. S.
Cobb,647 Orchard Lane, Eureka, and
he has majored in physics and
engineering.
A marketing major, Odlin is the son
of Mr. and Mrs.-Albert E. Odlin, 24A
Coleridge, London, England, and Pennington is an agriculture major. He
lists no parents.
Miss Smith has majored in biology
and is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles E. Jones, 204 Central Ave.,
Vine Grove.

with an opportunity to meet with Murray faculty and staff.
Payne said each of the colleges on
the campus would host visitors in an
assigned section of the Center. He added that persons who have not toured
the new, three-story facility especiallymay wish to attend one of the receptions.
Students who plan to participate in
the graduation exercises are asked to
attend an organizational meeting,
scheduled from 12:30 to 1 p.m. Tuesday, May 5, in Lovett Auditorium.
Procedures for the ceremony will be
outlined at that time.
Graduates who do not plan to participate in the ceremonies should contact the Office of Academic Programs, 324 Wells Hall, as soon as
possible,Payne said.
Of the graduates, 212 will be
graduating with honors: 39 summa
cum laude, 58 magna cum laude and
115 cum laude. Four-year summa
cum laude grade point averages
range from a perfect 4.0 to 3.8 points;

Also graduating summa cum laude
will be these candidates: Pamela Kay
Adams, Eddyville, 3.98; Jackie Caudoin Wedeking, Olmstead, and AntottOtte Marie Dias, Paducah, 3.97;
Lisa Lynn Vaughn,Goreville, Ill., and
Lisa Fay Bell, Bardwell,3.95.
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Betty Bruce Spickard, Hopkinsville,
and Lisa Ann Abell, Gilbertsville,
3.93; Sherry Dianne Farmer, Symsonia, Claire A. Lafoon, Cairo, Ill.,
and Jane Louise Spahn, Harrodsburg,
3.90; Cindy Suzette Klusmeier,
-Paducah-07897
Dorothy Louise Curtsinger, Fancy
Farm, Judith M. Hill, Yuma, Ariz.,
and Carol Christine Ullerich,
Paducah, 3.88; Billy Dale Heady,
Marion, and Ginger Renee Riley,
Paducah, 3.87; Sue Steinkamp
Berkley, Paducah, Deborah Lynn
Hyatt, Kuttawa,and Belinda Jo Riley,
3.86.
Carla P. Galloway, Farmington,

3.85; Sarah Ann Aydr;Cairo, Ill., 3.84;
Karen Elizabeth- Atkins, Camden,
Tenn., Martha Lynn Cook, Boonville,
190., Sherry Denise Graybeal,
Paducah, Julia Lynn Heil, Milstadt,
Ill., Timothy Wayne Tillotson,
Paducah, and Janet Wadlington,
Cadiz,3.83.
Autumn Faith Corns, .Frankfort,
and Donna Kay Hylton, Jeremiah,
3.82; Susan Denise Williams, Clinton,
3.81: Wanda Sue Clark, Murray,
Elizabeth Ann Geishert, Quincy,
Mich., Cynthia Lou McKnight,
flopkinsville, and Terri Anne McNeilly, Mayfield,3.80.
The music for the ceremonies will
be performed by the Murray State
wind ensemble under the direction of
Dr. Gerald L. Welkner, and the invocation will be given by Rabbi Anthony D. Holz, Temple of Israel,
Paducah.

Swigart, Freeman
Will Address NAEE
At Kentucky Dam
GILBERTSVILLE — Natural
Ricourees Secretary Jackie Swigart
and Tennessee Valley Authority
board chairman S. David Freeman
will address the National Association
of Environmental Educators at sessions Sunday and Monday at Kentucky Dam Village State Park;
There will be symposiums on acid
rain, synthetic fuels and hazardous
wastes, according to an announcement from the organization during the
meeting.
Swigart is scheduled to address the
group Sunday and Freeman will
speak at 12:30 p.m. Monday. According to TVA publicist Clark Reed,
Freeman will speak on TVA's "accomplishments in the environmental
area during his tenure on the board."

ceptance of a free, hidden 18 percent
interest in a titanium mine in exchange for the senator's help in getting dfilitary contracts for the mine.
The venture was to be financed by a
fictitious Arab "sheik."
Six members of the U.S. House and
10 others were convicted previously in
the Abscam case, for a total of 18, but
two convictions were overturned on
the grounds of entrapment and
governmental misconduct. The reversals are being appealed by the government.
Williams and Feinberg claimed
they were lured into making incriminating statements that were
recorded secretly by undercover
agents. Both said Friday they would
seek a hearing on allegations that
their rights _to due process_oflaw were
violated by government misconduct
during the undercover investigation.
Williams, chairman of the Senate
Labor and Human Resources Committee until the Republicans gained a
majority in the Senate this year, said
he would nat.. resign from office.
Williams'term expires in 1982.
In Washington, the Senate Ethics

Committee announced it would meet
as soon as possible" to determine
possible action. The panel agreed last
Sept. 17
six weeks before the ,
Williams inctctment — todefer a probe of Williams at the Justice Department's request.
The jury of eight men and four
women returned the verdicts after
deliberating 28 hours over three days,
longer than the deliberations in any
other Abscam case.
Jury foreman Ralph Monaco and
juror James Caracappa said the
lengthy discussions were due to a
careful, deliberate review of the 18
charges against Williams and
Feinberg, not a serious consideration
of the defense's entrapment claim.
Caracappa said the key to the verdicts was ,the government's sound
tapes and videotapes, which showed
Williams meeting with an undercover
FBI agent who posed as a favorseeking Arab sheik.
The jury's findings technically only
take effect if U.S. District Judge
George C. Pratt rules that the defendants' dueprocess rights were not
violated.
•

Honors DayProgram
To Be Friday At MSU
The traditional Honors Day program at Murray State University to
recognize students who have
distinguished themselves by
academic achievement and leadership is scheduled at 3:30 p.m. Friday,
May 8, in Lovett Auditorium.
Individual presentations of grants,
cash awards, certificates and citations will be made by the university
and by various campus scholastic and
honorary organizations to approximately 144 students.
About 195 additional students who
have met-membership standards of
campus honor societies will be
recognized by having their names
printed in the program book.
Dr. Richard Butwell, vice president
Tor academic programs, said that all
parents and friends are invited to at'tend the awards ceremony. Commencement exercises are scheduled
the following day,Saturday, May 9, at
10 a.m. in Racer Arena.
Terry Clark of Murray, a senior
who served during the 1980-81 school
year as Student Government Association president, will preside during the
honors program. Diana L. Johnson, a
senior business administration major,
will deliver the invocation.
Dr. Constantine W. Curris, university president, will welame guests to
the campus, and Butwell will make
presentations of honors.
Among students to be recognized
are the outstanding senior woman and
man, outstanding students in various
academic departments and honor
societies based on scholarship, and
Who
students named to "Who
Among Students in American Univer-

sities and Colleges."
The Max Carman Outstanding
Teacher Award will be presented to a
faculty member for the second year.
Music will be under the direction of
Paul Shahan, professor of music, and
members of Gamma Beta Phi honor
society will serve as ushers.
A reception in the lobby will follow
the program, with members of the
Student Government Association as
hosts.

Barkley Says
He Has Fired
Claycomb
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Agriculture Commissioner Alben
Barkley II says he has fired Jim
Claycomb as executive secretary of
the state Milk Marketing and AntiMonopoly Commission because of
disagreement on management
philosophy.
‘0I must have people . . . with whom
I can communicate openly and factually and people who cooperate fully
in a united effort," the commissioner
said in a statement Friday.
Claycomb said T Ul clY he
believes only the six-member commission has authority to fire him and
that five members have told him they
had not done so. Barkley is the sixth
member.
Claycomb indicated he planned to
show up for work anyway, but
telephone callers were told he was
gone from the office Friday.

Derby Gladdens Owners Of Reinstated Colts
By DICK JOYCE
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — When
the band struck up "My Old Kentucky
Home" before the start of today's
Kentucky Derby, you couldn't blame
the owners and trainers of Flying
Nashua and Mythical Ruler for shedding a tear.
Churchill Downs officials didn't.
want those colts on the track for the
107th running of America's most
famous horse race. They wanted a
maximum 20 horses, based on money
earnings, in the field and excluded
three colts on entrY day Thursday.
But after a day of legal wrangling
Friday,longshots Flying Nashua and
Mythical Ruler were reinstated for
the P/4-mile race, first leg of.
thoroughbred racing's Triple Crown.
Another Derby entrant with a low
bankroll, Law Me,also was reinstated
but owner Ed Whittaker decided not
torun him.
That left the Derby field with an expected field of _21 since the filly
Wayward Lass, whose surprise entry
for-the Derby originally bumped Flying Nashua, to be formally scratched

today. She ran third in Friday's Kentucky Oaks, passing up the Derby
because of a post position (No.20).
The 20-horse limit for the Derby was
put in after the 1974 Derby drew a
field of 23. This marked the first year
that Churchill Downs tried to enforce
the rule.
It backfired when a circuit judge
and then an appeals judge Friday
decided the track had violated a state
racing rule which states that two
horses having a common ownership
may not start in a race to the exclusion of another single entry.
There were two sets of entries named for the Derby — Flying Zee
Stable's Noble Nashua and Wayward
Lass and Proud Appeal and Golden
Derby, whom John Gaines has a half
interest in.
When Flying Nashua's owners won
their case in Jefferson County Circuit
court here, the track appealed the
decision. Then the owners of Mythjcal
Ruler went the circuit court.
Meantime, Kentucky Court of Appeals Judge Michael 0. McDonald
told track officials he agreed with Circuit Judge Charles M. Leibson that

Flying Nashua had been improperly
excluded from the race.
After suffering the two setbacks,
Lynn Stone, Churchill Downs president, gave in, saying, -We'll put all
three of them in if they want to run."
The uncertainty of the Derby field
because of the court action caused
track officials to cancel Friday's
preliminary betting, pay 60 extra
parimutuel clerks for not working,
and reprint the eighth race inserts for
the Derby Day program.
A special drawing also was held for
post positions for Flying Nashua and
Mystical Ruler. Their 'connections
agreed to take the post No.21 and 22.
Flying Nashua, a stakes winner in
California and Mythical Ruler, winner of the Stepping Stone Purse here
last Saturday, competed for the
richest prize in Derby history. With an
expected field of 21,the winning purse
would be worth $316,100 from a gross
purse of $404,600.
The leading contenders to win the
Derby were Proud Appeal, Pleasant
Colony,Cure the Blues,Tap Shoes and
Bold Ego:
Because there can be only 12 betting

interests in the Derby, nine horses
were lumped as the parimutuel field,
meaning there will be a payoff if any
of them finishes in the money.
They were Partez, Double Sonic,
Habano, Hoedown's Day, Classic Go
Go, Top Avenger, Beau Rit, Television Studio and Mythical Ruler.
Others in the field were Golden Derby, Noble Nashua, Pass the Tab, Well
Decorated, Woodchopper, and Santa
Anita Derby winner Splendid Spruce.
As a result of the court action,
jockey Angel Corder()Jr., who returned to New York after Flying Nashua
was eliminated Thursday, flew back
Friday night to ride the colt, which is
trained by 21-year-old Larry Barrera,
son of Laz Barrera, who saddled Derby winners Bold Forbes (1976) and Affirmed (1978).
Larry's brother, Albert, also saddled a Derby colt, Pass the Tab,second
in the Illinois Derby.
With permission of the New York
stewards, Corder() canceled seven of
his mounts today at Aqueduct, including Herb Water in the Carter Handicap.
"I had just given up three roma

and six plane seats to the Derby,"
Cordero said. "Now I've just got
myself one plane reservation down. I
don't even have a flight back. If I win
the race, I'll buy a plane to come
home."
Proud Appeal, ridden by Jeff Fell,
was Derby favorite because of five
straight stakes triumphs, all in New
York except id)the Blue Grass Stakes
last week at Keeneland.
The front-running undersized colt
scored a thrilling nose victory over
Cure The Blues in the April 5 in the
Gotham mile. Mother confrontation
was expected in the April 18 Wood
Memorial but trainer and part owner
Stanley Hough shipped the colt to
Keeneland.
Cure the Blues, owned by Bert
Firestone, remained at Aqueduct and
faltered after a blistering pace in the
wood, winding up third as stretchrunning Pleasant Colony, owned by
Buckland Farm, scored an upset
triumph.

Cure the Blues, who had Bill
Shoemaker in the saddle, had been the
early Derby favorite about a month
ago after Lord Avie was sidelined
with an injury. The Stop the Music
colt had reeled off six straight wins
before the two losses.
LeRoy Jolley, Cure the Blues',
trainer, saddled Genuine Risk, last
year's Derby winner and the first filly
to win it in 65 years.
Bold Ego, a New Mexico-bred, ridden by John Lively and owned by the
Double B Ranch and Dr. James Kidd,
was rated a Derby contender off his
strong front-running success in the
Arkansas Derby.

Arthur Whancock III and Leon
Peters' Tap Shoes was making only
his third start of the year and his first
since winning the Flamingo in March.
Trainer Horatio two sought his third
Derby victory.
A crowd in excess of 100,000 was expected' and no rain was forecast with
temperatures in the 70s. ABC handled
the national radio and television
Velasquez
had
the
mount-on
Jorge
the Johnny Campo-trained Pleasant coverage. Posttime was set for 4:38
p.m. CDT.
Colony.
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THE ACE

IRA G CORN, JR.

Figuring pork and beef fat

The policy of being too aggressive heart lead'
cautious is the greatest risk
Against a heart lead, declarof all - - Nehru
er has no chance. The
What's the best policy to defense establishes a heart
Lawrence E.Lamb,M.D.
follow.. in choosing a lead
winner before East's diaagainst a small slam in a
mond king is gone and the
DEAR DR. LAMB - I whole pound, raw weight, proPork is a lot fatter than
suit' One *should expect slam goes down one trick.
noticed your discussion of why vides only about 600 calories. beef. You can use it sparingly
different fish contain differ- It is only 5 percent fat by if you cut back calories from
• ileclarer_to lose.the -lead
Sometimes an impetuous
only-once:- ad tithe---is - -an double can give one enough
ent calorie counts. What is the weight but since lots of its other foods. The separable
difference between pork and
important factor. Use the
weight is water the end result lean of ham is 7.5 percent fat,
NORTH
S-2-A
beef? If you want to restrict is that about a third of its which represents 44 percent
opening lead advantage to
•J 7
calories must you avoid pork calories are from fat - which of its calories.
11 A 106
u-y to establish a second
entirely? What cuts of beef isn't too bad.
•AQJ NIS
If you want to limit your
winner that can be cashed
and pork provide the least
•7 2
By contrast, a porterhouse calories, most luncheon meats
when declarer loses the
number
of
calories?
Are the steak, edible portion only, and sausages are dietary
WEST
EAST
lead.
cold cuts or luncheon meats raw, is 36.2 percent fat by disasters, with bologna and
•5 3 2
West's double of five •K 4J 9 4
high
in
calories? Which ones weight. That is 84 percent of hot dogs being 75 percent fat.
V Q 85 2
clubs is usually not a good
contain the least saturated its calories. In general, look
4/ 5 3
These and other important
•K 4 2
move Most often it provides 4rQJ1098
fat?
What about lamb?
for cuts that show no visible facts about meats are dis•543
DEAR READER - The fat that cannot be trimmed cussed in The Health Letter
the opponents with another
SOUTH
separable lean of round steak away. Avoid cuts that show number 8-12, Red Meats:
round of bidding Besides.
•AKQ 1090
is about as lean and as low in
marbling or fat in the grain of Good and Bad, whict I am
what's the sense in asking
•7 3
calories as any cut of beef. A
the meat.
sending you. Others who want
•9 7
for a lead that's not clear
this issue can send 75 cents
•A K
cut, especially, when partwith a long, stamped, selfner is not going to be on
- "Vulnerable: North-South
addressed envelope for it to
me, in care of this newspaper,
Dealer: North. The bidding:
.111_ spite of this. West's
P.O. Box 1551, Radio City
North East . South West
double should save served
Station, NewpYork, NY 10019.
1*
Pass 241
Pass
some purpose Since West
Lamb is often as fat or
311
Pass 340'
Pass
had announced club strength
fatter than beef and a little
Drake
Fraaces
44r
Pass
5.
Dbl
GETTING
IT RIGHT - Murray State University students, from left, Tom Parker,
and declarer Rushed on to
more of its fat is saturated
Pass Pass Rdbl Pass
FOR SUNDAY,MAY 3, UM
slam in the face of this, it
fat. Beef and perk fat are both
Buchanan, Tenn., john Hart, Murray, and Sharon Pickett, Cunningham, practice for
5V
Pass 6111.
All
about half saturated fat, but
would teem that declarer
pass
4 roduction class offered in the department of lourn4iism .
rk does centwe-11 F.7
Mikis&
co
/01:1
4114.:„.44;
*,
17,44,..
tecrfit than bee'.
a
us'4
row
le
To
fine
wait
oat
the
kA
4140
1
4
1
64
102
,
about 2 percent of beef
are aired -o
urray tate's cable television Channel 11.
rt Was the -safest
time
with
loved
ones.
Take
stars
the' fat is polyunsaturated fat.
say, read the forecast
.•
information to steer him to
lead I had. partner"
lead in planning a Special oceven for your birth Saga.
DEAR DR. LAMB Against a club lead. the winning lead.
casion. Romance? Yes!
Apparently a is unknown to
declarer has an easy time.
AQUARIUS
the medical profession but
Bid with Corn
ARM
He draws trumps. loses the
(Jan.20 to Feb.18)
"hot flashes" are not related
South holds 5-2-B
(Mar.
21
to
Apr.
44
19)
4Y1
diamond finesse but claims
Distant pastures aren't to ovarian failure as doctors
Despite the reservations of a
12 tricks. How about an
wrongly presume, despite
•A K (,) 1098
close tie, feel free to furthur greener. You'll have fun in their presence
in menopausal
•7 3
your own backyard. Family
financial
your
objectives.
Drake
Frances
females. I had flashes before
•9 7
get-togethers
bring
a
sense
of
Shopping
leads
to nice pureach and every period and I
•A K6
. FOR MONDAY,MAY 4, 1981
well-being.
chases.
South
was menstruating with
Bargain Matinees
North
PISCES
What kind of day will tomtit": )/ourpersonal finances, others one on you. Despite your hap- TAURUS
I.
1 NT
extreme regularity every 28
Sat. & Sun 2:00
(Feb.
19
to Mar.20)
row be? To find out what the may tend to quarrel with you py disposition, you may meet (Apr.20 to May 20)
days. I was still regular at 54
plans to visit years when, Ivithout my
Cheri & Cine'
stars say, read the forecast about money matters. Seek with jealousy.
If you'll safeguard your
agreement.
health, you'll have a nice day. relatives. It's a good time to consent, I was sterilized. This
ANSWER: Three spades. An given for your birth Sign.
All Seats $1.50
TAURUS
invitational bid asking partA persuasive manner com- make important phone calls or was done by a bearded young
May 21 to June 20)
physician during a routine
Apr. 20 to May 20) be,
a-1
ner to bid game with values ARIES
You tend to rehash pro- bines with initiative to bring to communicate by mail. examination. He whacked
my
Utilize
mental
energy.
Utilize
common
sense.
Apr.
21
19
to
Don't
Mar.
)
well
(
that hold sope promise in a
you success.
blerns now, and you may
tubes shut. Since then I don't
YOU
BORN
TODAY
are
Though its a good day,for let someone at work pulla fast come up with some valuable. GEMINI
__
0
w-9
,
menstruate and have sweIting both artistic and practical. and
Ends Thur.
- - insights. Enjoy romance, but (May 21 to June 20)
constant extreme flashes.
- Send bridge questions to The Aces
conventions.
Don't dwell on the status of a You are often found on the
offend
DEAR
don't
READER - It is
Ile Sat .5un
Box 12363, Dallas Texas 75225
relationship. Instead, enjoy business side of art. You'd true that hot flashes can be
w•,• ..1.
CANCER
ulth self-addressed, stamped envelope
make
a
good
theatrical
pro- caused by other things besides
tr reply
(June 21 to July 22) 00 pet hobbies or catch up with
Problems at home may in- unfinished tasks. Privacy br- ducer or patron of the arts. the menopause. But that does
not mean the menopause with
terfere with social plans. ings serenity.
- Your gift of words aids you in ovarian failure
does not cause
business. You'd make a good
Though a visit may have to be CANCER
hot flashes. Hot flashes are an
banker,
promoter,
have
(June
a
21
22)
to
still
July
you'll
short,
cut
exaggerated, out of control
Canoed C tr • 753-3314
Even if a family member stockbroker and salesman. response to the normal body
pleasant time.
You
ate
also
creative
and
can
doesn't want to join you at a
mechanisms to eliminate
LEO
001zial . Sun
party, you should have a good commercialize your talents. body heat, The sweating and
1.
(July 23toAug. 22)
Tie your
You'll make a good impres- time. You're popular and will Acting, singing, writing, flushing with increased circuGroup C of the Ladies Tenworst fear
decorating and designing are lation to the skin are the ways
careenvise, but don't make new friends.
sion,
a reality.
By
nis of the -Mutray-Couiitry
Abigail Van Buren
fields which would bring you your body eliminates heat.
agreements at pre- LEO
any
sign
Club will play on Tuesday,
Even
may have hot...,
sent. Details may be tricky, (July 23 to Aug.22) 612fg much happiness. Teaching, flashes men
when their body phylecturing
IANA
and
publishing
May 5, at 9:30 a.m. at the
are
Community interests are
requiring further thought.
siology is disturbed.
.
INIAr
club.
favored. You'll make a good 'other areas for you to pursue.
VIRGO
I have no idea what you are
Cultivate
ambition
and
overThe lineup is as follows:
impression on the world at
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22) WP
talking about-regarding your
come
a
tendency
to
scatter
interested
in
large
and may also make
Court One - Jan Wilson,
If you're truly
"forced
but at
your energies. Birthdate of: 54 yearssterilization"
of age you could
a course of study, you'll find valuable business contacts.
Margarita Marsden, Annette
Earl
Wilson,
columnist;
Sugar
expect to go through the
700,9:30 - 2:00Sat.,Sun.
some way to come up with the VIRGO
Alexander, and Kathy Mat- DEAR ABBY: The letter from BLISSFUL IN
menopause whether .or not
BALTI- money. Talks with advisers (Aug.23 toSept. 72) 11
1
0
4 L Ray Robinson, boxer; and
tis.
MORE left me in.a fog of confusion. I am a male, past 50, bear fruit.
you had your tubes tied.
Don't let monetary con- Pete Seeger,folk singer.
u•alMll 0
Court Two-Janice Howe,experiencing declining virility. Five of my male friends, all LIBRA
siderations keep you from err
*****************************
Ann Uddberg, Deanna about my age, seemed as confused as I when we discussed (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) 4
Lrell joying a trip. By all means ac.BLISSFUL'S
letter.
'Parker,
Leisa
and
Faughn.
invitations.
cept
feelSign
up for a
You may have mixed
EXCALIBUR
For all your Travel Reservations Call
Court Three - Carol She said: "Your column is filled with letters from women ings about dipping into course,if so inclined.
Waller, Cathy Young, Renee who complain that they are married to cold sex machines capital, even for a good pur- LIBRA
who don't know the first thing about how to satisfy a pose. Weigh the pros and cons (Sept.23 to Oct. 22) —n
Wynn,
and
Gaye woman. For
heaven's 'sake, who knows better than the b
You may consider investing
ting.
coRepalco
sefor
Haverstock.
woman herself what it takes to satisfy her? Just ask her to
in an art object. In any case,
Persons needing a be honest. And when she tells you, believe her."
review your overall invest(Oct.23 toNov.21) nif
substitute -may call Julie My friends and I asked our wives and received the
Once again, suspicion could ment strategy. Heed advice of
Whitford' or
Linda following responses:
be your stumbling block. a close friend.
My wife: "You know everything I knOw."
Haverstock.
Overcome doubts, and open SCORPIO
representing
Wife No. 2: "We're too old for that nonsense."
your heart to others. Share (Oct. Mt.* Nov.21)
Wife No. 3: "How should I know?"
your feelings.
Forget about past slights
* American and International Traveltime
Wife No. 4: "Sex is all you ever think about!"
SAGITTARIUS
and have a good time with
Ends Thor..
Wife
(Nov.
No.
22
5:
"You
to
Dec. 21) 4
aren't planning on starting that
40 close ties. Now's the time
7 30 Nstell
On Sat Sun
.t****************************
A friend may ask you to when enjoying things together
foolishness again, are you?"
,
bend the rules. Don't. Mental- brings new accord.
Janice Graham opened Wife No. 6: "Go read a book, and don't bother me."
ly, you're efficient and pro- SAGITTARIUS
2302 Kentucky Ave.
ariiii0
her home for the April • Regards,
CHARLES ductive, but don't become (Nov.22 to Dec.21) .4
148 Saw* of Honk, 111.
Hwy.
meeting of the Baptist
overtired.
Despite a friend's skepH Kris Kristopherson
Women of the Northside
* * *
CAPRICORN
ticism, a new work project is
KYChestnut St•7513314
Baptist Church with Ann
(Dec.n to Jan.19) V
worth pursuing. Initiative and
Someone hides • ulterior sociability bring new work opSalmon,
president, DEAR ABBY:I'm 42, very happily married with fourteenLate Shows Fri. 8. Sat
presiding, and Cillia Shelton, aged children. The-oldest married six months. ago. Our motives under a mash of cor- portunities.
Cheri 2-11:17 p re
leading the opening prayer. family has been coMplete for 14 years - and now I'm diality. Don't combine CAPRICORN
th 442 36"
business and pleasure, but do (Dec.22to Jan.19)
"Growing As A Witness" pregnant again! ,
enjoy a romantic possibility.
was the program presented Abortion is out of the question. The tinly thing that will AQUARIUS
sustain me through this pregnancy is the knowledge that
by Mrs. Shelton. Her scrip,)anislataller=weli\
someone else who desperately wants a child will receive (Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
ture \readings were from fulfillment and-happinees from
Advice you receive could be
my labor. Yes, I want to put
rlori 3 t11:40P4A.
faulty.
Acts :13-16, Matthew 5:13- this child up for adoption, but I. am concerned'about
the favored Legal matters aren't
now. Family talks are
16, Ac 8:4-8, Romans 1:4- social pressures against Ouch action.
Just in time for Mother's Day
Adult Entertainment
giving. Our entire stock of ladies'
- 18 or over only 11,and Peter 3:13-16.
My husband hp called this pregnancy"a cruel blow" and beneficial, and you'll enjoy
panties on sale. Fabrics of
Judy \ Jones gave the "a great disappointment." He said that if I'm lucky I will home life.
cotton, nylon ond stretch lace.
PISCES
have
anoth
rriage.
A
had
Printed
one.)
pastels, block and white.
But thes far I have (Feb.19
prayer calendar. Mrs.
to Mar.20)
Dr. Charles R. Duke, an
Sizes 8 to 15.
Shelton reported that the not been able to gethim to go along with giving up the child.
There
may
be
strings
atassociate English professor
sketch for the front of the We are active in religioun education and practically run' tached to an invitation. Don't
the Sunday school at our.c4rch. We had looked forward to
at Murray State University,
let
others twist your words.
bulletin would be ready soon. our middle years together
- unencumbered. This would be Stand up
for yourself and has written a chapter in the
- Refreshments were Served impossible with a new baby to raise.
book,"Education in the 80's:
yoti'll
win
this
one.
by Mrs. Graham. Also pre- The main fact of this mess is that I can't mentally or
English," published by the
OFF
sent were .Janet Miller and physically face this middle-age pregnancy without the
Wray 121 S.•753.3314
YOU BORN TODAY are in- National Education Associathought that I will be-relieved of the burden-in NiiVembei.
Jean Hamilton.'
dustrious and practical. Your tion.
What counsel can you give me?
Duke's chapter titled,
ability
to apply yourself is an
NAMELESS IN LOUISIANA
FREE PARKING
LAYAWAY
asset in both business and the "ESL in the 80's" examines
DEAR NAMELESS: I beg you not to make a de- arts. Banking,brokerage,real the foreign language curcision while you'are in this emotional state. Please estate and publishing are riculum in America's public
wait until all the anger, disappointment and shock some of the fields in which schools.
are dissipated, then decide together with your you'll find success. Writing, Predictions about the
husband and children what to do about this un- teaching, music, sculpture English
curriculum by
planned
child. Write again, my dear but troubled and acting are other possible
Liking I
vocations for you. Learn to see leading English educators
friend. I want to know of your decision.
the larger picture and you'll across the country are
or 100
become a dedicated worken featured in his study.
* • •
bra cause. With an interest in
Duke also authored
the
DEAR ABBY: Will you please do thousands of secretaries you'llproblems of humanity, "Teaching Fundamental
at last
rise to a position of
a favor and print this? Whenever my boss and his wife
leadership in politics, religion English Today," a book
receive a personal gift or have been entertained, or if there or government.
You're philan- designed to help teachers
is any other matter that requires a personal "thank-you" thropic
An explicit motion picture
by nature and are in- improve their English innote, my-boss asks me to write it. Of course, he signs it. I terested in public
that dares to explore
service.
struction methods.
a woman's animal per...ions
always thought the wife was supposed to write those notes.
•
I
I have a heavier work load than I can carry without all
this extra stuff. I have worked overtime, for which I am not
•-• •
wiling wire rrif"*.i irt
paid, to get their Chriatmae cards out. I really wouldn't
Asa,
•
mind so much if either he or his wife ever thanked me for
all• We are pleased to
it, but it's never mentioned.
announce that Holly
His wife has even called and asked me to remind him to
Becky is our newest hair dresser
Hicks, bride-elect of
send so-and-so a thank-you note, Who does she think she is?
Tell him for me, will you please?
and specializes in skin core. We
Linos Kodmon has
• A r 4,-)t+ ro
F
COlOO
NO GUTS
selected her chino
invite you to come out and meet
AND
from our complete
DEAR NO: After this hits print, I may not have to.
and talk with Becky. This gives
bridal registry.
The inside story of
▪ ••
Holly and Linus
our shop 5 full time professional
America's first and
biggest legal brothel!
will be married
stylists to better serve you!
Do you hate to write letters because you don't know
June 20th.
what to say? Thank-you notes, sympathy letters,
flAV.STATO
congratulations, how to decline and accept invitaHouse of Pleasure'
tions and how to write an interesting letter are
included in Abby's booklet,"How to Write Letters for
All Occasions." Send $1 and a long, otamped (35
Sworn JOB COMPORTS sad Tballitorlabsa OM et limperse wool
cents), self-addressed envelope to: Abby, Letter
7534541 121 ev.Pala
Phone 753-8282
0.11 I1 PRODUCTICW• PRESENTATK*4 •C•104014 afteasE
Booklet, 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
arti
114$-Al 040Pys.All 14.4p1 1111.-A1
Nit-A P-11Murray,Ky.
1600 Dodson Ave.
90212.
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Dowdy-Osborne Vows Set

Engagement
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald
Tabers of Murray announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of their
only daughter, Terri Lynn,
to John Edward Elliott, son
of Mr. and Mrs. James H.
Elliott of Murray.
Miss Tabers is a 1900
graduate of Murray High
School and is presently attending Murray State
University. She is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Carnie Pierce of Farmington
and of Mrs. Christine Tabers
and the late Rex Tabers of
Murray.
Mr. Elliott attended
Calloway County High
School and is presently
employed at Tabers Body
shop, Murray. He is the

Ink

Mr. and Mrs. Bobby G.
Dowdy of Bristol, Tenn., announce the engagement of
their youngest daughter,
Lera Diane,to Michael Dean
Osborne,son of Mr.and Mrs.
Charles Osborne of Atlanta,
Ga.
Miss Dowdy attends
Eastern State University at
Johnson City, Tenn. She is
the granddaughter of Betty
Dowdy and the late Ray
Dowdy of Benton.
The ceremony will take
place on Saturday, May 30 at
7 p.m. at ." F,,
Chapel Church, Bristol,
Tenn.

•
411.

uniugh.a- t or.
urray and of Mr. and Mrs. •
Don DesCante of Murray.
The wedding will be
solenuizied on Saturday,
May 23, at 4 p.m. at the Murray Church of the Nazarene.
A reception will follow the
ceremony.
All friends and relatives
are invited to attend the wedding and the reception.
,

sir

-If

•*
•

•••

•

Miss Terri Ly-nn Tabets
and John Edward Elliott

Miss Lera Diane Dowdy
and Michael Dean Osborne

Coming Community Events
Sunday,May 3
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Vinson will celebrate their 50th
wedding anniversary with a
reception at the Community
Room of the North Branch of
the Peoples Bank from 1:30
to 4:30 p.m.
Methodist Men of the
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church will meet
at 8 a.m. for breakfast at the
church.
Mickey Gilley, Johnny Lee
and the Urban Cowboy Band
will appear in a "Live From
Gilley's Concert" at the
Murray State University
Sports Arena at 3 p.m.
General admission is $9.50
and special ing tickets are
$11.50. For ticket informalion cal11-443-7365.

Monday,May 4
Sunday, May 3
Front Porch Swing,
Homecoming will be held
at Temple Hill United women's barber shop group,
will rehearse at First ChrisMethodist Church.
tian Church at 7 p.m.
Homecoming will be held
Murray-Calloway County
at North Fork Baptist ChurCamera Club is scheduled to
ch.
meet at 7 p.m. at the First
Second Annual 10,000 United Methodist Church.
Meter "ATO Run For Life"
Olga Hampton WMU of the
will start at Roy Stewart
Stadium, Murray State Sinking Spring Baptist
University, at 8 a.m. Pro- Church will meet at 7 p.m. at
ceeds will go to Mental the church.
Health Center of Murray.
Hazel and Douglas Centers
will be open from 10 a.m. to 2
MolTa5c-May 4
Coldwater Baptist Women p.m. for activities by the
*ill meet with Elizabeth Senior Citizens with lunch at
at Hazel at 11:45 a.m. and at
Stewart at 7 p.m.
Douglas at 12 noon.
Lottie Moon and Kathleen
Murray Woman's Club will
Jones Groups of the First hold its annual memorial
Baptist Church Women will service and installation of
meet at 7 p.m. at the Baptist new officers and department
Student Center, Waldrop and chairmen at 6:45 p.m. at the
Chestnut Streets.
club house.

'Mr. and Mrs. Dorris
Jackson of Route 1, Puryear,
Tenn., will be honored on
their 50th anniversary with a
Recovery, Inc., will meet
United
reception at the home of Mr. Coldwater
at 7:30 p.m. at the Calloway
and Mrs. Jerry Fuqua, 403 Methodist Church Women County Health Center, North
Royal Oak Drive, Paris, are scheduled to meet at 7 Seventh and Olive Streets.
p.m.
Tenn.,from 2to5 p.m.
Murray Lodge No. 105
Free and Accepted Masons
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
lodge hall.

&
Commercial

Painting\NPr\ee:stimates
Nf
Contractors

Kappa Department of
Murray Woman's Club will
have a salad supper at 6:30
p.m. at the club house.
Delta Department of Murray Woman's Club will have
a salad supper at 6:30 p.m.
at the club house.
Scoliosis Clinic curvature
of spine) will be conducted
by Dr. Raymond Charette
and Dr. John Golberg at
Murray Middle School from
8:30 a.m. to 12 noon.

Group II of CWF of First
Christian Church will meet
at 2 p.m. in the church
library with Sarah Van
Meter, Edna Miller, and
Mable Farmer as hostesses.
Marge Hays will give the
program and Jewel Jones
Community
Chorus, will give the devotion.
directed by Dr. Irma Collins,
will rehearse at 7:30 p.m. at
First celebration of the
he Calloway Public opening of the MurrayLibrary.
Calloway Park will be at 7
Group B of Ladies Tennis p.m. at depot at the park
of Murray Country Club will with program by Communiplay at 9:30 a.m. at the club. ty Chorus and drawings for
prizes.
Tuesday, May 5
Group C of Ladies Tennis
of Murray Country Club will
play at 9:30 a.m.at the club.
Registration for 1981 Red
Cross Learn To Swim Program to start June 1 will be
at 8:30 a.m. on the first floor
of the Calloway County
Court House.

Residential

Tuesday, Nray 5
Group D of Ladies Beginning Tennis of Murray Country Club will play from 6 to 8
p.m. at the club.
First Baptist atfteh WMU
will meet at 9:30 a.m. at the
church chapel.
Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follows: Dorothy with Mrs.
Hugh Oakley at 10:30 a.m.
and Bea Walker at church
narlor at 7:30 n m
Gladys Williamson Group
of Sinking Spring Baptist
Church will meet in the
home of Mary Janice Cooper
at 7:30 pm.

Tuesday, MaY 5
Mother-Daughter Banquet
( potluck ) by First United
Methodist . Church Women
will be held at.5:30 p.m. at
the church with Helen
Hodges as speaker.
Women's Guild of St. Leo's
Catholic Church will meet at
1 p.m. at the Parish Center.
Mass will be in the church at
12:30 p.m.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for
Girls will meet at 7 p.m. at'
the lodge hall.
Singles Class of Seventh
and Poplar Church of Christ
will meet at the church
building at 7 p.m.
Senior Citizens Centers
will be open from 10 a.m.to 2
p.m. at Hazel and Douglas,
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
Ellis, and at 9:30 a.m. at
Dexter.

BEST HORSE SHOW TEAM-- The Murray State Intercollegiate Horse Show
team recently won the national stock seat title in a show at Pennsylvania State
University. Team members from left are Marie Biekarck, Warren, Pa., first place
in team competition, beginning stock seat; Mel Bidwell, Pleasant View, Tenn.,
coach; Julie Schmidt, Anchorage, Ky., second place in intermediate stock seat
and first place in team competition, which qualified her to advance to the stock
seat, and Beth Bolt, Belleville, Ill., first place in team competition and intermediate stock seat.

Ladies Tennis
Group 10 Play
At Local Club

Bob's TV Service

Moved

Free Blood Pressuret Grodp D of the Ladies TenCheck will be from 12 noon ti„.,nis of the Murray Country
2 6.m. at the Seventh-Day Club will play on Tuesday,
Adventist Church,South 15th May 5,from 6 to 8 p.m. at the
and Sycamore Streets.
club.
This is a beginning group
Prenatal Nutrition Class, and all interested members
taught by Suzanne Seeley, are invited to attend.
director of nutrition,
Murray-Calloway County
POWDERED MILK
Hospital,will be at 1:30 p.m. Add
powdered milk to your
in the cafeteria of the
meatless recipes for a cheap
hospital.
protein source.

713 So. 12th St.
(hi Rear of Clayton's
Across From Storey's)

Call
753-5191

Alcoholics Anonymous will
meet at 8 p.m. at the west
end of the Livestock and Exposition Center.
Parents Anonymous will
meet at 6:30 p.m. For information call 753.6995 or 4354385.

JUANITA'S
MOTHER OF THE YEAR
CONTEST
TO HONOR A VERY SPECIAL LADY

Second Annual 10 000 Meter

"ATO Run lOor Life'V
_dso_

Contest Rules:
&Write 200 words or less on why your mother should
be Juanita's Mother of the Year.
*Mail or bring entries to Juanita's Flowers Inc.
917 Coldwater Rd.
*Deadline Friday, May 8, 5 p.m.

5,000 Meter Run
All Proceeds Go To The Mental Health Center of Murray

Sunday, May 3 — 10:00 a.m.

The Winning
Mother Receives

—Start and Finish—
Roy Stewart Stadium—Murray State University

PRIZES
First 100 Entries get
T-shirts. Top 3 Finishers
in each age group receive
Trophies. One overall Trophy
for Top Finisher.

Mom's photo in
The Murray Ledger & Times
.4a

"When you wont to send the best
Call Juanita's Flowers Inc

rretyo)

5,0•11 Meter:
First 25 Entries receive T-shirts and
Top 3 Finishers receive Trophies
ben Foam 10,000 Meter — SS.011; 5,1111 Motor — $3.011
Registration begins at 800 a.m. the day of the race
For further information. call 753-9358 or 753-9101
• or just show up the day of the race ready to runIll

•e..,cNe-"G'
b

•Orchid Corsage
•One Dozen long
•1 Set Personalized
Stemmed Red Roses
Etched Glosses
and

10,000 Meter: Separate Divisions for Mon & Women
S AGE GROUPS
Up to 17
18-21
22-29
30-39
40-over

TO

FOCUSING IN — Donna Lucas, Louisville, a senior at
Murray State University majoring in radio-television,
focuses a camera in the campus studio. A news
program produced by students airs Monday, Wednesday and Friday at 6 p.m. on Murray Cable Channel
11. The news and other programs produced in the
department of joumaaim and radio-television offer
students practical working experience.
Photo by jaticie Stahl

•,,
14 'wgi`g.I.r

7534800

••,..;,*Ne
rrA
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JUANITA'S
FLOWERS INC.
917 Coldwater Rd.

_
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inion Paw

WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encourcged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be .
included for verification. The phone
dll
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
\\
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
It Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32, Murray,Ky.42071.
—...,
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The Lee Family Continued
This week I am going to continue
the history of the Lee family, as written by Edward Lee. •
"Judy (Dwire) Lee came to Kentucky with her husband David Lee
sometime between 1815-1820. It is not
known for sure if they came from Tennessee or some other of the
Southeastern Atlantic. states. Opal
Miller Smith of Nashville, has a
record showing. that her maiden name
was Dwire. The 1850 census records
show that she was 60 years old in 1850,
and that she was born in Virginia.
This date, arA
.
Vatshe-Wa.t. 7ire• ,

At,-

September 22, 1851. Their children
were: George W. Lee, born in Tennessee 1810, died 1857. Lucy Barnett
Lee, his wife was born 1811, died 1894.
They were married May 7, 1828;
buried at Palestine Cemetery. They
had one daughter Mary Jane Lee, who
married James Mack Parrish April 6,
1843.
Jonathan Lee was born in Tennessee July, 1812, died February 1876.
His son by his first marriage: Jasper
Marion Lee, born 1833; married Mary
Mathis Aug. 11, 1853 and move& t•st:
Missou4*.ta Lee's
d ma r-

Bible Thought

uti

Arid Adara mid his wife hid thews.
selves frosa the preseace GI the Lord
. •
.......,,,,_
God among the trees of the gutless
ilik
. `• 1, -7":".....,4%
Gessesis SA
1 r
Man still thinks that he can hide
N74s.,
from the eyes of God. There is no
"fp
at.111t.. .. ... ..;„•**iitayithat,codIfskilet
'Jr*nii.-arrii:nroo‘r flialf ,its

0

cicc"
.

Looking Back
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1836. Children: Frances Lee, born
At the time of the Census in 1850,
1831, married a Pierce. George W.
Judy Lee was living with George W.
Lee, born 1839, married Rachel Hale
Lee (her son ) and his wife Lucy
Jan. 21, 1864 and moved to Oklahoma.
(Barnett) Lee. They lived on the farm
He served in the Civil War on the
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
seniors, and Wade Outland and Steve
that is now owned by Edward Lee
Airman First Class Rickie A. Knott, Mrs. John Hamilton,87.
southern side. Lucinda Lee, born 1841,
and Mrs. Kenneth Ross Outland on
alternates.
Beatty,
Mrs.
Alice
Mat,
(son of Willie Lee).
Concord;
son of Mrs. Dora Knott, New
married Joe Lovett.
The Math Team from Murray High thews and Joel Atchison are sponsors. April 28 and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Tracing that farm back as far as it
Jonathan Lee's third marriage was is on duty at Phan Rang Air Base, School won first place in the Annual
Robert Rams on April 29.
is possible to trace -it, the record
to Sarah Hill McDaniel, widow of Vietnam.
Lone Oak Math Tournament held
Mr. and Mrs. Felix Balentine of
Dr. C. S. Lowry spoke on "Out of
shows the following: Ed Lee,
Rhode McDaniel. She had two
April
Murray
30
Oak
Route
at
Lone
High
3
will
The
School.
celebrate
Mouth of Babes" at the meeting
their
reported
W.
Fred
Deaths
include
Clarence McDaniel, Claude Parrish,
children: Mary Alvensine McDaniel, Swann, Luther Harrison, Joe Ed Team members were Anne Battle, 50th wedding anniversary with an held by the Zeta Department of the
John David and Wash Parrish, Polly
born 1841, married Bill Mardis: and Ross, 57, Mrs. Ctuni Duncan, 89, and Richard Hall, and Pat Ryan, all
open house at their home on May 8.
Murray Woman's Club.
Lee (David Lee's daughter), George
James T. McDaniel, born 1843, died
W.Lee (David Lee's son).
1916. He married Lydia Oakley, born
It was deeded to George W. Lee by
1848, died 1928. James was a Civil War
Johnathan and Matilda Lee (David
veteran,on the southern side.
Dr. Henry H. Hill, president of
The nine counties of the Purchase Mrs. Henry Dumas.
march in the Derby Festival Parade
children)
undivided
at their
Lee's
Jonathan and Sarah Hill had six George Peabody College, will speak District Homemakers are compiling a
on May 6 at Louisville.
• •
quarter section of the David Lee
--children- Levi,- -184.7-10.33,
—at-the- eommeneement exet cises-on --cookbook as-a part-of-the celebration
Births reported inerule- a girl,
(deceased) esta Judy Lee '(David's
Ellen Johnston (1856-1923) on Jan. 11, May 29 at Murray State College. Dr. of June Dairy Week. Local persons Teresa, to James and Sandra McKinThe Murray Jaycees held its in'wife) was living"n the place at the
1872. William F. Lee, 1849-1933, mar- Henry Pope Mobley, Jr., pastor, serving on committees include Mrs. ney on April 27.
stallation banquet at Kenlake Motel on
time it was sold to George W. Lee.
ried Nancy Jones (1850-1923) on Jan. Highland Presbyterian Church, W. A. Ladd, Mrs. John T. Taylor, Mrs.
April 29 with Harold Beaman, naMatilda was not married at the time.
The Murray College High School tional director, presenting pins to new
24, 1877. John N. Lee, 1851-1936, mar- Louisville, will deliver the bac- Charlie Crawford, Mrs. John
She later married Thomas Thorn
ried Mahala Wyatt ( 1862-1927) on calaureate address on May 28.
Workman, Mrs. Delia Graham, nnd Band,directed by Phillip Shelton, will officers and board members.
December 13, 1848 in Marshall CounDecember 18, 1883. David P. Lee,
ty. The land was sold to George for
1853-1919. He married 1 Martha
4100(160 acres),on June 30, 1845.
Lassiter 11855-1880), and _i 2i Alice
Records from Uncle Emp Parrish's
The United States Defense Depart- Murray State College attended the ".Hillbilly Courtship," to be presented home after n txtended visit with
Nelson, 1866-1949. Andrew B. Lee,
ment reports a new total of 62,700 1951 Purchase Parish Jersey Cattle by the senior class of New Concord relatives in Starkville, Miss.
old Bible say that Judy Lee died on
1856-1939, married Lidia Robb, 1852American casualties in the Korean Show at Clinton on April 28. Local win- High School on May 4 include Tommy
September 22, 1851. As far as I know
1926. Ellen Lee, 1864-1953, married
The Shiloh Homemakers Club has
War to date. .
this is a correct date for her death.
ners included cattle by Dr. Rob Mason Alexander, Barbara Moody, Marilyn
Decatur Beasley 1862-1925) on Sept.
Arnold, Betty Hicks, Jean Bennett. been organized with 15 members, acDeaths reported include Freeman and the Murray State College farm.
There is a vague possibility that she
27, 1883."
and C. A. Bucy.
cording to Mrs. John Grogan. Mrs.
L. Jones,57.
may be buried in the Palestine
Members of the cast of the play,
Mrs. F. D. Mellen has returned Riley Arnold is[resident.
Cemetery. Some old-timers say she
A. Carman and E. B. Howton from
Next week, we will conclude the Lee
was and others say she was buried
family history, this time without an
along with.her husband David in the
interruption. Possibly I should exlittle graveyard near the Kenlake
plain that while trying to intercept a
Hotel on Kentucky Lake.
Dedication ceremonies for the War- posed of Mariam McElrath, Mary mond Thorn, April 19, a girl to Mr. returned home
family argument between our Gerafter attending the
David Lee was born in North
Stanley Swann Memorial Dor- Frances McElrath, and Claire Fenton and Mrs. Homer Fennel, April 27, a Kentucky
ren
man Shepherd and Brandy, our cat, I
Association of Optometrists
Carolina (or Virginia) about 1778,
Chestnut
and
received an excellent rating at the girl to Mr and Mrs. Paul Jones, April at Louisville.
was badly bitten in my typing hand, mitory at North 16th
died Feb. 11, 1832. Judith Dwire Lee
College Kentucky Musical Festival at Bowl- 26, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Leon Boyd,
Members of the families of Mr. and
which accounted for my not having a Streets on the Murray State
was born in Virginia 1779-1780, died
yesterday at the ing Green.
April 28, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Hoyt Mrs. Rainey T. Wells of
column for the last two weeks. I learn- campus were held
Omaha, Neb.,
Births reported this week include a Cleaver, April 30,and a boy to Mr.and held a reunion
ed one thing from that episode - college auditorium.
in their honor on April
ABOUT THIS PAGE
Murray will receive several more girl to Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Adams, Mrs. John Armstrong, Apri120.
27 at Mr. Wells' camp at Fort Hyman
Editorials, columns and othe mother cats are extremely protective
of new concrete pavements, April 19, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Rayblocks
Dr. and WS. 0. C. Wells have on the Tennessee River.
opinionated articles on this page are of their young, and don't like to have curt6, and gutters in the near future,
presented for the purpose o them stepped on by clumsy pups. I
according to R. D. Hutchcraft, direcproviding a forum for the free also found out that it's better to let the
tor of the Division of Information of
above-mentioned
animals settle their
exchange of differing opinions.
WPA,Murray.
the
average of $4.84 per hundred.
The Murray loose Leaf Markets according to the Tobacco Boards of
We at The Murray Ledger & own problems.
Starting May 1, Defense Saving
Calloway County and practically
together with the Mayfield and Trade. Total sales for season here
Times strongly believe that to limit
Stamps and Defense Saving Bonds
this entire section got another good
were
for
markets,
Paducah
5,567,645
close
will
May 15,
pounds for an
oninionated articles to only those
went on sale at all banks and postofrain on April 25. The precipitation wilt
Syn.! Ivor
ii M
hich parallel the editorial
fices.
1.06 Indies,according to H. B. Arnold,
philosophy of this,newspaper woul
Fire on April 27 destroyed a house
official government recorder here.
be a disservice to our readers.
on Railroad Avenue that was owned
Deaths reported this week include
Therefore, we encourage readers
by Mrs. Hardin Morris.
William Francis Hunt, 87, and J. D.
who do not agree with an editorial
Henry Franklin Paschall was orOverby,86.
stand or the ideas presented by a
recuperating
is
wounds
from
still
the
dained to the Baptist minstry in serWork was started April 30 on the
WASHINGTON
(AP)
The
individual writer in a column or
vices on April 27 at the Oak Grove helicopter settled in, its wheels he received in the March 30 assassina- bridge over Clark's River on the
other article, to respond with their
Baptist Church.
touching down on the red landing tion attempt. But he is going tothe of- Murray-Hazel Highway.
feelings on the particular issues
In an Oratorical Contest held at markers, and in a scene seen fice each day. He is planning a travel
Dr. Ben Keys, Murray, was elected.
being discussed with a letter to the
Murray High School on April 26, Tom countless times before, the president schedule that will take him out of
editor.
vice
president of the Four County
Fenton of Murray High was the win- stepped out, waved and strode into the Washington several times in coming
Medical Society at a meeting held in
By the same token, if an issue has
weeks,
ready
is
getting
and
for
he
two
ner with Herman Ellis of Hazel High White House, another Camp David
not been discussed on this page and
particularly important visits by Fulton. Dr. Will H. Mason of Murray
as second. Charles Callis represented weekend gone.
a reader feels that the issue merits
presented a special paper. Also attenforeign
leaders.
the Murray Training School and
But this time, the trip signaled the
the attention of the general public,
ding
from Murray were Dr. C. H.
Reagan is no longer taking any
Evelyn Clendenon represented Almo end of the private phase of President
we welcome a letter to the editor or
and Dr F. B. Houston.
Jones
--medication- for-the- wound-and- hasHigh School.
raga
ape ation.
an authored article on whatever th
Sheriff
Clint Drinkardwas given the:
gained
half
10
he
back
pounds
of
the
:
The Murray High Girls Trio comHe was back in the office Mondayopic might be.
quietus
for
lost.
the year 1930 by the
with time out for a haircut in the
The Secret Service agent who Calloway County Fiscal Court, at a
barber shop in the White House basestands at a doorway near the Rose special session on April 29.
driven
Tuesday
was
On
ment.
he
•Copley MOWS SAMOS
through the streets of the nation's Garden whenever the president is in
The summer session at Murray
rAiF Axe21/Aiie..4 POL.4.S. 57-.4,C4
capital for his appearance before a the Oval Office is spending more time State College will open June 8 and
A;/// //'
//z
joint session of the House and Senate. at his post. And it is likely to increase. close August 18. A total of 210 courses
"We will add gradually" to will
And on Wednesday, his schedule was
S.
be offered.
,
, •
blank - just as it often Was on Reagan's schedule of work in the Oval
cee:
•
Office,said deputy White House press
Marriages announced this week inWednesdays before he was shot.
.Ifnc,
Speakes.
secretary
Larry
clude
Gertie McDougal to Ruel
White House aides say the president
The increased activity by the presi- Garland on April 25.
dent, who was not seen in the west
Mrs. J. D. Sexton, Mrs. Joe Lovett,
wing offices of the White House from
Mrs.
J. D. Rowlett, Mrs. G. B. Scott,
March 30 until last Friday, has
Mrs.
H. I. Sledd, Mrs. Myrtle Wall.
created an upbeat mood in the
By The Associated Press
Mrs. Carlisle Cutchin, and Mrs. Price
side
complex.
business
of
the
Today is Saturday, May 2, the 122nd
"We're so happy to see him. Every- Doyle have been elected as delegates
day of 1981. There are 243 days left in
day is a birthday party," said a from Murray Woman's Club to the
the year.
•
secretary
to deputy chief of staff Kentucky Federation of Women's
Today's highlight in history:
Club convention to be held at
On May 2, 1945,the Soviets announc- Michael K.Deaver.
a
Frankfort
in May.
With
notice,
advance
little
Reagan
ed the fall of Berlin, and the Western
over
to
the
his
west
from
strode
wing
Allies announced the surrender of
R. R. Brooks and L. H. Pogue will
Nazi troops in Italy and parts of executive mansion residence last Fri- speak at a special meeting at Green
day. He spent about two hours there, Plain Church of Christ.
,
Austria.
•
/s
meeting in his office with Sen. Paul
On this date:
In 1536, England's Queen Anne Laxalt, R-Nev., and chairing a
Milentry Ledger St Times
Boleyn was sent to the Tower of Lon- meeting of the Cabinet.
USPS 306-700
Reagan is planning to fly to South
don by her husband, Henry VIII, and
Publisher
Walter L
Bend, Ind., May 17 to speak at the Editor
R Gene •
eventually was beheaded.
The Mirray Ladder Ili Times is
In 1670, the Hudson Bay Co. was University of Notre Dame commence- every
afternoon except SuNdays, tidy
ment. Later trips may take him to Christmas
chartered by England.
Day, New Years Day and
California
for
a
at
weekend
his
ranch
ins by Murray Newspapers, Inc., MI N. Mb
In 1890, the Oklahoma territory was
Murray,
Ky.
MI.Second Claes Pasties Paid
and to the U.S. Military Academy for
organized.
Murray,Ky.an.
SUBSCRIPTION RAT: In arose served
Five years ago: A leftist militia its commencement.
Next week, he will welcome Prime carriers, OA per month, payable in advance.
group in Lebanon captured a key port
mail in Camay County and to Beritak
Minister Zenko Suzuki of Japan to the By
area during fighting in Beirut.
din, Mayfield,Sedalia and Farmington,Ky.,
House.
White
Suzuki
be
followed Paris. Buchanan and Puryear, Tn., WM per
will
One year ago: Iran said it was up to
year. By mail to other dauttnaUtes,
the British to end the two-day siege at by Chancellor Helmut Schmidt of year.
timber of Associated Prase, Kentucky
the Iranian embassy in London, West Germany.
And all that means everyone around Meeciation and Southern Newwpoper
where 21 hostages were being held by
Airedation.
the west wing has more to do. '
three Arab gunmen.
The Associated Press la asetralvely antitiad to
"You can see the pace picking up," modish local news origiestwd by The
Today's birthdays: King Hussein of
Leapt&nousas well as all What AP new.
Jordan is 46. Pediatrician and author said one denizen of the west nitng.
TEIII:PHONE NUMBERS
"You can feel a revitalizatio‘ now Minim Office
Dr. Benjamin Spock is 78.
713.1
Chmilled
Atkotti•Mg
Thought for today: Nothing is really that he's back. There's a happiness, a
113.1
Adverng
(Display)
/WWI
work unless you rather would be doing business.
7934115
Circulation
"We're starting to solidify things News mid Sports DepL
7104M11
something else. - James date,
that were tentative," he said.
Scottish writer (1880-1937).

10 Years Ago

Readers of major national
business publications should
know lots about "Kentucky
SE Co." That's the slogan that
has appeared in dozens of
advertisements, pitching the
advantages of locating a new
company in "the state that's
run like a business."
A $1 million advertising
campaign began in January
to woo new corporate

gauge, they report that the
advertisements generated
about 800 inquiries during
the first three months. State
Commerce officials call
about 12 of those 800 "live
prospects" fc,loGating
110
business ana industry in
Kentucky.
Within Kentucky business
circles, however, the campaign is drawing mixed
ifienturicss,„„ arui .sethigaws.flfJiii
of „some
-,41111111111av
-4•11111110
mos of tit' acte" raiVe- 611
--- Kesses. already located
featured Gov. John Y. here have complained that
Brown Jr. as the president the state needs to concen__LnsictiideLecutive officer pf tra
on rsoinino, ---,ca- . 4*T'
and industry'
State economic develop- rather than courting
0
ment officials are delighted newcomers..That complaint
with the results of the cam- is responsible in part for a
paign so far. While they - shift being made in future
• SPRING CLEANING PROMOTION - Mrs. Ricky Tucker, 1215 Melrose, was the
along with advertising ex- economic
development
winner of a box spring and mattress in the Dunn's Furniture Annual Spring Cleaning
perts
warn that Em- advertising for the state,
Promotion. The drawing was held last Saturday at the store. "Over 400 people
mediate effects of such a which will feature expansion
registered for the drawing. It was one of the best spring cleaning promotions we've
campaign are not a good opportunities within Kenhad," Holmes Dunn, store owner, said. Shown are (from left) Ronnie Dunn,
Elizabeth Tucker,Mrs. Tucker and Holmes Dunn.
•

Danny M. Dunn's
Electric
Licensed For
Commercial 8, Residential

Frankie McNutt
Sales Associate
With Century 21
native of Murray, has
recently become. a sales
associate with Century 21,
Loretta Jobs, Realtors.
Mrs. McNutt is a graduate
of Murray High School and
graduated magna cum laude
from Murray State University with a B.S. in business

Call 436-2372
Murray Ky

30 Years Ago

Kemper Tax-Exempt
1-Income
Trust

TAX FREE INCOME*
1 'nil%
Based on this current return*,
here's what tax exemption means:
If your joint taxable Your taxable equivalent
income is:
vield is:
525,000
16.34%
40,000
19.49% 60,000
24.15%

50 Years Ago

Sponsor—Kemper financial Services, Inc.,
Asset managers for individuals, corporations,
institutions and pension funds.

RAIF1F111111

FILL IN COUPON NOW! MAIL TODAY!
CO-MANAGER

The White House

First of Michigan k
Corporation
Mernbecc5r. 5nrIc Stuck Eachante Inc

Woodmen Bldg. / Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-9476

Please send me a prospectus containing more complete information, including all charges and expenses, on the Kemper Tax-f!tempt Income Trust, Series 20.1 will read all material carefully before I invest
or send money.

--CMA

N ame

Street Address
City
Stale

Zip

Phone (Business)

MANNA!

(Home)

L

,/,/w4/

This advertisement is not an offering to sell or a solicitation plan offer
to buy units of the Trust. Offering is made only by prospectus
and only
in those states where units of the Trust may be
"MANY offered.
ltepresents estimated current return based on the semi-annual

distribution option, after estimated evpenses,divided *vibe public

offering price per unit as of Apr. 24.1981.11 will vary
with charities in
,............
either amount.Income, in the opinion of counsel, is free Prom federal

\

taxes but may be subject to state and local taxes.

Today hi History

Frankie E. McNutt
education. She has held
teaching positions in Kentucky, Michigan and Tennessee.
Prior to her move to Murray in March, Mrs. McNutt
was a Tennessee Real Estate
Affiliate Broker in Union City, Tenn. Before receiving
her Tennessee Real Estate
License, she completed a 30hour course in Principles of
Real Estate at the University of Tennessee at Martin.
She is scheduled to attend
a week's school sponsored by
Century 21 in Indianapolis,
Ind., on June 15 to further increase her real estate
qualifications.
Mrs. McNutt,the daughter
of Leila Erwin and the late
Stark Erwin,.is. married-toDan McNutt, an insurance
agent with MFA Insurance.
They have two sons-Greg,
a sophomore at Murray
State University, and Brad,
a sophomore at Murray High
School. The McNutts are
members of the First United
Methodist Churc.
Mrs. McNutt invites her
friends to come by her office
at 1200 Sycamore or call her
at 753-1492 for their real
estate needs.

OD

•

We at the

Bank of Murray
offer our
Congratulations
to

•

a 0

special awards featured during the 50th 4nniversary of
Stanley Home Products.
Love has been an
dent Stanley Dealer for over
eighteen years, selling the
company's 250 household
products and good grooming
aids at home parties. Compton has been an independent
Stanley Dealer for over
seventeen years, and Mrs.
Carter has been an independent dealer for over six
years.

Winnie Love, 503 Poplar
St.; Janice Compton, Rt. 2
Box 149A; and Debbie
Carter, 1901B Wiswell Rd.,
.11-Ke1iny receive beiuttiul
24-K gold electropolated
bowls from Stanley Home
Products for achieving
outstanding sales for
February and March.
The gold bowls were
presented by Linda Emerson, division manager for
Stanley Home Products. The
gold bowl is one of the

Kopperud Realty is pleased to announce that Glenda
Smith is now a "member of
their staff of professional
realtors. Glenda, her husband Roy, and their son
Wade, live at 504 Lynnwood
Court. Wade is a freshman at
Murray High, and their
daughters, Teresa Timajia
Lexington and Lisa Wilson'of
Paducah are in college.
Glenda is a graduate of
Murray High School and attended Murray State University. She is associated with
the Woodmen of the World,
holding offices on the local
and state level, and was Kentucky's delegate to the 1977
National Convention.
She earned her Kentucky
Real Estate Salesman's
license in 1977 and her
broker's license in 1980. She
has also completed the
courses in the Graduate
Realtors Institute and
courses 101 and 102 towards
her Certified Residential
Specialist, having also attended other seminars in
real estate marketing,

a

Ford Division of the Ford
Motor Company has announced that Joe Rowland
recently attained membership in the prestigious Ford
Society of Professional Sales
Counselorsfor 1980.
Membership in The Ford
Sales Society is attained only
by those qualifying Ford
salespersons who display
outstanding sales achievement during the calendar
year. Rowland is currently

Rowland and his wife
Brenda live with their son
Pat and daughter Vicki at
1703 Audubon.

Shield for you too

/ •\

O
K. 0K...

graduate of ollege High.
She also attended Murray
State University.
The daughter of Mr. vpd
Mrs. Mason Thomas, Doran
was employed by the bank as
a proof operator in 1966. She
has been associated with
People's Bank in various
capacities since that time

I

•

CERTIFICATE WINNER - Patsy Brown, Rt. 1, Dexter, accepts a $50 gift certificate from Sam Fuson,
manager of Fred's Discount Ste.She was a winner
in Fred's COP contest at the Murray store.

Southern States

Freezer Sale
0.411.

Shirley Doran
with the exception of two
years when she worked as a
teller at First City 'Bank in
Hopkinsville and First Nktional Bank in Jacksost,
Tenn.
Doran has been a drive-up
teller at the north office People's Bank since that office's
opening in 1970.
Boyd said he has always
been happy to promote
within the organization. He
added that he felt Doran's
many years experience in
banking qualifies her for this
promotion.

SEE

DAN McNUTT

DAN McNUTT
522 W. MAIN
goads Audition Secretary

Also Have 15 Cu.Ft.
and 25 Cu.Ft.Chest

Freezers
Ph. 753-1423
Industrial Rd.- Murray, Ky.

Now's the perfect time to do something
about lowering the cost of cooling your
home this summer. Call us for a free
home energy survey under the Home
Insulation Program. The program offers
interest-free loans and a free inspection
of your home by a trained energy
advisor who can tell you what to do to
lower your electric bills and stay
comfortable. . . without losing your cool.

Murray Electric
System
401 011,6

MON TO U
MITER INS.
COMPANY

ISP

•

The Shield

(OLD NATIONAL HOTEL ALD6)

t
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William M. Boyd, president of the People's Bank,
announced the promotion of
Shirty;•Doran to branch
manager of the south office
at 12th and Story Streets.
Doran is a native of

employed with Parker Ford
and has been a professional
salesperson there since 1979.
The Society of Professional
Sales Counselors is a professional organization created
by the Ford Motor Company
to honor top automotive
salespersons.

7S3-044S
NV=

ar.

Rowland Recognized
For Sales Achievement

Boatowners

Joe Rowland
Winnie Love O'
Janice Compton
Debbie Carter

I

Glenda Smith
advertising, mortgages,
financing, law and contracts. She has also been
honored for million dollar
sales each year since she
first entered the real estate
profession.
Glenda invites all of her
friends
to visit
her at the Kopperud Realty
Office, 711 Main Street, or
contact her at her home
number.753-1499.

I've Got
Mrs. Ricky Turner
- Patsy Brown
Shirley Doran
Frankie McNutt
Glenda Smith

Shirley Doran
Pr moted
• To
ranCh Manager

KEEP YOUR
SUMMER COOL

There's a
Sit

tucky's borders.
ed Kentucky's advertising for a governor who may be
Still other critics have call- efforts a waste of money and using it as a stepping-stone
a self-promotional vehicle to national office.

Love, Compton, Carter
honored For Sales

Glenda Smith Joins
Kopperud Realty Staff
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Outdoor Editor: Mary Berrew

IMELIVIRPUTPOORS
-

Lake By Lake Rundown
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
- Water conditions have
stabilized on most of the
state's larger lakes and
fishing is fair to good. The
state gave this rundown:
Kentucky - Bluegill fair
improving on small flies.
____
fish iair off rocky banks and.
slab
dropoffs, in tailwaters catfish slow to fair, clear to
murky,rising,and 65.
Barkley - Crappie good
cgrane

over submerged cover and
along shallow shoreline
brush, black bass slow on
spinner baits and plastic
worms along shoreline
cover, in tailwaters crappie,
white bass and catfish slow,
bhiegill fair, clear, rising
65.
slowl
Ciappre fair to
cAtre
g71,,de
ti
ir on
lures and shallow runners off
points and shallow banks,
clear to murky, rising slowly, one foot below summer

Oil Impaction Option
of

black bass slow on spinner
pool and 67.
Nolln - Black bass fair to baits off points and in coves,
good on crank baits and spin- in tailwaters trout slow,
ner baits off points and clear to murky, stable and
around shoreline brush, 68.
Herrington -- Bluegill fair
crappie fair over submerged
to good around shoreline
cover,clear,stable and 70.
Rough River - Crappie 'brush, crappie fair around
slow to fair around treetops stickups and over submerged cover, white bass slow in
.11
. k Ps. black bass
, INFftihmrky,

The rule was simple: the
longest
won.
fish
Smallmouth bass, chain
pickerel, rock bass or
whatever, the man who
caught the longest fish got a
free dinner at the Big Spring
Restaurant - at the expense
4/f the other two contestants.
The line
read like a
,
wall01110.8111Mbe.
- ?It
, ear to mirky
front of the boat
summer
pool
and
above
70.
to muddy,stable and 64.
Cumberland - Crappie was Silent Steve Fugate,
Green River --. Crappie fair to good still fishing and restaurateur from Lake City
fair over submerged cover, jigging minnows around whose quiet demeanor belies
shoreline cover, white bass his competitive drive. In the
fair in heads of creeks on back was Terrible Tom
small medium runners, Snow,operator of a Paducah
black bass slow to fair off sporting goods emporium
foot model will be offered on- must cover a lot of water steep banks in tributaries on and one of the most feared
medum to deep runners, in bass fishermen on local tourquickly.
ly in the Colorado Red.
There are several new acThey will accept any round tailwaters trout good, clear nament trails. And sandcessories in the line for 1981 shafted paddle or oar up to to murky, rising, five feet wiched between these
heavies was me, minus my
and they are all designed to 1% inch in diameter and let below timberline and 67.
All Stove Foie% ten se, whom he looks et this Cermet River smiellmosith Is steak.
Dale Hollow - Black bass white hat and ready to do
make canoeing more en- you quickly change from
After being mooserod, the fIsh was Merited to the alumni stream, a booms for
big
,battle
fish
and
for
the
surface
to
good
medium
on
joyable. The new Drvac pafling,to rowing. The Padcanoeists bet often overlooked by fishermen.
stow bags are ideal for keep- dle Rowlocks are recom- runners off shallow banks honor and a steak dinner.
Mots by Wade Bean*
us
tension
was
between
The
ing your gear 'dry during mended for use with the and points, crappie fair over
submerged cover, clear, as thick as :Philadelphia
heavy rain or when paddling passenger seat accessory.
rocks and around protruding big show of measuring him tion.
through rough water.
For more information on stable at four feet below nor- cream cheese.
Soon Steve muscled the
logs, perfect spots for lurk- on my tackle box before
the
Current
We
were
on
The Drysac is a water- the new 1981 Coleman mal pool and 65.
the
fish
back
releasing
to
him
smallrnouth.
on
near the surface, and I
We
tied
ing
proof sack consisting of two Marine Line, contact Col- Laurel - Trout good at River near Van Buren, our baits, got ourselves river..
cried, "Sucker nothing':
original
intent
The
Missouri.
bags. The inner bag is extra eman Marine, 250 N. St. night still fishing worms,
In a few minutes I struck That's a smallmouth. Come
balanced and pushed off
heavy gauge polyethylene Francis, Wichita, Kansas cheese or corn off steep of our foray into the Show Me downstream.
this time with an 11- on, baby,jump loose."
again,
banks, crappie good around State was to collect wild
and the outer bag is woven 67201.
But the. fish didn't free
Our first problem was im- incher. Same bait. Same
season
had
The
turkeys.
skickupsand-over submerged
polypropylene for resistance
psyche
itself
only
same
from Steve's jig and.
evident.
braggadocio,
Our
mediately
cover, black bass fair off opened that dawn, and a
to punctures and abrasions.
be
eel,
seemed
to
it
and
the lucky angler had
power
job,
and
lay
source
at
our
of
Stocking
No
Trout
game
the
local
week
earlier
points on medium to deep
They'll hold two down sleepSteve
and
to
Silent
three
cut
the
a 16-inch cane to
working.
fotm
feet
of
in
runners, clear to murky,ris- warden had showed Fugate
ing bags or one synthetic bag For KAntuckians
saying
weren't
Tom
measure
Terrible
paddles.
the trophy stream
The
heavy
current
ing slowly, 15 feet below and me a prime piece of
and supply of dry clothes.
carried us along at a fairly anything, and Steve was dig- bronzeback.
During
May
in
real
estate
turkey
back
power pool and 62.
If you often take along an
The rest of the afternoon
fast clip. It was soon obvious ging in his box for a new bait.
Cave Run - Music), slow the hills north of Van Buren.
extra person when you
thereafter the first was punctuated
Shortly
and
could
paddle
that
we
by
Kentucky
streams
won't
But opening day had
castins or trolling medium
canoe, the new Passenger
keep the boat straight - or we hint of disaster came. I smallmouth and beautiful
be
getting
any
trout
stockwind
with
gale
force
broken
deep
runners in upper
to
Seat accessory is the answer
fish. We chose the lat- made an arching cast cross- scenery. Despite Steve's
lake, crappie slow over and showers, dowsing the could
to your needs. Designed to fit ings during May.
ter.
The
result was a boat stream and snagged a log, luck, he didn't catch another
State
stockofficials
say
our
countryside
hopes
and
submerged cover, black
both the canoes and Scanoe,
rotations like The current was pushing the fish on the jig. In my
that
did
slow
the Passenger Seat can be ings will be suspended for a bass 'blow on medium run- for first day gobblers. After
boat down the river,and all I despondency I loaned him a
helicopter
blade.
an
idling
month
to
allow
the federal ners and plastic worms off five hours of slogging across
easily installed.
But the river scenery was could do was pull on the line Rebel Crayfish, and Tommy
trout
hatchery
at
Wolf
Creek
rendezridges,
we
soppy
points and in covers, clear to
It's made of molded RAMbeautiful, and the day had and listen to it break. No also wound up casting the
X and it is comfortable for Dam to rebound from a bad murky,falling slowly and 62. voused back at the truck to
turned
off pretty. Green matter; I had other crayfish same bait. At one point Tomsummer
last
year.
Bockhorn - Crappie fair plan activities for the rest of
both adults and children.
my stuck a fish that may
and
bluffs lined the lures in the tacklebox.
ridges
Officials say the unusually over submerged cover, the day. (Turkey hunters in
Depending upon personal
skinny,
a
next
fish
have
was
My
Wildflowers
banks.
eclipsed Steve's lead,
hot
summer
of 1980 resulted black bass slow casting Missouri may hunt only until
preference, the seat can be
highlighted the young spring but long, chain pickerel. It but the lunker tore free.
in
a
substantial
die-off
of
noon.)
medium runners and still
installed to face fore or aft.
Besides showing us where woods, and wood ducks and almost stretched the length kept losing baits and line as
On the Scanoe it can be ad- trout at Wold Creek, the fishing nightcrawlers in
herons squealed and of my 14-inch box, and I the current carried us
Kentucky's
source
rainof
'heads of creeks, murky to- to hunt, the game warden
justed to help trim your load
squawked as we fjoated could feel Steve and downstream from the hangs,
bow
trout
for
put-and-take
me
told
of
Fugate
and
also
muddy,
stable
and
64.
for better motoring. It is
Tommy's sense of quiet and by the time we ended our
around the bends.
Graysod - Crappie slow the good smallmouth fishing
available in Colerrian Green stocking. Federal hatchery
What Fugate and Snow desperation. Steve changed float I was out of both. But I
officials
cancelled
stockings
Current
River.
in
the
"'The
over submerged cover,clear
or Colorado Red.
hadn't known when we baits again.
had some fine memories of
The new Paddle rowlocks to provide an additional to murky to muddy, (Wiling river is so popular now with
time
he
made
But
the
this
in
my
started
more- than 20 smallmouth
tackle
was
that
month
of
growth
on
trout
to slowly, two feet above sum- canoeists that it's not fished
let you turn your canoe or
box I had a supply of Rebel right choice. We were going we'd caught and released.
regain
the
9
-inch
average
of
heavily,"
he'd
very
said.
mer
pool and 65.
Scanoe into a rowing canoe.
Crayfish, the best sideways through a riffle
Later at the Big Spring
Fishtrap - Crappie fair "You can catch plenty of one Wee
The Rowlocks are similar to fish, an average which was
Steve cried, "Fish Restaurant Steve gleefully
when
this
smallmouth
stream
bait
reduced
by
the
summer
dieover submerged cover, clear and two-pounders, and the
oarlocks and are ideal when
looked up, and his rod enjoyed his filet while Tomtop fish go up to five pounds. side of the Pecos. Last spr- on!" I
boating alone or when you off.
to murky,stable and 64.
sharply toward my and I sulked. I ordered
bowed
was
bait
ing
I'd
with
used
the
But if you fish, you'll have to
throw them back. You can't some good old boys up in the water as a heavy fish chicken,and I poured oil and
powerful run across vinegar dressing over my
keep bass from the Current eastern Kentucky, and I'd made a
river.
the
their
scratching
left
salad. I didn't want to do
them
until May 23."
Steve held on and took up anything to disturb the sour
So that would be our plan. heads. Then on our scouting
Drive back to Van Buren,get trip the week before, I'd ask- slack when he could. The fish taste that was already in my
some lunch, then rent a boar ed the game warden if the stayed close to the bottom, mouth.
Murray Flotilla 27-5 of the miral N. C. Venzke, Com- Chattanooga, Tennessee. In and float the 10 mile stretch Current River had crayfish. and Steve pronounced the (Next week comes part
United States Coast Guard mander of the Second Coast her capacity as District Staff south of town. We were "Sure does," he smiled. "It's fish a sucker."But it's a BIG two of this Missouri advenAuxiliary, has been a Guard District, Mrs. Byrn Publications Officer and prepared with spinning a favorite smallmouth sucker!" he laughed with ture, about an eyeball to
hack. _and_ glee. Tommy and_ I sat_eyeball confrontation with a_
_member since 1971
received this award at- the -Editor- of- T-h-e--Ticle tackle,Iures-and-the two food
sullenly and watched the ac- wild turkey gobbler.)
Presented by Rear Ad- recent Spring Conference in Yearbook, this award was trucks needed to cover both already started plotting.
My strategy said early
given for her professional ends of the float trip. And
manner in discharging the somebody cooked up the dividends. We hadn't floated
duties of the office. The com- wager, confident that in more than 10 minutes when I
pilation, editing, and mailing their box was the seeret felt a thud on my 6 lb. test. I
of this unique and innovative weapon which would lead to, set'the hook, and my line
publication were her sole "Medium rare, please, and started swimming upstream
with a jerky motion. Eager
responsibility. The un- give them the ticket."
to
get on the board first, I
counted hours necessary to
We rented a jonboat at the
complete this assignment in Garden of Eden on the banks cranked in the smallmouth,
%-incher.
fiesty
both 1979 and 1980 were men- of the Current and loaded in a
tioned as reflecting great our gear. The river was 40 "Whoowee!" I cried. "That
credit upon Mrs. Byrn and yards across and shallow, little feller just might, tvin
the many hundreds of other and the current rippled over me a free dinner." I made a
men and women who give
unselfishly of themselves in
THE JONES
the service of the U.S. Coast
NOW
Guard Auxiliary.

f"

Dorothy M.Byrn Cited
Outstanding Administrative Achievement
The United States Coast
Guard has cited Dorothy M.
Byrn for Outstanding Administrative Achievement
Mrs. Byrn, a member of the'

Outboard Marine Corporation has uhveiled an innovative oil injection option,
a variable flow convenience
system for two-stroke
marine engines that
engineers say cuts oil consumption by as much as 50
percent.
Called
the
OMC
Economizer gas/oil _meterage-2was designed especially for
the new OMC Sea Drive
marine power system as
well as Johnson and
Evinrude V4 and V6 outboards beginning with 1980
models.
"Our Research and
Development engineering
staff is to be congratulated.
This remarkable new
system, a marine system
from start to finish,
represents a tremendous
breakthrough in convenience and economy,
especially for operators of
larger boats," said Ben
Sherwood, director of
marketing for OMC Parts
and Accessories of Beloit,

Wisconsin which will
manufacture the oil injection
system.
A micro-chip computer is
the heart of the oil injection
system.
This
"microprocessor-with-amemory," sealed in the oil
pump mechanism, receives
engine speed and fuel flow
infomatinn anfl-ernfrAt.
reservoir to the fuel line.
The Economizer will
average a gasoline-to-oil
ratio of 80 to 1. The ratio
changes from 150 to 1 at idle
when lubricant requirements are slight to as
much as 50 to 1 at full throttle. At 75 percent of full
throttle, the flow will be approximately 80 to 1,
representing a savings of
more than 37 percent over
the 50 to 1 gas to oil ratio in a
typical pre-mix situation.
The pump and micro-chip
computer can be ordered
with 3.5 or .
7 gallon oil tanks
made
of
molded
polyethylene resistant to solvent attack and corrosion.

Operation Bass
Tourney Is Sunday
GILBERTSVILLE, Ky. -The Western Kentucky Division of the Operation Bass
tournament schedule for
1981 will be kicked off Sunday with an event on Kentucky Lake and Lake
Barkley.
The Kentucky-Barkley
Baggett Invitational is
slated to be held on the twin
lakes out of Kentucky Dam
Marina here.
The remainder of the division schedule includes a July
12 tourney on KentuckyBarkley out of Kuttawa Har-

bor Marina on Barkley, art
Aug. 23 event on KentuckyBarkley out of Kenlake
Marina on Kentucky, and a
Sept. 27 tournament at
Green River Lake out of
Green River Marina,the latter event being a combined
tournament which will be
fished jointly with the
anglers in the OB Eastern
Kentucky Division.
A team tournament for
clubs affiliated with Operation Bass is slated for May
30-31 on Kentucky-Barkley
out of Port Prizer Point
Marina on Barkley.

IOU LOSE A LOT WHEN
YOU LOSE A FOREST
7---'lb.viVor Ektft) i
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Even a duck is
out of luck during a
forest fire.

Wildflowers and
wildfires don't mix.
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Forest fires
even catch fish.

I.., Admiral N. C. Kauko, coninimodor of the Sensed Coes, Coward Mstrkt, cited
Mrs. D•r•thy M. Byre for Oetsteedieg Administrative Achievement.
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Why Pay More For Your Next Boat?'

Fostering
*Bass Hawk Boots
*Authorized Evinrude
Sales 8 Service
Evinfruor 1

'This bear
hates forest fires.
You should,too.
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FOOD
GIANT

Since 1966•15 Years Of Dependable Service
Fully insured For Your Protection
Finest Quality Workmanship
Buy Direct From Your
Local Contractor

Alignment

Tires, Wheels & Accessories:
Route 3 Box 80
Murray, Ky. 42071 *
* • Car, Truck, Tractor Tires :
Highway 94 East
1.
Road and Field Service •
*•
it
*
•
*
•
OWNER: Gary Darnell
410 N.4th
*
•
BOATS-MCITORS-ACCESSORIES-MARINE SUPPLIES
753-8364-753-6719

4*************************** iiimegogousgeo•nitese•eeneseeseenontimege•

*Cover Over Hang

On Brick Horne.
Never Paint Again
*Complete Remodeling
Ws S,d Cupboards To Fit
*Roofing
•1111ann Windows Er Doors

436-2802
Rt. IS Sox 20611Murray, Ky.

./

Mon.-Sat. 9-9
Sunday 1-6

NOW
OMNI
41111111111111111111
11111111111

Koetecky Lek* lass Club Imid o bass toornommit, out
•f Kodak* Marino, Saturday, 25. The winn•rs mire top
photo, loft to tight, first place Darrell R•yemills, third
1
1 1111 piece Porter Minimum. Bottom
k7.411""""61j1
Photo, Lorry Comp took
big boss honors with this seven pound two ounce honker.
tf.
741/t,w.,
Photos by Mary Barrow

Murray Bait Co.
%&
Wholesale Live Bait
Fred Gardner, Owner

*
*
*

[C1:

Hw.641 South

753-9131

Tour 11-11anl Headquarters
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DON Mcr.tURE
GRAYSON McCLURE
• -.,• 44ii
f M orro)
, .or 2 rmlet i,rn r•qh, on 24i,
follow 280 for 7 milics post Bonner s Grocery Take
/dor k top
RonoromaPand follow blacktop to yoor r,ght

Telephpne 502-436-5483

HEAT-'N-FIX: Ideally
with the Soft Touch. Comes suited for patching and
in six attractive colors.
repairing a wide variety of
HUNCHBAK: It's Burke's outdoor products, including
new star of the salmon rubber boots, loose rod
trollers. Because of its soft guides, tents, boats, etc..
Flex Plug construction it has Simply light it with a match
a natural sound and feel: and apply it. Small, fast,
plus an erratic, darting, fish- simple.
STO-A-WAY rod system:
exciting action. Moreover,
Sturdy,
weatherproof inbecause Hunchbak feels
more like forage, salmon dustrial strength rubber
and other striking fish hang models available for every
on and try .to "kill" the application: station wagons.
foragelike plug. That extra bass boats, cruisers, dens,
time means more hooked motorhomes, etc. Available
fish, especially on downrig- in Tithe) uSd1 sue white UU
ger strokes. Eliminating wood grain teak in both
problems with rolling cohos channel-lock and swit(silvers), the plug's rugged chabout mounts that can be
rigging .consists of a 75- screwed or pop-riveted in
pound-test swivel assembly. place or securely fastened in
Since the body is soft and seconds with mountcurved, the troller can insert attached special adhesive
one point of the lure's treble foam tape.
hook into the body's under- To obtain Your free catalog
side. The treble hook then copy or additional informamoves with the body itself tion, contact Bing Mcand a strike from any direc- Clellan"; President,- Burketion means a hooked fish!! Fishing Lures, 1969 South
Available in six striking col- Airport Road, Traverse City,
ors
Michigan 49684.

Sportsman's Marina
At Jonathan Creek
Announces
NEW 10 and 52 Covered Slips For Houseboats
NEW 30 Covered Sims For Cruisers

LOCAL DEALER for GALVA-LIFT Boat Hoists
Easy to operate akrunates marine growth on boat bottom

Authorized EVINRUDE DEALER
Sales Er Service

eat,,
SERVICE

Adyacent to Sportsmen s Safari Campground

Rt.5 Benton, KY 42025

502/3544568

ARK AND.ARC;OP, 4111K)111ROARK AIX

ri Jtgl.g1 _ 1

appy Holiday Travel,Inc

ing, you'll hook more fish

)0110410CIROC WNW MillOgi1c WOAD( 4191X

Boat, Motor, Pontoon & Ski
*
*
Quality &.0uantity Guaranteed
#
:Rentals- Guide Service-Covered Storage:
*
Launching Ramp-Tackle, Bait.. : Hwy. 94 East
*
Phone
*
.
t.
Murray,
Ky.
42071
474-2M5
or
(502)
:
Rt. 1 Hardin
474-2211,ext. 171 'r
502-79-5693

61'
°
lb
SPORTING GOODS

oyell

D. mow

4K,

Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
Free Estimates Cell

•;).'

Catalog Of New Products Available

* Complete line of Fishing and Sporting Equipment
*
*

Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.

*Cover AN Windows

.10

TULSA, OK. - All you (fish) which are only 24 inneed to do is flip a switch to ches apart.
operate the latest "fish finWith an optional bracket,
Fresh off the press, Mo-Shun is available in 14
ding" sonar unit from the new unit can be mounted
Lowrance Electronics,Inc. about anywhere - overhead, Burke's brand new, 24-page, and '2-ounce weights in a
It's the new Model LFD- on top of the dash, up front full-color 1981 catalog is now dazzling array of colors.
1210 dash-mounted flasher, on the casting deck of a available. Featuring a Also, replacement .blades
featuring fully automatic fishing boat or in the gunnel. galaxy of fresh and salt are available and may be usoperation. With the latest
The new unit is only four water fishing lures and out- ed to convert less deadly
electronic designs and inches in diameter at the door accessories, the follow- spinners into lethal bass
miniaturized components face, four inches long and ing new lures are included: weapons.
and circuitry, you get fits a 3% inch hole. It can be
SW-MO-SHUN: Burke's
SOFT TOUCH: Made of
reliable depth and fish obtained from leading Hawg-catching secret of this
soft
closed-cell foam.that has
readings at all times, marinas and marine dealers tantalizing spinner lies in its
without pulling buttons or throughout the U.S. and blades, specially cupped to thousands of tiny air cells, so
that the lure never gets
adjusting knobs. Automatic Canada.
spin at slower speeds during water-logged like wood or
sensitivity control and fixed
From Lowrance, the retrieves than any other.
suppression in the unit world's leading maker of Uniquely, the spinner's sinks like a hollow plastic
means there are no ad- sport fishing sonar equip- blades' exclusive plastic for- plug, this new soft-bodied addition to Burke's line of Flex
AstrAIentsilecessary.
ment For more information, -mula-blasts open a witcrte
The new unit -one of six contact them at 12000 East new color spectrum that Plugs will put more
being introduced
by Skelly Drive, Tulsa, OK radiates and flashes in all steelheaJ and other
gamefish in your boat
Lowrance this year - has a, 74128.
directions, affording the whether drift fishing or trollface scale which will
edge to catch lunkers on ing. Its wobbling, darting acmeasure depth and fish from
otherwise basslesS days. tion, plus its flexible foam
0 to 60 feet; read at boat
Highly versatile, the basser body offers a natural sohnd
speedsjup to 65 miles per
can crawl the Slo-Mo-Shun and feel: a deadly combinahour ahd more; a patented
over timber, across gravel, tion that sets the Soft Touch
focused lens light trap foi
through pads, or just inch it high above hard-bodied
glare-free reading; patented
along as the blades spin and lures, because the angler has
electronic motor speed-consparkle at the slightest twit- more time to set the hook
trol, to adjust for depth acch. During fast retrieves, the since the wobbler feels more
curacy; 45 watts typical
spinner's blades pound like natural forage when atpeak-to-peak power and the
through the water like a tacked. Whether you're drift
ability to separate targets
high-speed fish-caller. Slo- fishing or downrigger troll-

641 Super Shell

4

111° k 4%
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New Model LFD-1210

**I Kenlake Marina ***1),

8 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.
Hwy. 641 So.
Phone 753-8322

AL'S NOME IMPROVEMENT

Hooks Wheel :
aohnson *:
•

Darnell Marine Sales

:uchonon Tenn (901)7378221

Economizer provides convenient access to the re-fill
opening, unlike the small oil
injection reservoirs mounted
directly on the .engine,
"Sherwood said. Sherwood
Said there also would be a
"remote fill kit" option to
permit filling the reservoir
at the gunwale.
"We previewed our new
system at boat shows in
Houston and New York,
"said Sherwood. "Our
dealers and customers told
us this is the kind of oil injection system they've been
waiting for."
Dashboard Status
Indicator
From a dashboard instrument, the boat operator
can monitor the performance of the oil injection
system. A green flashing
light confirms that the oil is
being pulsed into the fuel
line. A yellow light signals
the operator that the oil
reservoir has reached onethird of a tank,OMC officials
said. If any part of the
system fails, a red flashing
light appears. Simultaneously,a warning buzzer sounds.
Variety Of
Assemblies
OMC Parts and Accessories will sell the OMC

ini)
-fficdtcit'n'ibentAltli
engallon oil lank.
3. En Economiser pump to
convert the 3.5 and 7 gallon
Economiser to a dual engine
application.
4. Optional , niounting kits
for floor, transom, or gun..••••
wale Economiser is to be
mounted within eight-feet of
the engine.
5. An optional oil level indicator kit. Gauge, sender,
and cable.
6. Accessory status indicator extension cables.
7. An optional second station statusindicator kit,
8. An accessory remote oil
fill kit with deck plate marked "oil" with restrictor to
prevent fuel nozzle insertion.
Besides the convenience
factor, OMC said the
Economixer will eliminate
any guesswork about how
much oil to mix with the gas.
Other backup systems
have been incorporated into
the Economiser, according
to OMC. If the battery
becomes disconnected, for :Ma
instance, the powerplant
shuts down automatically. If
the mini computer fails for
any reason, a sensing
system sends a signal to the
pump oscillator which lets it
continue to pulse oil into the
fuel line once a second.
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Sherwood said a 2.6SS OMC Economiser in a variety of
Sea Drive would have as assemblies:
much as 50 hours of running
1. The Economiser pump
time with the smaller tank and control circuitry
and twin installations would mounted on a 3.5-g oopok
get similar running time with asseriateu
with the larger tank.
ware, cables, and status in"With optional mounting dicator.
kits the narrow tanks can be
2. Economizer pump and
installed under gunwales, on control circuitry, associated

arrx..-.-Aluaritats

Storey's

This Certificate of Administrative Merit is called
the "C" award and is one of
the three highest honors that
the United States Coast
Guard can bestow on Auxiliarists. Dr. James M. Byrn,
Evelyn and Thomas Finnie
of Cambridge Shores, and
Shirley Johnson of Murray
were in attendance when
Mrs. Byrn received this important award.

l•
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New Coleman Marine Products
New products, new canoe
colors and an expanded line
of accessories highlight the
1981 line of Coleman Marine
products. Coleman Continues
its innovation and leadership
Kith the introduction of
several exciting new "ducts - most notably the
Scanoe.
The Scanoe looks to be the
shape of the future for Coleman. -It features a square
stern and an asymetrical
hull design. With a wide
transom that's rounded and
reinforced, the Scanoe is
more than just a canoe with
a square stern.
It offers sure handling
under power -it will handle
up to a 5 h.p. motor - and
surprising maneuverability
when paddling. The wide
cargo area provides more
displacement for cargo and
motor. A beam of 40 inches
makes it easy to stand up in
the Scanoe without rocking.
The Scanoe measures 15
feet, eight inches long and
weighs approximately 92
pounds so it's easy to car top.
Made of Coleman's proven
RAM-X material,the color is
Coleman Green. It's sure to
be a hit with fishermen and
hunters alike.
Coleman's popular 15 and
17 foot canoes will be
available this year in an additional color choice. The
new color is Coleman Green
and like the traditional Colorado Red it will not fade
and won't scratch off. The 13
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WHY WAIT, mull spring to

your beet
and fleeter in shape Confect Sok Streele, former
service enenerer el Mack it Mack, your eutiterizid
Mercery filisrCreisier Service Dealer.
gsf

Cain s, AkiCjTej
6,7----,-,,

Aurora Marine
Service Inc.
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Svagiows
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located at lit U S 68 8 80 at the west end of Auro.u, Ky

Men -Sat. 8
Sum. 14 p.m.
502-474-22114
L
,L2

p.m.
Aiirors, Ky.

L
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Hwy.641 North
8411SM11414=E4111

753-6448
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Austin Peay Closest Threat In OVC
!NIP

MSU Wins All 15 Matches
On First Day Of Tournament

Air

By not losing a match on
the first day of the Ohio
Valley Conference tennis
chanip...-„Swilesterday,
the Murray State tennis
team reached all six singles
finals and each of the three
doubles semifinals.
Austin Peay, which sends

.41%...r.•••••••

i
Iquifivrar

AN OVC RECORD SETTING DAY - Murray State's Allison Manley clears the bar in the high jump in which
she finished at a height of 5-10 and broke the old mark of 5-8. Manley also set a new record in the long jump
at 20-4 3-4.
Staff Photo By David Hibbitts
1

I
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MSU,Track
Teams Hold
OVC Leads

-

,4
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X
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for the num ber One',-;itirr,
five and six singles championships, has the best
chance of catching the
Racers.
The two teams will also
square off in the number one
and number three semifinals
and should meet in the

number two finals.
The Governors, however,
put themselves of having to
catch up after Greg Carter
was beaten in the first round
of the no.2 singles and is
playing for fifth today while
Don Carbone, top seeded-it
no.3, was upset by Murray's
-.411111Pik,
semifinals.
"Austin Peay is the team
we liave to beat," Swarting
said after his win."All of our
matc
al
this match,
go to
littl bit longe
net. I ha. my confidence tha
if I came in, he could not

pass me."
Probably characterizing
the intensity with which
Murray has entered the OVC
tournament, after winning it
last year, was Mike
Costigan, who unleashed.
blood-curdling scream after
his three-set semifinal win
over Mark Holstein
Eastern Kglipticy
thougiiEiz IM-fos
concentration, I could win,"
Costigan said. "Coach (Ben'e) Purcell gave me some
'U d pointers.
"I really wanted it bad. It
is my last year to have a
chance at winning a final."

Murray Slate Results
Slagle' Results - (No. 11 Mats
Ljungnsan del. Dalen Farmer (Tennessee Tech),64,6-2; def. Phillip King
(Morehead State), 4-6, 6-4, 6-1; ; No. 2'
Terje Persson def. Bob Hutchinson
Akron, 6-1, 6-0; def. Todd Clements
l*y).6-0, 6-3; ( No. a
Finn Swarting def. Danny Wallace
Middle Tennessee, 6-2, 6-0; def. 1)on
Carbone 'Austin Peay 6-0, 4-6, 6-2;
4 Mike Costigan def. Tony
estern Kentucky). 6-2 6-2.
6-7, 6-3;
clef-P-119114e:n F.JC
thiumner def. Steve
Beach
6-1,6-3; def. Bates Wilson
MT), 7-6, 6-2; iNo. 6)Steve Wille def.
Frank Markowitz TT). 6-0, 6-2; def.
Jimmy Earle I MT),6-4,6-7,6-1.
Doubles Results - No. 11 PerssonSwarting def. Davis-Hutchinson ( AK ),
i1-3, 6-1; (NO. 21 1.jungman-Costigan
def. Adam-Coutievrez (AK), 6-3, 6-1;
I No. 31 Tisthanuner-Wille def. FonosHuestes I WK 6-4, 6-4.
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Manley Breaks Two Records
As Allison Manley set two
new Ohio Valley conference
records and qualified for the
finals of the 100 meter and
200 meter dash today, Murray State took a wide lead
after the first of the OVC
women's track championship with 94 points to
Western Kentucky's 60.
Manley first cleared a
height of 5-10, which broke
the old OVC mark of 5-8, in
the high jump. as Murray
took the first three places,
with Agnes Riley getting second at 5-7 and Chris Hunt
third at 54
-I thought I would do 5-9,
but I did not know about 510," Manley said. -With the
• wind pushing us from
behind, the run up to the bar
. was hard.
Manley said she had the
confidence she could clear 510 when she just touched the
bar with her hand on the first
attempt.
Manley and Riley came
back later to take first and
ili&e in the
-.second
long jump.
Manley's jump. of 2(-4 3-4
broke the OVC record of 19-4

1-2 while Riley's finish of 19-6
was also better than the old
mark. The other major win of the
first day for Murray came
when Cara O'Brien won the
10,000 meter run in a time of
39:46.3.
Second place finishes were
also taken by Diane Stewart
in the 800 meter dash and by
Jenny Oberhausen in the
shot put.
In the heptathlon, Karen
Harding of Murray holds
first with a total 2513 points.
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Team Standings - Murray State 94,
Western Kentucky 60, Eastern Kentucky 52, Middle Tennessee 28.
Morehead 11. Austin Peay 3
Murray State Results
Shot Put -- Jenn). Oberhausen 12nd ;
44-1
1500 Meter Run - Deanna Dennison
! 4th ; 4 55.0, Wendy Slaton 5th )
4 58.09.
High Jump - Allison Manley 1st ;510 ; new OVC record I, Agnes Riley
2nd 5-7, Chris Hunt 3rd 5-4.
800 Meter Run - Diane Stewart
2nd I 2.20.0.
400 Meter Hurdles - Janice Dixon
3rd; 1:06.13, Diane Stewart I 5th
1 07.87.
Javelin - Leigh Ware 45t1 108-2.
Long Jump new OVC record, Agnes Riley 12nd;
19-6, Glenvira Williams 14th) 18-8.
10,000 Meter •Run - Cara O'Brien
ilsti 39:46.3. Wendy Slaton i4th
41 05.6, Joan Migatz I 5th141 :16.9 -

THE EXULTATION OF REACHING THETINALS - Murray State's Finn Swarting (left) were two of the six Racers who reached the singles championships.
and Mike Costigan (shaking hands with a glum Mark Holstein of Eastern Kentucky)
Staff Photos By David Hithitts

Celti,show They ArA4peciallNith 100-98 Win

By ALEX SACRA RE
AP Sports Writer
PHILADELPHIA ( AP)Robert Parish called it
poise. Cedric Maxwell said it
was a combination of drive,
After the first day of the
Chris Bunyan had anothe?
determination
and
Ohio Valley Conference second place finish for Murtrack championships yester- ray, as he stayed with Dave character. M.L. Carr talked
day, the Murray State men's Murphy of Western Ken- about in cm' y. Lin y--11nteam had 43 points to 34 for tucky from the beginning of spoke about not knowing
Western Kentucky and 31 for the 10,000 meter run and only when to quit.
Whatever it is, these
favored Middle Tennessee.
fell two seconds behind after
The Racers, however, had both had entered the final Boston Celtics are clearly
something special, and they
Justsix qualifiers for today's turn.
showed it again Friday night
finals while Middle had 11
Murray's qualifiers for to- by
storming back in the seand Western had nine.
day include Elvis Forde and cond
half to beat the
- The prospects for the final Alfred Brown in the 400
events prompted MSU coach meter dash and the 200 Philadelphia 76ers 100-98 and
Bill Cornell's uncertainty meter dash, Barry Atwell in send their emotion-charged
National Basketball Associaabout holding the lead.
the 800 meter run, Mike tion playoff showdown
back
In yesterday's events, Slocombe in the 400 meter into Boston Garden for a
Brian Crall scored an upset termediate hurdles.
in the javelin by winning Team Stastlingi- Murray State 43, deciding seventh game on
with a throw of 183 feet. An- Western Kentucky 34, Middle Ten- Sunday.
dy Vince was second in the nessee 31, Akron 17, Austin Peay 15, "The Garden is going to be
Eastern Kentucky 13, Morehead State rocking," promised Celtics
shot put at 52-2 1-2.
2
rookie Kevin McHale, whose
M wray State Results
Also taking a strong seblock of an Andrew Toney
Javelin -.Brian Crall (1st) 183-0.
shot with 14 seconds left
cond for Murray was Ernest Shot
Put
Andy Vince (2nd 52-2 IPatterson in the high jump 2
helped preserve Boston's
at 7-0. Patterson just missed Long Jump - Don Small (4th; 23-81- victory."We stuck it out and
2, Alfred Brown
1-4.
clearing 7-2 1-4, the height High Jump (6th122-6
- Ernest Patterson we didn't quit. I've never
,2nc117-0.
Ken Glover of Eastern Kenbeen involved in a more
10,000 Meter Run - Chris Bunyan
tucky reached for a new OVC 2nd)
29.01.78, Jerry Odlin 4th)
record.
joyous occasion."
29:25.88.

Patterson Just Misses 7-21/4

As they have in each of the
last four gamesof this bestofseven Eastern Conference
final, the 76ers raced out to a
big early lead only to see the
gritty Celtics claw their way
back. Philadelphia led by 17
in the second quarter and 15
early in the third, but turd
scored 11 points as Boston
outscored the 76ers 28-14 to
climb back to 71-70 late in the
third period.
After that it was tight all
the way. The lead changed
hands nine times in the final
7:34, Nate Archibald finally
putting the Celtics ahead to
stay 96-95 by sinking two free
throws with 2:16 left. Lionel
Hollins and Darryl Dawkins
missed
for
shots
Philadelphia before Bird hit
an 18-footer for a three-point
lead.
Toney came back with a
21-footer to make it 98-97,
then brought the raucous,
capacity crowd of 18,276 to
its feet by stealing the ball
from Bird with 30 seconds to
play. But when he tried to

shot and then smothered the Celtics going home sky high. series - the 1968 Boston Ironically, all three did it in
rebound.
- Only three teams have Celtics, the 1970 Los Angeles, the semifinal round, a patBird, brilliant as ever, led ever come back from 3-1 Lakers and the 1979 tern these Celtics are hoping
the Celtics with 25 points and deficits to win a playoff Washington
Bullets. will continue.
16 rebounds after a slow
start. Parish, the 7-foot .9
center who was coming off
three bad games, con-..
tribuI21-points and 10 rebounds.
Archibald, who missed six
minutes of the second half
after his left foot was stepI f‘
ped on by Dawkins, had 19
1 I
points and Maxwell, who
went charging into the
stands after a fan during the
third quarter, an incident
4
that saw both benches empty
PRE SEASON
before order was restored,
scored 17. Dawkins was high
We feature
$S6EAL8CI800
man for Philadelphia with 24
Esther Williams
,1388.
Reg.
A
points, the second straight
Pools, the #1
Now only
productive game for the
pool in the
INSTALLED
foulprone center.
country
It was the Celtics'first victory here since Jan. 20, 1979,
ending an 11-game streak.
And coming on the heels of
• Huge 4" TO Rails
• Heavy Duty Bottom Rail • Aluminum Swing-up
Wednesday night's dramatic
and In-Pool Ladders
• Heavy gauge steel sidewalls • Foundation
111-109 win in Boston, when
• Exclusive "Lock-Frame"'- • Heavy gauge solid vinyl • Advanced over-the-wall
liner
they scored the last eight
• Skimmer Cartridge
construction
points of the game and held
Dimension - 16,x 31'• Swim Area - 15' x 24 x 4' .Filtration Unit
drive the left side, the 6-foot- Philadelphia scoreless for
10 McHale got a piece of his the final 1:51, it had the
BEAT THE HEAT...THE CROWDS... •GUARANTEED SERVICE

Swimming is fun & healthful
via oimilimos

The Econo-MateT Exclusive Features:

HIGH VACATION COSTS...
GAS SHORTAGE

Heavenly Cause Edges De La Rose in 1:43 4-5

Entry Finishes Oaks Matching Strides

•FINANCING AVAILABLE
• NO DOWN PAYMENT

DEAL DIRECT WITH THE FACTORY
ELIMINATE SALESMANS COMMISSION
IN ILLINOIS AND KENTUCKY Toll Free 1-800-457-2200
Local Calls 812-948-5121 ELSEWHERE IN INDIANA CALL COLLECT

OPEN 24 HOURS -7 DAYS
LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP)- in today's Kentucky Derby,
Woody Stephens' entry of as Churchill Downs officials
Heavenly Cause and De La awaited formal notification
Rose crossed the finish line that the filly would be scratmatching strides in Friday's ched.
107th running of the KenWayward Lass broke in
tucky Oaks, and right behind front and held the lead at the
was the horse who threw start of the $122,000 Oaks.
Derby weekend into a tur- Then Nell's Briquette moved
moil, Wayward Lass.
in front and set the pace for
"She ran awfully well and the first!tangle.
we were in position to win
Bill Shoemaker, aboard
4t,"! said jockey Cash previously-unbeaten Truly
A.smussen, after finishing Bound, tried to match the
third aboard Wayward Lass. pace but couldn't.
horse remained entered
"It just wasn't her day,"
-4

said Shoemaker, whose
horse finished fourth. "I
wanted to stay inside the
other filly (Nell's Briquette)
but I just ran out of horse."
When they reached the
stretch, it turned into a duel
between Stephens' horses.
Heavenly Cause, owned by
Ryehill Farm, and De La
Rose, owned by Henry
Kwiatkowski, thundered
home together as the record
crowd of 51,918 roared.
"At the eighth pole, I
thought we-re a winner,"

im
Im Me me mit ma am me Nei EN EN me
aim
said Pat Day, who rode De when she saw the other Ale mi mg ima
La Rose."But she hung a bit horse.
MAIL COUPON • OR TELEPHONE
in the last couple of jumps.
"This is one of the best
She ran big, but then so did fillies I have ever
ridden and
the winner."
she is getting better. She is
P.O. Box 257, New Albany,Ind.47150
Laffit Pincay, who rode different than the
others that
obligation, please send a representative with information on pools
Without
Heavenly Cause to a 1:43 4-5 I have ridden because
she's
0 DAYS 0 AFTERNOONS 0 EVENINGS
clocking for the 11-16 miles, got such a long
stride."
NAME
agreed.
The Stephens' entry paid
"I thought she would be $5 and $5 with no
ADDRESS
show betfarther back but she was ting for thesix-horse
race. It
ZIP
STATE
CITY
running so nice, I just let her was Heavenly
Cause's
`go," he said. "I was kind of seventh victory in
NOTE Serwe, musi bel homeowner I
TELEPHONE NO
14 career
surprised to see Pat (on Ilelltarts and
Illinois & Southern Indiana
states
of
the
Southern
Kentucky,
mimic*
the $79,300 Purse
We
La Rose) coming at me but boosted her career
earnings
she started digging in again to 1617 341
EN um no imm EN EN se s• mai
se mita on um se on EN en

OLYMPIC POOLS
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Dispute A Reminder Of
Derby's Controversies
By GEORGE HACKETT
H. Fisher, riding Head Pay, rather than a race and that
Associated Press Writer
battled with whips as they the thoroughbreds had trouLOUISVILLF-.
- headed for the finish line. ble avoiding the heavy trafThe Kentucky
• trigs Brokers Tip finished first.
fic jam.
to mind mint julips, a wreath
The 1957 Derby will be
Cannonade captured the
of roses and beautiful remembered as the one in trophy that year but never
horses. But it also has a which jockey Willie won another race.
history of controversy.
Shoemaker, aboard Gallant
Afterward, the Downs
And, as was_ the case Fri- Man, misjudged the finish adopted a rule limiting the
day,some Derby victories of line, stood -up in the saddle Derby to the 20 highest
sorts are won in the cour- and lost the race to iron money winners.
troom instead of the track.
Liege,
That rule wasnt't tested
Another legal dispute
Fire broke out in the until Friday when the owner
erupted Friday, the second grandstands in 1966 but was of Flying Nashua went into
in 13 years.
quickly extinguished.
court and had his colt
The Downs lost this e
In 1967, more than 2,000 declared eligible even
withdfawing its ouj
National Guardsmen patroll- though he failed to meet the
two colts running in the 107th ed the track because civil money standard.
Derby on Saturday.
rights groups had threatened
While a second court hearBut .in 1968 the dispute to disrupt the Derby to call ing was under way involving
followed the race and the.en- attention to their cause.
Mythical Ruler, the Downs
ding was different:
Nothing happened but in attorney announce.d that it
Aft'a lengthy. court bat- 1976 as the nine colts 'Reed was withdrawing objections
tle, Dancer's Image was dis- around the first turn,- o- to both horses curl1°i
qualified as the winner meone_
e Derby.
"
because of the piesence of an grenade onto the course.
Controversy can be expenillegal medication and the
An alert guardsmen sive, and not just in legal
purse and trophy were buried the grenade before fees.
awarded to Calumet Farm's the smoke engulfed the
There's no telling what the
Forward Pass, which had track.
Downs lost in preliminary
run second.
A year earlier, Bombay betting on the Derby Friday.
Peter Fuller, owner of Duck had been hit by a bottle That traditional fixture was
Dancer's Image, claimed he thrown from the stands.
scrapped because of the conwas wronged and has not run
The 100th Derby in 1974 fusion.
another colt in the Derby.
The track also had to
touched off controversy
STAYING ON THE PACE ALL THE WAY - Murray State's Chris Bunyan (forefront)
Some of
controversies Because 23 colts went to the reprint the 100,000 inserts
stayed with Western Kentucky's Dave Murphy(second behind Bunyan) before Mur- go back to 1933 when Don starting gate. Some critics that list the colts running in
Staff Photo By David Hibbitts Meade, on Brokers Tip, and
claimed it was a stampede Saturday's Derby.
phy pulled away in the final lap of the 10,000 meter run.

-Rangers Go After Record And Come Up Empty
By H. NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
The Texas Rangers went
after an American League
record Friday night ...and
came away with nothing.
Texas pitchers had hurled
four consecutive shutouts, a
club record and one short of
the AL mark. Instead, the
Rangers were given a taste
of their own medicine by
Kansas City's Larry Gura,
who spun a six-hitter in pitching the Royals to a 4-0
triumph.
"I wasn't thinking about a
record. I just wanted the
win," said Texas Manager
Don Zimmer.
Elsewhere, the Oakland
A's whipped the New York
Yankees 8-6, the Cleveland
Indians trounced the
Chicago White Sox 10-2, the
California Angels downed
the Milwaukee Brewers 8-4,
the Detroit Tigers trimmed

the Seattle Mariners 7-3 and
the Minnesota Twins beat
the Boston Red Sox 6-1. The
Toronto-Baltimore game
was rained out.
When the Royals scored in
the fourth it broke a string,of
39 scoreless innings by
Texas pitchers. Amos Otis
scored the only run Gura
needed. He walked, went to
third on a single by John
Wathan and scored on a
sacrifice fly by Frank White.
Kansas City added a run in
the fifth when Hal McRae
doubled and scored on a
single by Otis.
The Royals made it 3-0 in
the seventh when a single by
McRae, a double by George
Brett - who also had three
singles - and an intentional
walk to Willie Aikens loaded
the bases and Otis walked to
force McRae home. Ailiens
singled home Kansas City's
final run in the ninth.

Heath's double
A's 8, Yankees 6
play
Indians 10, W.Sox 2
Dave McKay sent Oakland grounder. Heath singled
John Denny fired a sevenahead with a two-run single home the tying run in the
in the sixth inning and Cliff sixth before McKay put the hitter and Andr.e Thornton
Johnson slammed a two-run A's in front to stay. The A's drove in four runs with .a
homer in the seventh as the addedtwo runs, which prov- basesloaded double and a
streaking A's recorded their ed to be decisive, in the single to lift Cleveland to its
19th victory in 22 games. eighth off Bill Castro on a third consecutive victory
Rick Langford got the 'vic- walk, Rickey HenderSon's and eighth in its last nine
tory but needed help from triple and a single by Mur- outings. The White Sox have
Jeff Jones, who recorded his phy.
dropped three in a row after
second save by getting out of
a bases-loaded, none-out
situation in the eighth inning, although he yielded
three runs in the ninth on
Dave Winfield's RBI single
and the second of two BOWLING GREEN, Ky. runs batted in. Western's
homers by Oscar Gamble. (AP - Eastern Kentucky's loss means it is now
The Yankees took a .20 Mark Klein and Middle Ten- eliminated from further
lead in the third inning when nessee's Randy Goff led tournament play.
Middle Tennessee advancReggie Jackson walked and their teams to victory in the
Valley
Friday with a 6-4 victory
Ohio
Conference
ed
Gamble, who grounded into
baseball
over
tournament
Friday.
Austin Peay.
a basesloaded double play to
Middle's
Goff,
end the first inning, followed Klein was two-for-six at
rightfielder,
three for
plate,
a
was
including
home
the
with his fourth homer of the
year. Oakland's first run run, and drove in four runs five including a home run,
came in the fourth on Mike as Eastern defeated Western scored two runs and drove in
Kentucky 11-8 in the opener. two more.
Western's Ralph A,ntone,
Austin Peay's Gene Baker
who hit two home runs in was two for five, both solo
Thursday's game between homers.
Western and Austin Peay,
Austin Peay will meet
was three for five Friday Eastern Kentucky at 12 noon
with two homers and five Saturday. The loser of the
•

By The Associated Press club here is a 25-man unit,
ped his game-winner off the
For Mike Ivie, leaping tall and that's something I've
left field wall to give the
buildings at a single bound never enjoyed before. It's Astros their fifth consecutive
isn't necessary. Driving in enjoyable to play on a team victory.
some runs for Houston will with no big egos."
Cardinals 7, Reds 6
do just fine,thank you.
Sixto Lezcano, with a douTen days after switching
Elsewhere in the National ble, and Ken Oberkfell, with
from a San Francisco League it was Montreal 9, a single, drove in two
runs
unifOrm to the -rainbow col- Los Angeles 8 in 13 innings-, je"in-the
third-inning-asors of the Astros, he did just St. Louis 7, Cincinnati 6; San the Cardinals chalked
up
that, drilling a two-run dou- Diego 4, New York 2, and their ninth
victory in 10
ble in the ninth inning Friday Atlanta 2, Chicago 1. San games.
night to beat the Plttsburgh Francisco at Philadelphia
Bob Forsch, Joe Edelen
Pirates 5-3
was rained out.
and Bruce Sutter teamed for
"I was pressing after corn- Jose Cruz, who drove in
a 10-hitter, Sutter picking up
ing to a new team," he said. Houston's three earlier runs his fifth
save despite giving
"The team was losing when I with a third-inning homer
up Larry Biittner's two-run
here
and I felt like I was and a seventh-inning double, double
got
and Dave Collins'
in a 'Here comes Superman' reached base with two outs
sacrifice fly in the seventh
type of thing. I felt like I had in the ninth when third
inning and George Foster's
to get out there and knock baseman Bill Madlock threw
RBI single in the ninth.
some home runs.
away his grounder. Art Foster
also hit a solo homer
"But I've learned that this Howe singled, then Ivie ripin the fourth.

REMEMBER
THE 10TH!
WOLK D TOV
COME SACK
TOMORROW

Calloway, Murray
Take Sixth,Seventh
DRAFFENVILLE, Ky. Taking a sixth and a seventh
place finish, respectively, in
thP Marsh211_County Invitational boys track meet
yesterday, Calloway County
and Murray finished with 31
and 27 points.
Team Results — Trigg County 106,
Marshall County 104, Hopkinsville 8212, Mayfield 80. Heath 511-3, Calloway
County 31, Murray 27, Reidland 141-3.
Shot Put.— Tommy Workman (CC)
Oth 41-2 1-2.
Long Jump — Darnell Tharpe (CC)
-•
(5thi 18-1 1-2.
Discus — Rodney Hounshell (CC)
6th I 122-0.
Triple Jump — Jeff Butterworth
(CC)(6th i 37-7.
High Jump — Workman ICC) 14th)

5-6, Andy Parks Mt 6th )5-4.
Pole Vault — Mike Holloway (CC)
(2nd) 10-6.
•
110 Meter High Hurdles — Make
Gough ( Mt 3rd) 17.1, Workman ICC)
15th) 17.78, Butterworth (CC) (6th)
18.26.
100 Meter Dash — Randy Halley(M)
4th) 11.98.
1600 Meter-Run — Gus Moore ( M
(4th 4:54.08.
800 Meter Relay — Calloway County
(5th) !Ricky Houston, Scott Lusk,
Holloway,Thorpe) 1:37.31.
400 Meter Dash — Orr IM) 14th
63.11.
300 Meter Low Hurdles — Ken Murphy it'd) 13rd) 40.6, Brad Miller (CC)
5th )42.15.
•
200 Meter Dash — Tharpe CC1 5th)
94.02.
1600 Meter Relay — Murray (4th)
(Murphy, Moore, Gough, Orr) 3:39,
Calloway County (50 I (Keith Lovett.
Herlie Chadwick,Todd Albritton, Randy Dawson),

3rd Annual

Kenlake Karate
Championships
This Sunday 12:00 p.m.

The 10th of each month is a very important date to
your newspaper carrier Your carrier must receive
your payment by the 10th of thie month in order to pay
their bill.
You see, these carriers a:e independent business
men and women. They buy their papers from us at
wholesale cost and sell them to you at the retail
delivery rate. When you don't pay them by the 10th,
they have to dig down into their own pockets to make
up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of
each month. They depend on you to write,their pay
checks

PAY BY MAIL
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and
your carrier
• So . paying by mail is a simple way to avoid getting
caught without the right change and yqu avoid the
bother of monthly collections

Mrray Ledger & Times
0

At Beshear Gym
Schools From
Kentucky, Illinois, Tennessee,
Indiana
Public Is Welcome
3.00 Adults & '2.00 Children Under 12

Sparring & Forms
Karate Sparing & Forms
As Well as Demonstrations

Sports In Brief

Standings

By The Associated Press
TENNIS
HAINES CITY. Fla AP , Secondseeded Andrea Jaeger disposed of
No.3 liana Mandlikuva 6-0. 6-1 to gain
a berth in the finals of the 82180.000
United Airlines Tournament of Champions
In the other serrufinal match. 44q.
ding champion Martina Navratilova
fought off No 7 Regina Marsikova 6-3,
6-1
' AVIV Israel , AP , — Bnan
44- hipped Holland's TOT Ohher 6-4, 6-1 while Shlurno Glickstein
beat Torn Guildison -3. 6-3 on the first
day of the 150,000 Elite Grand
Challenge Tournament
WORTHING, England , AP , Jonathan Smith of Britain upset Ray
Moore of South Africa 7-5.6-7, 6-4 an the
semifinals of the T29.00O Pernod
0**410Pfournao-San
v at "ThIladelphia. pod
In other action, John Fearer toppea
rain
Andrew Jarrett 4-6, 7-5, 7-6
SI.Lass 7, eincuulati 6
In winnen's play, Jenny MundtSaturday's Games
defeated Elou ne Mihai of Romania 6-,
Clincinnau Hoven)) 2.0 at St I
6-3 while Izz Gordon scored a
Shirley 24)
6-2 victim. over Australia's Brenda
San Diego ,WeLsh 10, at Na.y. York Remilton
Lynch 001
BUEN(iS AIRES. ArgenyniLAP
Atlanta ,Montt-foam 1-2. at ( lucago Argentina's Guillermo Vilas de eab-,1
American Gene Mayer 6-1, 7-5 sod
1-I
teammate Jose Luis Clerc beat Ivan
of Montreal
(Burns 2-1,
Lendl of Czechoslovakia 7-5, 6-7, 7-6 to
San Franuseo 'Alexander 3-1 and Whit- give the Argentines an unbeatable 3-4)
son 0-2) at Philadelphia , Espuursa 10 and lead in an exhibition Davis Cup-style
Bystrcen 1-0), 2
tournament
Houston ,Knepper 2-0 at Pittsburgh
John
DAII.AS
—
iRliodun
). ni
McEnroc dereated Brian Gottfried 6-3,
Sunday's Games
6-4. 6-1 in the semifinals of the World
San Diego at New York, 2
Championship of Tennis finals at ReuLas Angeles at Montreal'
nion Arena
San Erancisiv at Philadelphia
51cEnroe will now face Johan Kriek
Houston at Pittsburgh
of South-Africa in the finals
untirviaU at &louts
Kruk, No 6, advanced as he
4Atlanta at Chicago
defeated second-seeded Roscoe Tanner 7-6.6-3, 4-6, 0-6,6-4
AMERICAF.
:As
N7
1-Eacl'F
Bob Gilder shot
la
Gi
lS
kTON APi
x_b
hel and took
a
th7-under-par 6a f()rl 1d321ntotta
us, 14jjs
round lead
Cleveland
7
.611
Michelob-Houston
Open.
New York
II
One shot off the lead at 133 were Tom
,529. 2
9 8
Milwaukee
7 8 .467 3 Kite and Mike Holland
Baltimore
I ktruit
34"4 _r HILTON HEAD LSIAND. S.C. AP
Hollis Stacy shot a second-round 74
Boston
97 1110 "412
Toronto.
waif
s _ for_a.192 WWI to move into a three-way
:- .12 _
tie for first place halfway through the
International women's
C4akland
:
19
1 0 378 , .4
6
7
86
.651881 —
Chicago
tournament.
Texas
("aliforrua
11 11
8
.56°
Muusesota
7 12
Kansas ('its
4 10 .286 11
Seattle
5 15
.250 13
By The Associated Press
Friday's Games
Toronto at lialtuniare. ppd.. nun
BASER•` ,4404,44714
Miruiesola 6, Boston 1
American League
•
Cleveland 10, 41-ocago 2
TEXAS RANGERS — Recalled
Kansas City 4. Texas 0
Dave Schmidt, pitcher, from Tulsa of
Oakland 8, New York 6
the American Association
(aldornia 8, Milwaukee 4
American Association
Detroit 7. Seattle 3
IOWA OAKS — Announced that RanSaturday's Games
dy Hundley, manager, had been
Minnesota ,
0-.), at Boston suspended indefinitely by the
(Crawford 0-2
American Associaton because of an inChicago Ramos
at Cleveland cident with an umpire Thursday
1Garland 1-I
Named Javier Fierro interim
New York ,Guidry 2-11 at Oakland manager
, Keough 4-0
FOOTBALL
Toronto ,Steib 1-3 and leal 1-2P at BalNational Football League
timore 1 Palmer 00 and McGregor 1-1,. 2
SAN FRANCISCO 49ERS — Traded
Kansas City Leonard 1-3, at Texas Ted Vincent, defensive tackle, to the
Medich 2-1), n
Tampa Bay Buccaneers for a tenthMilwaukee (Haas 1-0, at California round 1902 draft choice. Signed Don
)Forsch 2-01, n
Drake, defensive tackle and Walt
Detroit ,Petrv 001 at Seattle 'Bannister Easlevr, fullback. Waived Charles Cor1-2) , n)
nelius
Sunday's Games
WASHINGTON REDSKINS — SignMmesola at Boston
ed Joe Jacoby, offensive tackle. Neil
Toronto at Baltunore
Elshire. defensive end. and Steve
Chicago at Cleveland
Streater. New York at trakland. 2
COLLEGE
Milwaukee at California
GEORGIA — Named Dicky Clark
Detroit at Seattle
football-administrative assistant and
Kansas City at Texas
assistant Junior varsity football coach
By The Passchaled Press
!NATIONAL LEAGUE
FAST
w 1
pct. gb
St. LAJ4144.
10 3
769 1
Montreal
13 4
76.4
Pluladelptua
12
667 P4
Pittsburgh
7 7
500 4.
Nevi York
4 II
.267 ;
Chgago
2 14
.125 10,4
WT
lit, Angeles
14 6
700, Qui:Annan
11 -8 - .- -.-.''
Atlanta
10 10
.a00 4
San Frarkiam
429 5•4
9 12
Houston
8 12
.400 6
San Diego
, 14
3:31 7',
Friday's Games
Atlanta 2. Chicago I
Mcirdreal 9, IA18• Welt% 8, 13 rvangs
Houston 5.

ra

an 1,1-4 start.
The Indians scored five
runin the third off Britt
Buins, three on Thornton's
double and two on a. double
by Bo Diaz. They added five
more in the eighth, two on a
double by Mike Hargrove
and the last on a single by
Thornton.

WKU Ousted In OVC

Driving In Runs Keeps
!vie Happy For Houston

SPORTS AT A GLANCE

game will be eliminateu
from the tournament, while
the winner advances to a 3
p.m. game against Middle
Tennessee.
If Middle Tennessee wins
the game, the Blue Raiders
win the tournament. If they
lose, the final game will be
played at 1 p.m. Sunday.

"r

nsactions

Real Log Home

OPEN HOUSE
Sat., May 2, 1981 - 1-5 p.m.
San. May 3, 1911- 1-Spin.
At the leg home of Mr. and Mrs. Terry Willis. Directions: From M
field S. East On
Ky. 464 for 2'2 miles. Watch for signs. Ph. 247-1755. Refreslunints
will he served.
Drawing for Country ifam.

The Real Log Home
The Nation's Leading Producer of
Real Log Homes Offers Important
Guidelines for Prospective Buyers.
ENERGY EFFICIENCY
The best log home uses the full log to
gain maximum benefit from the natural
insulative qualities of the wood. Our
Real Log Homes are cut from complete
7" to 11" diameter logs, the time honored way of log building which results
in a sturdy, wan,and attractive home.
In these energy conscious times,
adequate insulation is of paramount
importance. Be sure the home you are
considering meets today's stringent
standards. Our Real Log Homes are
designed to comply with ASHRAE 9075 insulation standards by minimizing
air infiltration through our unique log
joining spline and weatherstripping
system and, of course, our use of the
complete log.
EXPERIENCE
Of key importance is the dealer who
sells you your home. He must be available, reliable, and able to help your
home be erected on your site by professional contractors or as an advisor
to the build-it-yourself customer. Real
Log Homes has a national network of
proven, reputable dealers who are
there to aid you in all the facets in-

volved in buying and constructing a
log home.
BUILDING CODES
When looking at the many offerings.
be sure the product is well engineered
Having virtually pioneered the concept
and with the experience of selling
thousands of these homes, our product has technically met the test of
time and use.
Before making a selection, be certain
that the product offered has national
building code approvals We have
worked closely with authorities to earn
approval for all our models.
PRICE
Make sure you check to see just exactly what building materials are included in the price of your log package. Total all of the additional expenditures that will be required. such as finishing materials, decking, plumbing,
etc before you commit yourself to
buying a home.
We offer you over 30 models to fit
your lifestyle and budget needs. When
you make the most important purchase
of your life, why settle for anything less
than the best a Real Log Home.

•

Lake Country Cabins, Inc.
P.0. Box 509
Cadiz, Ky. 42211
Phone 502-522-3205-8224-8454

"West Ky's largest sod iii•st
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Open Daily 9-9
Sundays 12-6
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Our firm intention is to have every adver.
Used item in stock on our shelves It an
advertised itern is not available for purchase due to any unforeseen reason
K mart will issue a Rain Check on request
for the merchandise (one item or reasonable family quantity) to be purchased at the
sate price whenever available or will sell
you a comparable quality item at a comparable reduction in pop.

suTEF PRIcEBREAKERs

master Lh3rlIe

Your Choice

Save 25%

Ser
By

TUNING
KNOB

Our Reg. 15.94

JU
SUILT•IN
CONDENSES
HON

Stereo

063076

SAVE!

Latest styles, newest prints and solid
colors. Polyester or
polyester/cotton.

MSC
MIXING

cONTpoL
RECORD
LEM
CONT•Ol

sole Price

42.97

6 PUSH.
XIV
ONTROLS

Misses'and
Full Figure
Sizes

Radio
AM.FM Clockor alarm
Wake to music indicator.
stereo
HaS LED

•OLY
Half$4
I Briefs$3Slip

I Xavrrxteope

Polished or
1- and 2-qt.Almond Color
10" Fry Pan Sauce Pans'
5-qt. Dutch
Oven •
'With r cver

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Manual/automatic level control
Automatic shut-off
Digital tape counter
Normal/C,02 lope switch
Magnetic/ceramic phono switch
Oscillator sffItch
,
Sloop ,witch

Our Reg.5.77-5.97

Lovely Lingerie

Save on MacDonald AM/FM stereo
radio and stereo cassette recorder!!!

Nylon in white, beige.
Our 4.96-5.22, Full-Slip, s4
One Size
Fits All
4.88

• FM whip antenna and 300 ohms
. external antenna terminals
roma'
•
1,'external
speakers. headphones,•k lomat
power input
• Pow•red by. AC 120-volt 60 Hz,
DC r2•volt(6:0'cells • '), DC 12-volt
adaptor •

•

4.88
Our 6.96

Save
30%
Soft Long Gowns

Fine Fashion Handbags
Roomy, multi-compartment bags. Nylon
with webbed handles or canvas with trim.

Nylon in solid colors. Fashion styles.

00
,
0.444 0
,
0 0000'0 4•04,
44
,100

Your Choice

Sale Price

18.88
7-pc.

Eva
To
At

9.97

Cookware Set
Aluminum
exterior with
stick
nonDuPontSilverStone
Reg TM
interior. -

Each

Your Choice Of Handy
Household Appliances
pJ

9.97

Special
Purchase

Your Choice
I222W A — Iron
T2049 — Toaster
13-19 — Mixer
14-27 — Opener

Automatic electric can opener,2-slice toaster
with crumb tray, steam and dry iron, or lightweight, 3-speed hand mixer, Save now.

9.97

POTTING
SOIL

5.96

12 EXPOSURES "
1 1

„.14 upp,40..44.

19.97

COLOR PAINT FILM

Pronto R
Camera

12 IJIPOSURES flY Pia 110 POCUI CAMERAS

One-step with
automatic sonar
focusing.

Ann

Women's LCD Watch

1•400114111164

FOCAL

Aluminum

2197-2697
Our Reg.

Chair

digital
5-functiooi, quartz
wear.
Watch for-everyday

Special Purchase

Cafeteria

Boyer's®Peanut
Butter

Color and
Size Choice

dy-LfteSold in Sporting
Goods Dept

Large 5 pound container of creamy
smooth spread
Compare at the
Value At

Our Reg. 3.47 Ea.

Our Reg. 1.271.44

Sale Price

Brown
Almond
White

For5
2$

Each

Flashlight Sale

V-leg Shorts

Disposable. 2 types.

No-iron polyester.
Sold in $

in

Goo

Glass Kettle
Whistling tea kettle.
t

\Qualitypartsand service
Front End Alignment

Sale

For Many Cars, Mon. Thru Sat. Price

I

8.88
IL

"Limited 3 hi
,
nth Free
Replecervir iti LIrnlied
4.1. • l'Alt Monti.
Prore.• ArAustrnient
Warranty"

SERVICE INCLUDES:

NY•ereoft den.•••.•ble mr0 Moe.

1. Replace front broke
pads
2 True rotors
3. Inwect calipers
4. Refill hydraulic
system
5 Repack inner and
outer bearings
6 Replace front
grease seals
7 Inspect master
cylinder
8 Inspect rear lining
for wear (additional
cost if repairs on
rear brakes are
needed)

P205/ 75114
(MIR II)

P205/75115
(F1176z1S)

P215/75114
imasiitit)
P215/75115
(MUM

Our 29.96

9.96

'table Lamps

Tallcontemporary gloss
ligNing,
27lamps.3-way

P225/75115
(111711115)
P235/75115
(111711s IS)

Fiberglass Belted Radials
Our Reg. 45.88

P155/80R13
Plus F.E.T. 1.52 Each
On Sale Thru Saturday
•Whitewalls in popular P-metric sizes
•2 radial plies polyester cord
All Tires Plus F.E.T. Each
Mounting Included — No Trade-In Required
10185/75R13 In limited quonlMes —1 + 2 construceon

T E SAVING PLACE

With
Exchange
Sun. Thru Sat.

60-month
Battery
Maintenancefree.Many U.S.
cars, trucks.

AIR FILTER

Sizes for many
U.S. and foreign
cars. Save!

e Easy Installation

Mon.Thru Sat.

Our 22.88

29.88
39.88
4H.D.Shocks
Brake
Installed
1 3/,6" piston.
Sizes for many
U.S. cars.

14.88

Disc
Special

[Front only for
many U.S. cars.

Sale
111 N6NIP Price

AutoAir Filters

Additional ports and setvic•s, whlCh may be
neetteCt OM 01 extra COM

Sun. Thru Sat.
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'
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Rev.
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Sun
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s...FiAPt.
Fashion Dresses

40-W Power
Booster
Save
35%

Up to 40-watts
output for radio,
t••;_player.
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Jailed Sands Still Clings To Life
The prospect of his death have died in Northern leaders of the opposition
touched off more distur- Ireland's sectarian feuding Labor and Liberal parties,
rejects the hunger strikers'
/
2 years.
bances in Northern Ireland over the past 111
that she said would
demands
Owen
Carron,
the
political
Friday. Shots were fired at
granting political
amount
to
agent
who
organized
Sands'
Roman
in
police patrols
Catholic West Belfast, but no election to Parliament in a status to common criminals.
injuries were reported. Traf- special election April 9,gave
fic was disrupted during the the latest report on the
evening rush hour when hi- hunger striker's condition
jacked trucks, containing and predicted after a 3:30
parcels that could have been p.m. visit that the 27-yearbombs, were abandoned old prisoner had about 24
Masses will be at 6:30 p.m.
across major roads. Police hours to live.
today and at 8 and 11 a.m.
Carron
said
he
was
said there were no explo"shocked at the awful and 4:30 p.m. on Sunday,
sions.
May 3, at St. Leo's Catholic
The largely Roman change" in Sands since his
Church
with the Rev. Martin
last
visit
eight
days
earlier.
Catholic IRA has promised
Mattingly
as celebrant.
widespread violence if Santi- ,Healescribed the hunger
Religion
classes will be at David Mgcuicik, a senior
striker,
serving
a
14-year
dies. The IRA is campaign9:30 a.m.Sunday.
at Murray High School,.bas
sentence
for
arms
posses418 to,UnitgtIkeprootninaptWeekday masses will be at
ly Protestant province with sion, as being "in•-tremen- 6:15 a.m. on Monday, 4:30 been awarded a board of
the mainly Catholic Irish dous pain and with very little p.m. on Tuesday and regents scholarship from
strength" and with sores all
Murray State University.
wwe
Wednesday, 10 a.m. on
rotestant extremistariover his body.
During his senior year,
auirtittice
Carron's legal status as Thursday, and 2 p.m. on Fri- David was
have threatened retaliation
involved in
ent expired Fri,
"Why Tithe?" will be
for any new IRA terror
lottrukBpanish
Club, Hi-V,
it-ivr this
sovr
,
s. ject of the sermon by the
theub
paign. Almost 2,100 people day an liliitiih..authotitied'
Boy Scouts and church
week
will
be
furnished
by
said he would not be allowed
Rev. Dr. David C. Roos at
Mr. and Mrs. Edd,Fenton, youth activities. David is
to visit Sands again.
the 10:45 a.m. services on
the son of John and
Sr.
Three other jailed IRA
Sunday, May 3, at the First
Marilyn Mikulcik and plans
guerrillas are fasting at
Christian Church.
to study agriculture at
Maze Prison. Visitors said
Margaret, • Boone will
Murray State this fall.
one of them, 1 Francis
direct the choir as they sing
Hughes, 25, was iu critical
the anthem, "Treasures In
condition after 49 days
Heaven," with Maxine Clark
John Dale will speak on without food. The visitors
as organist.
The Rev. Dr. Bill WhitAssisting in the services "Lord, What Wilt Thou Have said Raymond McCreesh taker will speak at the 10:45
will be Jim Boone, Betty Me To Do?" with scripture and Pa' O'Hara. both 24, a.m. and 7 p.m. worship serGore, Walt Apperson, Dr. from Acts 9:1-6 at the 8:30 were i1i a less serious shape vices on Sunday, May 3, at
Woodfin Hutson, Fred Wells, and 10:40 a.m. and 6 p.m. on their 42nd day without the First Baptist Church.
Dana Bullock, Billie Burton, services on Sunday, May 3, food.
At the morning service the
Conservative Prime
Marie Forrester, Jack at the Seventh and Poplar
annual Parent-Baby DedicaMinister Margaret ThatGibbs, Leah Hart, Gerge Church of Christ.
tion will, be held. Mra-Judy
Landolt, Lora''' Arnold, Assisting, in the services- -eher,in astatidsupportedby Henry will sing a solo, "My
Johnny and Martha will be Phil Cannon, Jerry
Tribute," and the Church
Bolls, Don Wright, James
Williams,and Max Miller.
Choir, directed by Wayne
Winchester,
Shultz,
Don
The flowers on the commuHalley, minister of music,
nion table will be in memory Danny Cleaver,. Robert
will sing "Jesus, Keep Me
Paul
Ragsdale,
of Mrs. Fannie Williams by Johnson,
Near
the Cross."
her niece, Mrs. Ruth Harry Russell, Jack Rose,
Rudy
• Howard will be the
Jim Ragdale, Sam Parker,
Daughaday.
guest music director at the
Kevin
Walker,
Max
Sunday School will be at
evening services. Special
9:30 a.m., After School Pro- McManus, Emmanuel Man-.
The Rev. Dr. Walter E. music will be a solo by MPS.
gram will be at 5 p.m. at the ners,and Forest Boyd.
Mischke, Jr., will speak on Gale Vinson, and the song,
nursery helper will
church, and Youth Groups beTeen
'What s God Doing" with "Leave It There," by the
Jeanno Thornton
and
will meet at 5:30 p.m.
scripture from II Timothy Men's Choir.
helper
will
be
class
special
Jena Lee Hoke, a senior
1:7-14 at 8:45 and 10:50 a.m. Joan Bowker will be
Kathy Butterworth. Serving
services on Sunday, May 3, organist aild Allene Knight at Calloway County High
on the extension department
at the First United Methodist will be pianist. The Rev. G. School, has been awarded
will be Webb Caldwell and
Church.
T. Moody, associate pastor, a board of regents scholarDavid Wright.
will sing a will assist in the services.
Steve
Hussung
ship from Murry State
Bible study will be held at
Nursery workers will be University. During her
solo, "Consider The Lilies,"
9:45 a.m.Sunday.
at the early service. The Mrs. Codie Caldwell, Mrs. senior year, Jena was inKyle Evans and Ricky
chancel Choir, directed by James Rogers, Mrs. Don volved in
Smith will be the speakers at
basketball, track,
.,/Paul Shahan with Bea Far- Blalock, Mrs. Graham
the 10:45 a.m. and 7 p.m.
Beta Club, Pep aub, and
rell as organist, will sing the Feltner, Mrs. Winfield Rose,
worship services on Sunday,
anthem, "Treasures In Miss Ginger Mitchell, Dr. was a homecoming queen
May 3, as Youth Day will be
Heaven," at the later ser- and Mrs.Gil Mathis,and Mr. candidate. Jena is the
observed.
daughter of Charles and
vice.
and Mrs. Marvin Harris.
Special music will be by
The Rev. Dr. Jerrell White
The Rev. Jimmy Stubbs 8tuiday School will be at Peggy Hoke and plans to
the Youth Choir with Barry will speak at the 10:50 a.m.
will speak at the 7 p.m. ser- 9:30 a.m. and Church Train- study biology at Murray
Wyatt as music director, and 7 p.m. services on Sunvice.
ing will be 6 p.m.
State this fall.
Regina Peeler as organist, day, May 3, at the Memorial
By ED BLANCHE
Associated Press Writer
BELFAST, Northern
Ireland (AP) — Jailed IRA
guerrilla Bobby,Sands dinged painfully to life today in
the 63rd day of a hunger
strike for political concessions for Irish Republican
Army prisoners.
Sands' resistance to death
at Maze Prison near Belfast
despite more than two months of consuming only water
was explained as "mind over
matter" by a supporter,"He
has great tenacity," the-Supporter said.

Masses Set For
Today, Sunday
At St. Leo's

CALL NOW
TO BEAT THE
SUMMER HEAT

Sermon Selected
By Roos For

John Dale To
Speak At
Seventh, Poplar

Evans, Smith
To Be Speakers
At Worship Services

Jerrell White
To Speak At
Memorial Baptist

and Susan Jones as pianist.
Nursery workers will be
Dell Bazzell, Freda Jones,
Georgia Bailey, and Audrey
Roberts. For bus information call Don Hale.
The church will begin a Bible Institute on Monday and
close on Friday. Speakers at
the 7 p.m. services will be
the Rev. Billy Turner, Monday,the Rev. Randy Shelton,
Tuesday, the Joe Williamson, Wednesday, the Rev.
Charles
Simmons.
Thursday, and the Rev.
George White,Friday.
Sunday School with Barry
Wyatt as superintendent will
be at 9:45 a.m.

Baptist Church. Guy Cunningham will serve as deacon
of the week.
Milton Gresham will
direct the Sanctuary Choir in
special music at the morning
hour.,The Adult,Ensemble
will sing at the evening hour.
The ordinance of The
Lord's Supper will be
observed at the morning service.
Sunday School will be at
9:40 a.m. and Church Training will be at7 p.m.
nursery
Volunteer
workers will be Clyde and
Louise Turner. Bus drivers
will be Bobby Hancock,Fred
Stalls,and Glenn Hale. -

MARK BLANKENSHIP
FOR

COUNTY ATTORNEY

WHEN I AM ELECTED COUNTY ATTORNEY I WILL IMMEDIATELY INTRODUCE
A CRIME ALERT BULLETIN OF KNOWN
SHOPLIFTERS AND COLDCHECKERS.
IT WILL BE CIRCULATED TO MERCHANTS
WEEKLY, OR AS SOON AS SUCH INFORMATION IS OBTAINED BY THE COUNTY
ATTORNEY.
THE CRIME RATE MUST BE CHEMIN
VOTE MARK BLANKENSHIP FOR COUNTY
ATTORNEY
Pdd fir

Ms Rohr CPA Tressrate

Bill Whittaker
To Speak At
Baptist Church

Get an early start on saving money this
summer by calling us today for a free
home energy survey. Ask us about
interest-free loans to weatherize your
home. Proper insulation and weatherization can help lower the cost of summer
cooling bills.

West Ky. Rural Electric
Corporation
Cooperative
Homeld
TV4 er"Insulation Program
753-5012

Enjoy your favorite Sirloin Stockade
meal at 25% Savings! We've
slashed every price on our
menu an average of 25%!
Feed the entire family
at these low, low
prices! But hurry!
•
Deals this good
can't last
forever!
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2. Notice

2. Notice

2. Notice

Will pick strawberries Friday morning. Bring containers, LT, (Pete) Valentine. 1-642-4439.

They're
Here

PLANTS
6 for 90'
SPECIAL:
TOMATO PLANTS
6 fer 75'
Hewers &
Vegetables

BIBLE CALL
The Tragedy of
DisbeNevhig • 7594444. Bible Story 759-4445.

Rainy Rogers
Jeans
His/ Hors
Matching Sets
Al sizes
Only place
in Morray
VERNON'S
WESTERN
STORE
Olympic mins

NEW CONCORD
GROCERY

Moving or Spring Cleaning?
Have items you don't want?
Call New Concord Auction
Barn We will pick up. sell,
and mail you a check. Call
436-5353.

New Concord, Ky.
4 -

Omni 9 a.m. to, p.m.
753-7113

Bring your children in
for our Tiny Tot special<

••
1 ••••
410.
•
'''
••

410P.

e
'fen s
C.0
rates,' local representative
. Dave Amburgey 753-0676
.c-n4F=
0.
" rrEeirltor nand!?

RIVERIA
COURTS
Has mobile homes
for rent. Students
welcome! Special
rateslls We also
have special deals
for lot renters!
Come live with us!
753-3280.

2. Notice

6.Help Wanted

15. Articles For Sale 19. Farm Equipment 27. mobile Home sales 32. Apts. For Rent

Bible Facts. Free Store for
the needy. 759-4600.

MECHANIC TRAINEE. Applicants must be High
School grads, 17-34 years
old, with a high apptitude
in mechanics. Phone Navy,
753-6439, or toll free, 1800-841-8000. GOOD JOBS
SERVICE
FOR
NOW
VETERANS E-4 AND ABOVE.
Seamstress wanted, experienced in alterations.
Apply in person, Boone's
Laundry:- 605 Main.
Working mother with 3
small children needs a full
time sitter in my home.
Mother with child is acceptable. Call 753-6292 after 6
- Pm..
Expanding
Accountant
Tennessee
western
manufaCturios. comp ny

Best tire deals in town! We
have a tire truck to repair
tires on The farm. Call us
for best prices and snappy
service! Vinson Tractor
Company, 753-4892.
Disk blades, regular and
Apartment size dryer, $75, heavy duty, get our price
Panosonic stereo, new in before you buy disk blades.
September, 5175. Call 753- Truck tool boxes and
4942.
tailgait protectors. Vinson
Tractor Company, 753size
clothing
toddler
Boys
IT to 3T, good condition. 4892.
some toys. 767-6252 after Goodyear. Firestone, B.F.
Goodrich, and others, trac5
tor
and.farm tires. We have
electric
Gold
stove;
sale:
For
tire
truck for on farm tire
motorcyle Honda; 1972
service. Vinson Tractor
Duster car. 759-4592.
Cornn,"..

3. Card of Thanks
Our special thanks to you.
It's easy to say "thank
you"- what's difficult to
do, is express the many
special thoughts behind our
ks to you.
Thank you so much
for your thoughfulness,
Danny, Sheila, & Chad
Baker

5. Lost-I-Found
Lost Male Pug, 10 months
old, tan with black face,
answers to name Fritz. Call
1124$301,34--44er 6, 7514831 Reward!

2 Steel awning type windows .48-x66" with
screens. 3 ton central airconditioning condensing
unit 753-5851 or 7538040.

111S
UNCW16. Home Furnishings
We would like to express 6. Help Wanted
304 Main
753 8298
our
appreciation
to
our
Avacado side bi side
Full time Retailliks, male
nelbefs and frie4s,
refrigerator freezer. Exand ferlici,,
- utiful fiowersbd
'owtne
cellent condition. $350.
and kindness shown to us • willing to. accept respon- degree and 7plu accoun- 753-9359.
at the time of the death of sibility. Apply to P.O. Box perience in generalgood ad- Bunk bed and chest comSpecial of
ting. Position has
our loved one, Blanco 1040P.
the Week
vancement potential. Send bination, in good condition.
Ferguson.
Full or part time lady to resume to P.O. Box 1040 Q. 759.4401.
ITHACA
We are grateful to represent full line of hand12 Gump Automatic
Funeral bags and soft luggage. 9. Situation Wanted For sale: 16 lb. heavy duty
Blalock-Coleman
Special Bird Gun
Home for their considera- Phone 502-885-4993. 9 AM Experienced housekeeper. G.E. washer. 435-4472
after 8 pm.
Model XL 900
tion and thoughtfulness.
to 4 PM.
Enjoy the luxury of a
We especially want to
$195.00
spotless home for about King size Castro convertible
thank Brother Jack Jones General Manager position,
GOLD &
ex$30 a week. Excellent sleeper couch, bright
Company
car,
TN.
Paris,
for his comforting words
SILVER PAWN
yellow. $130. Call 753references. Call 436-2784.
other
plus
account
pense
and the King's Sons for
9566.
SHOP
salary
up
to
benefits,
fringe
on
lawn
mowers.
work
Will
their beautiful music.
Olympic Mem
$22,000 depending on ex- Call 753-0751.
19. Farm Equipment
Lillian Ferguson
Omia 9 cm. to 11 p.m.
distribuRoute
perience.
Dortha & Gene Bailey
753-7113
management Will clean house and of- IPP-torm Equip.
tion
Betty & John Dunn
background helpful but is fices, Monday through Fri.
1000 and 1415_
noia reqiiirement171inagegallon NH-3 Nurse
ment of people necessary. 4346.
with or
tanks,
To arrange personal inter- Will break and disc
wagon
and
without
view send complete resume gardens. Call 753-5463 or
including salary history and 753-0144.
flotation tires.
references to: Pepsi Cola Would like to do babysitting
Tool bars 5 to 9
Bottling Company, Attn: in my home. References.
2 Harerrrroom
row and IS to 21
Answer to Friday's Puzzle
3 Courteous
V.P. Personnel, P.O. Box 753-0553.
4 Speed confoot widths. A
129, Marion, IL 62959.
ODD MUDD 000
test
Will do babysitting io my' complete supply of
12112112 MUM 11100
5 Lager
for
opening
Immediate
home, have reference. Call
LIDUODUILI MOOD
6 Object
tanks, pumps,
M.T.A.S.C.P. on 3-11 shift 753-6129.
IMOD DEMO
7 Crystal gazer
Hospital
at
Community
at
CU= CIUMOODD
8 Expunge
valves and NH-3
9 Backbones
BUODU DODO DU
Mayfield, KY 42066. Oppor- Will do alterations in my
accessories, Jam10 Article
1312 UDC= MU
tunities include a modern. home, competent and ex11 Vital gas
El MUD MOM
es L. Kellett Co.,
progressive labratory, above perienced. 759-4983.
16 High card
CIUDOODUED MUM
Sikeston
program
benefit
average
18 - energy
DODO MUD
13. For Sale or Trade 63801. Call I20 College grad- EIODDO OLIDUOLICI
and competitive salary. Call
uate
Hands for hire, will tradeDOD
MUGU
Office
at
00
Personnel
the
314-471-0988.
21 New
ODD
OGDEN
scu
hours work for small salary
502-247-5211.
Zealand
and acreage. Negotiable. 2840 John Deere tractor,
aborigine
22 Month
44 Heroic tale
32 Killed
Call 753-3058 or 762-4352 less than 500 hours. Call 1HELP
23 Solo
33 Spanish arti- 45 Wild plum
after 5 pm.
345-2607.
25 Evergreen
cle
46 Dove cry
WANTED
I

Carter Studio

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

ACROSS
1 Beverage
4 Lift
9 As written
Mus
12 Fuss
13 Change
14 Greek letter
15 Pretentious
home
17 Simpler
19 Frozen water
20 Malicious
burning
21 Ship worker
23 Man s nickname
24 Choose
27 Simian
28 Exact
30 On the ocean
31,Coniunction 26 Caudal
47 Help
36 Small
32 Slenderer
appendages 38 Hairy
48 Girl's name
34 Didymium
28 Thallium
40 Falls in drops 49 Maiden name
symbol
symbol
42 Man's nick- 50 Pigeon pea
35 Small brook 29 Utter
name
53 Diphthong
37 Dye plant
1
9 hil 11
2
4
S
4
1
9
3
38 Crony
colloq
12
13
14
3p Homer work
15.1I..
41 Guido's low
17.15...
note
42 Title of
respect PI
21 22
23
25 111
24
43 Four to a car
27
29
29
30
45 Sodium chloride
31
n
34
46 Strong35
m
sr
scented herb
48 Nut type
40
41
42
51 Lubricate
52 Has 88 keys
54 Ocean
46 47
46
49 50
55 Poem
56 Play part
51
54
S2UUU
57 Moray
il
DOWN
1 Sott food

ha

idgwia

ii

NU

ii

HERE'S THE WORLD WAR I
FLYING ACE SEARCHING
NO MAN'S LAND FOR
HIS BROTHER...

s•UUUU ilii

INTO THE SHELL
HOLES,ACROSS BARBED
WIRE,THROU6H THE MUD..

Godfather's Pizza is
coming to Murray.
We are now taking
applications for
Manager Trainees.
Apply in person at
Godfather's Pizza,
901 Joe Clifton
Drive, Paducah,
Kentucky
on
Tuesday May 5,
1981 between 1:00
and 5:00 p.m. Complete
benefit
package. Relocation is a possibility.
An

Equal

Opportunity

Employer

SPIKE!lth.IERE ARE
YOU ? SPIKE!
KA.

11:1113:Ziws-

BANG ---

YOU'RE
DEAD

MISSED
ME

jittm
422..
WHAT'S THAT

TWING,KILLER

TOOTSIE THINKS ITS A
C7000'MATO GROW
vEGETAIN-E.S IN OUR
SACK YARD

I DID NOT--YOU'RE DEAD
c.I AM
NOT

BY THE
WAY --- HOW
ABOUT THE
DIME YOU

CAN'T

HEAR

YOU--- I'M

DEAD

OWE- ME?

111#4-

14. Want To Buy

A 3-speed ladies bike. Call
759-4983.
Colonial style drop leaf
table with extension leaves
and chairs. 753-5851 or
753-8040.

Fast farm tire service.
Economy Tire & Service. Call 753-8500.

THE HOUSING AUTHORITY OF MURRAY
offering
ITEMS FOR SALE
*Used Kitchen Ranges and Refrigerators
*Used Mimeograph Machine
*Used 14-HP Ford Tractor w/mowing deck
*Used 16-HP Ford Tractor w/mowing deck
*Over 50 gallons paint and primer
*Few miscellaneous used items
BIDS
Bids are to be submitted on each item individually;
paint is offered in the lot. In the event some items
do not receive bids, the remaining items will be
open to lot bids in each category after the bids are
opened at 1:30 p.m. on May 6, 1981.
Sealed bids will be accepted until 1:30 p.m. on May
6, 1981, at the Rousing Authority office, n6
Nash Drive, with bid opening at 1:30 p.m., at thct
location.
INSPECTION OF ITEMS
Ranges and refrigerators may be inspected at 402
Ash Street; all other items may be seen at 716
Nash Drive. Inspection will be held on May 6,
1981, from 8:00 a.m. to Noon.
CONDITIONS OF SALE
*All Soles Cash and Final
*All Items Purchased on As-Is/Where-Is Basis

4szeo'YAWN.ef*LAO,.

WI-IY ARE
YOU WEARING
IT?

IT'5 BACKBREAKING
WORK,BuT rm ALL
FOR IT

WHY DO
YOU
THINK?!

310

I DIDN'T KNOW
KILLER WAS A
FARMER

AVAILABLE NOW
as much as
$25,000.00 Face amount of guaranteed
cash value life insurance for your child if
you qualify. As little as $10.75 a month.
Protect your child's future today.
Because you love them...LIFE OF
GEORGIA. Kerry Letterman, Agent. Call
437-4512 for on appointment.

Mobile home, 2 bedrooms,
2 baths, sun deck, sun root
high beamed ceiling,
natural gas, central air.
$6950. Call 753-4481 fter
5 pm.

For rent: Z bedroom, 2 bath
apartment on College Farm
Road. New heat pumps,
economical. 5225 per month. 753-4632.
Furnished 2 bedroom basement apartment, North
16th Extended, $200 per
month including utilties.
$100 deposit. 753-1310.
Furnished apartments. Efficiency, 1 or 2 bedrooms.
Also sleeping rooms. Zimmerman Apartments, South
16th. 753-6609.
New 2 bedroom duplex,
available now. Phone 753- .

12x60 . Two bedroom.
natural gas, central heat
and air, underpinning,
located in Fox Meadows.
Call 753-7230.
Town House, 12x70 mobile
home. 2 Bedrooms, 1 bath,
refrigerator, stove, disposal,
central air and gas heat,
new carpet and wallpaper.
Other extras included. Pric40to sel ! Call 753-8295. "

'

New 2 bedroom duplex, all
kitchen appliances, outside
storage, '- references,
No pets. 753-n"-'
rirredrooni apartment,
redecorated, downtown,
$50 deposit, $150 a month.
Call 753-9251 between 8-5.
One bedroom furnished
apartment in downtown
area. Water and heat furnished. Call 753-0187 after
5 pm.
One bedroom furnished
apartment. 753-3949.
One bedroom furnished newly
apartment,
redecorated, private entrance, near University. Call
.
.753-7418 after 3.pm.
One bedroom apartment,
$80 per month, 2 bedroom
apartment, $100 per month. Water, stove, refrigerator
furnished. Lynn Grove, KY.
Call 753-7874.
Two bedroom furnished
:414,000 $1-45 k7_41k,
3949-.
duplex, all
30. Business Rental Two bedroom
kitchen appliances, central
heat and air. Call 753-8146
/Mal
or 753-2437.
Warehouse
Two bedroom duplex with
Storage Space
carport and storage on
For Rent
Stadium View Drive, central
heat and air, all appliances
753-47511
with hookup for washing
For rent: Single or multiple machine, carpeted. Single
office
space,
near or couple with no children
pets.
downtown Murray. Phone preferred. No
753-4109.
Available- May 15th. Call
753-1799 after 5:30 pm.
FOR RENT
Deposit required.

2640 John Deere tractor. 28. Mob. Home Rents
138 hours. Call 435-4276.
For rent: 2 mobile homes,
,Thar12x50 and 12x60, furnishAdams hard surfaCed ploxci ed, air-conditioii,, 'points, regular plow points. University. Phone 753cultivator shovels and 3895.
sweeps. Vinson Tractor 12x60 Furnished, nice,
Company, 753-4892.
'clean, 2 bedrooms, all electric, air-conditioned, private
20. Sports Equipment lot. Call 753-4091.
.22 Cal. pocket automatic 12x60 trailer for rent. See
pistol, stainless steel, new, Brandon Dill at Dill's Trailer
$100. 489-2773.
Court, located Murray DriveFor sale: Colt 45 automatic In entrance.
pistol. Blue with case. Like Two bedroom trailer for
new, $250. 489-2773. rent, furnished, clean, in
The Pistol People: Invest in Murray. No pets. Call 489a feeling of security, largest 2118.
variety, lowest priced, no
registratiert-or-red-tape--rrt .three_ -11411.99.111,..,1401.
$145 month. 759-4592.
Kentucky. Country Boy
Store, 9 miles west of Two bedroom furnished
Hopkinsville junction KY trailer, $125 month, $50
164-117. Hours 8-5, Sunday deposit. Call 753-5750.
12-5,(502)885-5914.
29. Heating-Cooling
Western Flyer. 10-speed Air conditioners, cleaned
bicycle, like new, $45. Call and repaired. We buy used
753-7293 after 4:311 cir - -air conditioners. Dill's Elecanytime Saturday.
tric. Call 753-9104.

22. Musical
Wish you could play
the organ? But have
no organ? We'll furnish the organ in your
home at no charge you
pay only for the
lessons. CLATTONS
NEW LOCATION:
Hwy. 641 South
7S3-757
SAVE
Save IA of new price
on this repossessed
piano. Less than 1
ear old. Take up
nthly payments.
753-757S

Building
ndjacent
to
Buckingham Ray Ltd
in
Dixieland Shopping Center
go• heat and air double
'rcint over 2000 sq ii
1981
Availoble May 1
Coll 751 301p

31. Want To Rent

33. Rooms for Rent
Furnished room for men
students, half block from
campus, 1626 Hamilton. •
Air-conditioned, - kitchen,
private entry and parking.
$100 per summer term.
Call 753-8572 or 436-5479.

Male student .needs an
apartment or room with 34. Houses For Rent
utilities furnished by May
Condominium for rent: 9th. 767-2732 after 6, ask Furnished one bedroom
house near M.S.U. Water inHilton Head Island, SC; for John.
cluded. Married couple
home of the famous Family
preferred. Phone 753-3984.
Circle Tennis Tournament 32. Apts. For Rent
and Heritage Golf Tourna- Apartments for rent, near Nice three bedroom brick
ment. For mOre information downtown Murray. 753: , home at 1103 Circarama
call 1-926-4031.
4109.
Drive. $250 per month. Call
Duplex, 2 -bedroom, large, 753-1721.
Expert front end alignprivate. Call 753-4478 or One bedroom house, unfurment, 515. Economy 759-4937.
nished, in Coldwater. Small
Tire & Service. Call for Duplex furnished with all deposit and references reappointment, 753- appliances, micro wave quired. Single or couple.
8500.
oven, $285 per month. Call 489-2267.
759-4406 after 6 pm.
6 Room house, half bath,
Firewood, cut any length, Furnished apartments for located in Hazel. Call 498mostly oak and hickory, $20 rent. Call 753-4684.
8748.
delivered. 489-2492 or 7534157.
Now Taking Applications
"Let's go- fishing!" Red
For
worms, Nite crawlers, fresh
from bed to box. Free gift.
Rex's-Worm farm, Rt.6, Box
325 Organ Cobb Road),
Murray, KY 42071. Phone
436-5894.
Northwood Dr., Murray, Ky.
Oregan bars for Homelite;
1, 2 and 3 bedroom units. One
Poulan; or Echo chain saws.
bedroom handicapped units.
16", 516.99.;207, $19.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
MUR-CAL opts. OFFICE
Three buildings fell off
OFFICE HOURS 9-5
truck during delivery. RoofLoc. 641 North
ing and siding slightly
damaged, all parts ac759-4984
counted for. All structural
Housing Opportunity
Equal
steel, carries full factory
guarantee.
Smallest V.
building approximately
1200 sq.ft. Will ship cheap.
•
Call Alfred Manhowsk. 800248-0065 or collect 517"'''
263-8414 or write P.O. Box
952, Adrian, MI 49221.

24. Miscellaneous

MUR-CAL
APARTMENTS

TERMITES
W

JANITORIAL SUPERVISOR
Lead supervisor wanted to assume over
all responsibility for janitorial service,
building and ground activities, and
sanitary waste areas of tire manufacturing plant. Person selected will
organize, plan, and direct work force of
approximately 50 persons in a large
manufacturing facility. Previous supervisor experience required and janitorial
supervising background would be o
definite asset.
If you meet the above qualifications
and ore interested in an excellent salary
and benafit program, send resume or
contact:
Employment Manager
General Tire & Rubber Company
Mayfield,KY 42066
An Equal Opportunity Employer MN

26. TV-Radio
Scott, 37613 AM-FM stereo
receiver. 75 watt per channel, 2 Scott 197B 3-way
floor speaker system. Still
under warranty. Call 7532809.

27. Mobile Home Sales
Aireline mobile home,
12x60, 2 bedrooms, 2
baths, good condition. Call
437-4874 after 6 or 1-3548638.
1974 Baywood 12x65, 2
bedroom, 2 bath, 2 airconditioners, unfurnished,
$6000. Call 759-1797.
1972, 12x55 Mobile home,
partially furnished, located
. in Fox Meadows. Call 7532810.

Also household, lawn, Indoors
and *indoors!

FOR DEPEINDABLIE
Professlessal Pest Centre!

Kelley's Termite &
Pest Control, Inc.
Termites. You spend thousands of dollars for a
• home but never think about termites - they cause
the most damage hext to fire. Have your home
treated now! 753-3914, Kelley's Termite & Pest
Control, 100 South 13th Street, Murray, KY.
Over 33 years experi
Home owned and
operated. •

BEST Co
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UM,hanutay,May 2,61111

31C.N
34. Nooses Far Refit X Pets-Smiles
417 S 10th, Z bedroom, unfurnished, highest heat bill,
$30. References and
deposit. $185. 753-8198
evenings.
Three bedroom, 2 bath,
den. living room, kitchen
dining combination, fenced
backyard with tall hedge for
privacy, concrete patio and
grill.
Excellont
neighborhood, on quiet
street near M.S.U. One year
lease required, $40,0 per
month. Available ,tune 1,
1981. Call 75325805 after
5:30 PM.
Three bedroom house, electric heat, 1 bath, 1305
Vine. $225 per month. 7535898.

36. For Rent Or Lease
NMI It?

Rent It!

AKC German Shepherd 000pies, 28 champions tn 5
generations. Also metered
American Eskimo) Spitz
puppies. 502-554-2153.
Hunting Dogs tor sale. UKC
regist.ed black and tan
pups.! P.R. Breed, 3rd
generation 'pups of
,Wallace's Hawk (Grand Nite
Champion) 3rd generation
pups of Moonshine Ike
(Nite Champion). 753-7502.

Jr'X IC 3CP
43. Real Estate
7 Acre Mini-form with
extremely neat well
landscaped 2 bedroom
home in good community, 7 minutes
from Murray.
75340911
•
k

PROP1RTY

MANAGEMENT

41. Public Sale
BUY Of THE YEAR! Be in
the center of everything in
this convenient location.
Conveniently priced with
owner financing
to
qualified buyer. Features 4
bedrooms, large kitchen
and living, room plus dry
Big yard sale, Saturday and basement. Bring the kids to
Sunday,' 9 to 4. Furniture, enjoy the large backyard;
toys, infant through size 14 LOts of storage rooms plus
2nd Annual St. John's
Episcopal Church women's
yard sale, 1620 W Main, Friday and Saturday, 8-5. Lots
of household items, books,
furniture, and odds and
ends. No clothing available.

-,tiessociates

'toe
adult clothing. East 9 at
day, 753-7724.
Mac's
Big
Camper
Sales.
We got it sad naseh, turn right, 7th trailer
on the
OWNER SAYS SELL1
stud more.
left, follow signs.
3 bedroom brick, 518
Three party yard sale, 514 S
Broad St. Fireplace inRENTAL SALES
6th St., Saturday, May 2nd. sert stays with house,
CENTER
8-2, Sunday 1-3. Books, natural gas heat, very
glassware, baby, children,
nice lot and .more.
and adult clothes, some Shroat-Waldrop
Sell. Ras 753-8291
Real
tools.
Estate, 759-1707.
37. Livestock-Supplies Yard sale! Infant through
Shroattoddler clothes, tiller,
Saddles, English &
vacuum cleaner, lots more!
Waldrop
2 miles east on 94.
Western Soles R•ol Estate
Thursday, Friday, and SaturRepairs • Cestoin
Beds Jeff CssOor 759-1797
4.
til
day,
9
Work - Teats sad Beat
43. Real Estate
Covers mode.
CABIN ON THE LAKE.
TAYLOR
Energy efficient. sleeps 7,
Appraisels - CoonLEATHER CO.
full bath, galley, teak incuing- Management
116 S. 601 Mayfield
terior, fully equipped sail
and Sales.
1-2474934
boat with diesel, HUNTER
RON TALENT
37 with cruise pac.
Angus bull, used for herd
REALTOR
$64,225. See at Kentucky
sire last 3 years, excellent
753-9894
Lake Sails, Highway 62,
quality. Charles L. Eldridge,
Calvert City, KY 42029. 1753-2579.
225 Acre farm located on 395-7844 or 1-395-8167.
Bulls for sale. Performance blacktop road east of New
No. 379 /
1
2 acre M/L
tested 1/2, 3/4, and 7/8 Concord. Bottom laod (now
in town, consists of
blood Simmental and in wheat), some timber,
50' mobile home with
Maine-Anjou bulls. Only the creek. Priced less than
expand()living room.
very best performance bulls $425/acre. Owner financAlso double garage
for over 900 performance ing available at 10% inand small house on 3
tested cows are being of- terest.
We have' a reasonably
city lots and city
fered for sale. Broadbent
Farms, Cadiz, KY 42211. priced small farm near the
water, 2 wells, most
lake. A 30 acre parcel with
Phone days 1-235-5182.
furniture and apa large pond, good building
fiances stay. Only
Mare and colt for sale. 474- site with well. This is priced
,400.
2710.
for quick sale.
STROUT
REE MAR ARABIANS.
We have several 5 to 15
REALTY
Purebreds for sale. Trained acre parcels near lake at
Joe L.Keenan Broker
1912C•klwater at
and started. 753-6126 or Hamlin, KY (east of New
753-8186(Anytime)
Visitors Concord).
753-6100.
welcome.
These all have good
building sites, are located Hidden Treasure! It will do
38. Pets-Supplies
on all weather roads. Owner your heart good to say
AKC German Shepherd pup- will trade or will finance nothing about your pocketpies, 28 champions, 5 purchase.
John
C. book when you inspect this
generations. Registered Neubauer, Realtor, 1111 home we have located
just
American Eskimo Spitz Sycamore, 753-0101 or for you...Three bedroom
puppies. 502-554-2153.
753-7531.
brick located on quiet
street
in
nice
Dog obedience classes for 'Pardons & Theresa.
neighborhood. Priced in the
AKC competition or more
heserance
mid $30's...See this home
obediant pet. Boarding Real Estate
before all others by calling
covered runs. 436-2858.
Sowthside Court Si.
753-1492 at CENTURY 21
For safe: Boxer puppies,
Murray,Keatasky
Loretta Jobs, Realtors.
AKC registered, available in
753-4451
May. Call 1-354-8276.

Own Your Own
Tire Business
Get A Good
Thing Going
With
Goodyear...
More people ride on Goodyear tires than on any
other kind, and that makes Goodyear No. 1 in the
tire business. Join us. You'll get a lot of good
things90ing•
FIELD FORCE. The largest in the industry is at your
service. Sales training, too, including videotape
presentations and frequent seminars.
PRODUCT DEPTH. A line-up unmatched by any
single competitor. Continuous innovation and
testing bring out new products to meet a changing
marketplace.
ADVERTISING. National, retail, co-op. Inside sales
aids and identification available, too. Allprefesideedly produced.
THE GOODYEAR NAME. Synonymous with value and
reinforced doily by our participation in auto racing,
and by one of the most effective good will ambassadors in the world-the Goodyear Blimp.
Call today to find out more about getting a good
thing going...with GOODYEAR!

BOYD-PAAJORS1
REAL ESTATE
753-8080
Professional Services
With The Friendly Touch"

CLASSIC CHARM
1523 Oxford Dr. in
Canterbury
Spacious
2-story
home on wooded lot,
economical gas heat,
4 bedrooms, 2 •
baths, appliances,
draperies included
sunken family room
with fireplace. Lot
145 x 140- appr.3200
sq. ft. under roof.
Owners moved out of
state-$79,500.00 for
quick sale.
BEAT THE
HIGH INTEREST
This 3 bedroom, 1
bath frame home on
2.3 acres North of
Coldwater has an
assumable V.A. Loan
at 83/4% interest,
payments only 148.00
monthly. House is
spacious,needs some
decorating, but
owner says sell.
Their loss-your gain.
Only 19,900.

753-8080
For More Information Phone Jerry Yunker at 314ARE PROPERTY, OWNER
429-8746
INANCING. Owner needs,
)sell in a hurray and will
elp you buy all or part of a
4 acre tract at the mouth
Kentuky Lake on Blood
rer. A lovely place to build
home, an excellent land
vestment opportunity.
111 Spann Realty
sociates, 753-.7724.

GOOID s•ifrEAR
SERVICE STORES

43. Real Estate

43. Real Estate

49:1Tsid-Ciri

SI Services Offered 5arvices Offered 53. Services Offered

All of your plumbing and Professional painting Wet basement? We make
paneling wet basements dry, work
air-conditioning
needs. Also paperhanging
1177 Convertible
carpentry, painting, roof- Commercial or residential cconpletely guarenteed. Call
do
MGI
ing. and concrete. All work 20 year experience Free or write Morgan Con1 Owner,
done to satisfactton. 753- estimates; 759-1987
struction Co . Route 2. Box
Ky. car
9822
Professional lawn care. 409A, Paducali KY 42001
ALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING mowing. pruning, fertiliz Or call day or night '1-442PURDOM
or vinyl siding and trim. mg. etc 436-2226 or even- /026
"PEACEFUL
OLDSMOBILE
Aluminum trim for brick ings 753-9333. ask for Will do lawn mower.. garden
Nice 2 BR Mobile
HAVEN"
PONTIAC
houses. lack Glover. 753- Scott.
tiller and chain saw repair
Home near lake. 12 x
This lovely 3
CADILLAC
1873.
Quatity
work pickup and
WEST
65 wi11x7 room addibedroom, 11
/
2 bath
753-531 5
rj available Call 753
Bob's Home Improvement
K E N%WNW
tion. Unfurnished but
home is just waiting
or 753-9952 anytime
Service.- Remodeling. painAS
lots of built-ins Only
for you and your
Coating and
ting.
cement
general
work.
Willie's
interior and exterior
1976
$15,900.
Camera
family. The cool, inIT.
sealing
painting 13 years PA
automatic, air, power .. _home maintenenace and inviting covered porch
753 8163
Llipections Free estimates
per rence free estimates
sport wheels. $21
and redwood deck
113
753-4501.
S & H Painting Service In Phone before 8 AM ( 134,ter
with a beautiful view
Merrer-Callowny
tertur and exterior painting 5 PM. 759-1867" '
of Kentucky Lake
1973 Cutlass Supreme, Call BILL'S- UPHOLSTERY
County Reality
Free estimates Call Scott at
airfor
your
furniture
needs.
await your arrival.
42,500
miles,
(502)753-11146
753-6316
Choose
from
thousands
of
Small engine and
Offered in the low
conditioned,
$750
753
304 N. 121h SI,..
durable scotcfiguard cloths
mower repair.
pravi
9452.
$40's through Kop/Autrey, K y. 42071
And naughyde vinyl. Behind-.....
5,641 Shell
•
perud Realty, 711
7Ut, „;4r1g$04tfor, 8150"
-D Airy Queen 753-8085.
by A. Im••••11.Mr
SCAPING, 436-2333
S. 12th St.
Main.
body, good mechanically,
753-9131 or
Will haul driveway white
excellent for car pool.
ROOFING
75.4011111ar
rock and Ag lime a& have
Nice..2 bedroom-, 2 bath, $395. See it Coldwater
Brollt-fg Skiegles
any type of brown or white
Bel-Air house trai:er, Ca11489-2595.
Itrifsnieces. All work
pea gravel Also do backhoe
Desirable invest14x70, located in Scenic 1972 Datsun 1200 good g 00000 to•d. Fr••
Will mow yards 15 years
work.
Call Roger Hudson.
ment package conAcres on /
1
4 acre. Call today shape. Call 753-7869
*stillness.
experience Call 153-6564
753-4545 or 753-6763
sisting of 2 large con- for your appontment, 753Cell 759-1859 or
For sale: 1969 lavlin with
Would like to do exterior
753-4511
7724
crete
block
Warning! Don't read this
power steering and air. V8.
house painting
rates
buildings, mobile
unless
you're in need of negotiable
Sale
For
Lots
44.
753-6107.
Call 759-4908
COLDWATER LAWN & roofing, carpentry, or elechome, and approxor 753-6550.
1972 LTD. Call 753-3337 GARDEN
SHOP. trical work New or repair
imately 3 acres with
Merrey's Newest
Lawnmowers.
after 5 and before 8 pm.
Rota-tillers. All guaranteed. Call Joe. Window cleaning, fast serfrontage on Highway
trelesir• Sebdiviskie
satisfaction
121 South, approxWoodpile Estates
1978 Oldsmobile Custom chain 'saws, expertly 753-9226 for free estimate, vice.
repaired.
Pickup
and
guaranteed.
Free estimates
imately 1 mile from
Cruise diesel stationwagon,
Paved streets, curbs
MOBILE HOME ANCHORS
city limits. Offered
luggage rack on top, power delivery available 489- underpinning, roof's sealed. Call 753-7140. '
and gutters, city
at $40,000. Contact
windows and doors. 6-way 2853. 8 AM to 5 PM
patio awnings, and house 18 Years experience in
water and sewer, R-1
Kopperud Realty,
seat on drivers side, AM-FM Concrete and block, brick type roofs for mobile bathroom and kitchen
restrictions. Located
radio. air-conditioned. work
Basements
753-1222.
homes. 753-1873 Jack work, brick
work
on Johnny Robertson
CfUlSe
control, 38,000 driveways. storm -cellars Glover
fireplaces ceramic tile
Road. Financing
miles. one owner. 753- porches 20 years exTake advantage of fixing
"Stretchin' available.
Plenty
perience 753-5476.
1664.
your home while the craft is
AI'S Super Shell
home
Room"! A really large
Creekwood
available. Call James Ray
that can change to fit your
Carpenter Service. New
South 4th Street
Developers Inc.
Hamilton, 753-9400.
Murray
needs. The home provides a
homes, remodeling.
753-4091
SILVER
Complete Auto
living room, dining room,
cabinets, decks, anything
56.
ANNIVERSARY with wood, quality work. Repair. free tube with Free Free Column
kitchen with all the counter
squirrel dogs Three 2
46.
Homes
For
Sale
oil and filter change.
SEWIBRAT1011 Phone 753-0565
space and cupboards you
month
old pups Call 436plenty
is
7S3-7896.
den
need. The
By owner: 1505_ Oak. 3
During the month of
DEPENDABLE
LAWN
550
MOWlarge, back to back bedroom brick, large den,
May. Savings up to
ING. References. . Free
fireplaces in den and living buitin kitchen, combina.. $700 on Gas Rabbits,
estimates
Caft Mike at 753room and all the bedrooms tion living room, lots of
Sckoccs, Jettas. $4100
8877_
show
spacious...Let
us
Diesel
Dasher
are
storage, fully carpeted.
225 L. P. Miller St. (Across from Community Center)
wagons. $500 Diesel
Experienced carpenter,
you a new way of life by Must see to appreciate. Call
Rsbbits
and
VW
remodeling and additions.
calling 753-1492 at CEN- 753-2378 or 753-9818.
Specializing in Senior Citizens
pickups. A chance of a
Will consider
other
TURY 21 Loretta lobs, By owner 2 bedroom. 2
life time to own a VW
Open Hours
miscellaneous
work.
Realtors.
bath, brick home in Wierat an unheard of
References
Call
759-4815.
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
savings.
wood Forest. Garage, cenAn ideal location for
Fence sales at Sears now.
tral air, gas heat. Call 753CARROLL VW
8-12 753-3685
the ideal family!
Call Sears. 753-2310 for
1362 before 5 pm or 753800 Chestnut
free estimate for your
Located at 708 Eltr,
For Appointment
9866 after 5 pm.
aneeds
and listed in the $40's
Beautiful house located in
1977 Pontiac Bonneville
is this three or four
INTEFiliOP & EX TER1CR PAoNT,
Gatesborough.
Three Brougham. extra
NG
Aluminum Service Co.,
clean. 4
bedroom
home.
AND VVALLPAF.E. NO
bedrooms, 2 baths, living
QUALITY
WORK
same
years
driver
and
proWalnut kitchen with
aluminum and vinyl
REASONABLE
'
room and den with
built-in range and
siding, custom trim
fireplace, dining room, 10 perly serviced. 753-2349.
dishwasher. New
closets. One acre lot. Call 1978 Pinto Hatchback. work. References.
DON ROBINSON 8 JIM DAY
carpet. Woodburning
37,000 miles. sharp' Call Will Ed Bailey,
753-4494.
fireplace and full
• Painting Contractors --492-8887. .
753-0689.
Completely remodeled brick $2100. Call
basement. Conve2014 COLLEGE FARM RD
on 16th. New carpet. 1971 Type 3 Volkswagen Guttering by Sears,
MURRAY
42071
Sears
nient location near
fireplace, kitchen, bath. engine for Squareback or continous gutters installed
hospital and schools.
Best offer above $30,000. stationwagon. $350 plus per your specifications. Call
Dor, ROBINSON
You must see the inDA,
$75 if installed. Call .753- Sears
753-3942. •
FREE EST MA TES
753-9138
753-2310
for
free
753 3716
side to appreciate!
after
753-5292
5
3058
pm.
or
753For sale: Price reduced to
estimate
Roberts Realty
$24,000 on 2 bedroom 8450.
GENERAL. HOME REPAIR:
12th &Sycamore
remodeled house on South 50. Used Triiiks
15 years experience carpen9th Street. Call 753-3903.
753-1651
try, masonary, plumbing,
For sale or trade roofing, and siding. Free
For sale or trade: Large ex'72 Chev. Tandem estimates. No lob too small.
f,..taitillthed business, good ecutive, typ, house in
Dump Truck. 753- Call 474-2276 evenings or
location, limited low in- Gam ,15WY'. . Price
474-2359 daytime.
terest financing available. negotiable. Will consider
8786 or 753any
reasonable
Call
offer.
Consider trade for real
Heating, refrigeration, and
5699
753-3903.
estate. Call 753-4109,
electrical repair
Bob's
For sale: Cottage, 2
Refrigeration
Service.
1965
Chevrolet
pickup.
V8
bedroom, modern, near KY
Hazel, KY, 498-8370 or
Lake, $9900. By owner. In- automatic. $650. 753-9181 753-7829. Bobby Lockhart
or 753-8124.
quire 436-5439.
FOR SALE:
Hutching Sales. Route 5
House for sale in Almo, 3 1978 GMC short wheel base Box 2221 The only factory
Storage Buildings 8' x 12' or 6' x 8'.
bedrooms, l'h story, base- pickup, 6 cylinder, straight authorized dealer for Filter
shift,
topper.
AM-FM
Plywood floor or will custom build.
ment, garage, large lot,
Queen sales and service in
priced to sell. Call 753- cassette stereo, good gas this area. Days 753-6068
Specials
on Butler Grain bins & buildings.
mileage. $3300. Phone
THE RIGHT
6059 or 753-4454.
nights 436-2367.
901-247-5439.
PLACE AT
Two bedroom small house
THE RIGHT
with carport, nice lot with 1973 International truck,
BEFORE you buy your
PRICE
garden, $15,800. Financing 14' flatbed. $3200. 7-50
next set of tires,
Very attractive 3
available at 12%. Located Honda, $395. 753-8061.
4 mulles S of Morro on HI Iowa 641
prices!
our
CHECK
bedroom brick home
in Stella. Call 489-2595.
Used church bus for sale.
Economy Tire & Seronly minutes from ciTwo bedroom house, easy to V8 motor. has 41.000
vice, 753-8500.
ty limits. Features
heat and cool, shady lawn miles. Days, call- 753-1489
include cnetral heat
with garden spot, out- after 6 pm, 753-6728.
and air, den and
K & K Stump Removal. Do
building, financing
woodburning
1981
Mercury
Lynx,
you need stumps removed
available.
Call
$14,500.
fireplace, attached
from your yard or land
GL, AM/FM,4-speed
753-5750.
garage% and wooden
cleared of stumps? We can
transmission. The
47. Motorcycles
backyard deck. A
remove stumps up to 24
World Car. $5700.
pretty picture for
below the ground. leaving
1977 Honda 550 Super
MATCHER
pleasant living. Mid
only sawdust and chips
Sport, new tires, chain,
AUTO SALES
Call for free estimate. Bob
$40's. Phone 753-1222,
highway bars, backrest, lug/
1 2 block east of hospital.
315 S. 12t6
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
gage rack, 2 helmets. See
for Real Service in
753-4961
Kemp. Jr. 435-4319.
to believe! 436-5584.
Real Estate.
714
Licensed electrician and
MUST SEE THIS BIKE! 51. Campers
and Olive
of
Corner
8th
FUTURISTIC
gas installation heating in
1979 Yamaha 650 Special,
For
sale:
motor
Deluxe
HOME
stallation and repairs Call
black, less than 3000
1310 Kirkwood
This choice listing
miles. Call 759-4749 after home, '78 Cobra 27', 454 753-7203
miles.
Chevrolet,
ex6,000
2nd block south of Glendale
reflects a new at4 pm.
MOBILE HOME REPAIR. Incondition,
cellent
selffully
titude toward com1979 Suzuki GS-550, 5600 contained, sleeps 4. stalling tie downs, underfortable convenient
miles, excellent condition, S17,500. Also auto pinning. roofing, installing
1 block West of 16th and 1 block
family living with
plexiglass fairing, travel transporter trailer. E-Z ride, doors and windows. We also
special emphasis on
South of Sycamore.
trunk and adjustable back $750. For more information build porches and patios
energy conservation.
rest. Call after 5 pm, 753- call 1-901-799-4952 or see Call 753-6973.
Uniquely and ex9567.
Charles Griffith, Box 229. MITCHELL BLACKTOPPING
quisitely decorated
(Eastside) - 641N to Northwood
Palmersville, TN.
Commercial and residen
48.
Services
Auto.
throughout with no
sealing
patching
Also
tial
behind AMC Jeep.
8'/2' Self-contained camper.
expense spared to enFour heavy duty life
and striping For estimates
Call
753-9975.
sure maximum
time
shocks,
in
call 753-1537
quality and beauty.
stalled, $49
52 Boats and Motors Need work on your trees?
tom
Home has extremely
plete.
Where'
15 Foot Crosby bass boat Topping, pruning, shaping.
low heating and coolEconomy Tire 8, Se r
with trailer, 50 hp Mercury complete removal and
ing bills as two
motor. May be seen at more. Call BOYER'S TREE
vice 753-8500.
heating systems ofDarnell_Marine, 94 East.
SERVICE for professional
fer maximum effi427 Chevrolet motor for For sale: 24' Pontoon boat. tree care. 753-8536.
ciency. Home is
lrFi
sale, $325. Call after 5 pm, 50 hp Johnson motor. Call
designed so that
474-8007.
753-2600 during day.
solar heating could
cur and Memel
53. Services Offered liitipert
easily be added. 49. Used-Cis
era)repair.
LORETTA JOBS REALTORS1972 Camero SS, 350 Asphalt driveways and parkPhone 753-122t KopWORLD Of SOUND
automatic,-good condition, ing lots sealed by Sears. For
perod Realty for all
222 S. 1 21IrSt.
1200 Sycamore Murray, Ky.(502)753-1492
$1450. 753-9181 or 753- free estimates call 753the details. •
753-51i65
8124.
2310. •
Mobile home double
insulated di fully furnished at Panorama
Shores. Concrete block
foundation, new house
type rod. Bargain at
$16,500.

c°47010k

cibti

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

COLES CONSTRUCTION
CO., INC.

OPEN
HOUSE
705 Elm

Olive

508 Richardson

1003 Northwood

Well be there for you...

Ontuvi'Arian
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Tennis Star Billie Jean King
Admits To Homosexual Affair

Funeral
IIIIRMIM.Pr

Funeral For
Jack Roach
To Be Mondtiy

IDS ANGELES (AP) —
Saying she loved her husband and had "made a
TM funeral/ for Jack
Lk
mistake," tennis star Billie
Roach of Haze y will be held
Aba.m. at the
Jean King has admitted havMonday at 11
ing a homosexual affair with
chapel of the Ter Funeral
a former secretary.
Home, Haze with the Rev.
But she says she never
I officiating
John Chum
promised a thing to the
eicia White as
and Mrs.
I,1
former
paraplegic
pianist.
secretary, who has filed a
Burial ill follow in the
"palimony" suit seeking
Hazel C. y Cemetery. The
lifetime support from Mrs.
fanuly .equests that expresKing.
sympathy take the
sions
•
"First, you have to live
form f• contributions to the
with yourself," Mrs. King
Haze United Methodist
said Friday during a sur,
Chu ch, where he was a
prise news conference.
meniber.
"'That's why I'm - here tofriends may call at the
day."
f ieral home after 11 a.m.
Sitting next to her husunday.
r
band, Larry King, and her
Mr. Roach,77, died Friday
‘111110.- •
earful aii=stots..„..Kilig
the Murray.m.
•-,t 3:30
,:•• • "A
saw
.
z
'
• ""!_a,'
He was a Member of the
talloway County ference against the advice of
TION — Judy Stahler, president of
LANDSCAPING DO
family, friends and lawyers
Hazel Lions Club. Born April
Homemakers, and Maxine Scott, vice president, presented a donation from their
to admit the affair with
7. 1904, in St. Clair County,
anlibrary
public
organization to the landscape committee for development of the
Marilyn Barnett.
Ill., he was the son of the late
committee, appointed by Ronnie Jackson, library trustee chairMiss Barnett, 33, now a
William Joshua Roach and nex grounds. The
Betty Thompson, Donna paraplegic, filed suit earlier
Griffen,
John
Adams,
Carolyn
chairman
includes
man,
Jennie Roberts Roach.
and A.W. Simmons Jr. The in the week claiming the tenHe is survived by his wife, jackson, Judy Payne, Libby Hart, Virginia Sakelson
with their presentation. nis star had been her lover
project
plant-a-tree
the
in
Mrs. Nell James Roach; two Homemakers are cooperating
by the Friends of the and owed her lifetime suppart
in
funded
being
is
project
Walter
landscaping
Mrs.
annex
daughters,
The library
Durham, Jr., Philadelphia, Library and by donations and gifts of individuals. Anyone wishing to contribute may port and title to a Malibu
beach house.
Pa., and Miss Susan Scruggs contact any member of the coin miitee.
Roach, Washington, D. C.:
one son,--Johrr J. Roach,-San
Diego. Cal.; two sisters,
Mrs: Peter Marion,
McLeansboro, 111.,.and Mrs.
Bruce Rich, O'Fallon, Ill.;
four grandchildren.
AIX

•••••

"I felt very strongly that
I've always been above
board with the press, and
you've always been fair to
me," she said. "So, I've
decided to talk with you as
I've always talked — from
my heart.
"I'm very disappointed
and shocked that Marilyn
has done this, not only to
herself — a very selfdestructive thing — but to
other people who care for
her," Mrs. King said.
She described Miss
Barnett, a former hairdresser, as "unstable" and
said of their love affair: "I
made a mistake. I will
assume that responsibility."
Then, turning to her husband who sat beside hec,she

introduced his wife to
reporters AS "the person I
love dearly" and expressed
his support before she spoke.
'"Itis is a difficult time for
Billie Jean, her family and
friends," he said. "I've
known Billie Jean for 19
years. We met at LA. State
(College). I love her dearly,
I don't think anything that
transpires .will change our
relationship."
King said he understood
his wife's forthrightness —
"Above all, she has to be
Billie Jean."
Mrs. King said the love affair with Ms. Barnett ended
"several years ago" but
declined to go into detail
about dates.
„, when' „Miss

laimed she and Mrs. King
began dating in 1972 and that
sexual intimacy occurred six
_months after they met. She
iaid they had joint credit
card accounts, that Mrs.
King signed blank checks for
Ms. Barnett's use apd purchased the Malibu beach
nouse for her in 1974.
She claimed the tennis star
promised to take care of her
for life.
But Mrs. King, questioned
about these allegations, told
reporters in a firm voice: "I
never promised her
anything."
Mrs. King's attorney, Dennis Wasser,said the suit was
prompted by the Kings' decision to sell the Malibu house
and their request that Ms.
Barnett move out. They still

•

me to thank Larry. I love Xiiig's publicists saidffi
said:
him. He's my husband, my
were "untrut.
Ms. Barnett's attorney,
lover and best friend. He's and unfounded."
Joel Ladin, was unavailable
been that for 19 years."
King's
Ms. Barnett sued under a for comment on Mrs.
She also thanked her
statements.
•
parents, Betty and Bill Mof- landmark decision by the
Mrs. King indicated she
fit, who sat nearby 1,vith_ California Supreme Court, had agonized about her deciunthat
1979
in
ruled
which
tears in their eyes.
sion to acknowledge the af"I now know who my married persons livi4 fair because -I've always
property
claim
together may
friends are," she said.
felt it's very important for
"I discussed it with rights when they split. The people to • have their
Larry," she added."In some ruling stemmed from privacy."
ways, I think we're much Michelle Triola Marvin's
"I warry what my loved
closer than we've ever been, lawsuit against actor Lee ones are going to go
MarMs.
and our marriage is Marvin, in which
afvin asked a settlement of VI through," she said. "This
stronger."
people."
of
lot
a
fects
At times during the million. She was awardee
Asked whether there
emotion-charged news con- ;104,000.
be an impact on her
would
No such -palimony" case
ference, Mrs. King, 37,
career, she said, "I
tennis
rested her head on her hus- involving homosexual hover
have no idea....As far as my
trial
the
reached
ever
has
they sat
Ety JIM McFADDEN
the slot machines," Lowe gathering dust in the base- possibility that the slot band's shoulder as
fans are concerned — I hope
stage.
side-by-side.
a
machines
would
receive
station,
police
the
News
of
Franment
Daily
David
J.
Green
Bowling
said. "Judge
they'll try to understand."
Barnett
Ms.
In her suit,
King, a sports promoter,
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. cis told me he couldn't do it. the slot machines had never • trial by jury, complete with
court-appointed lawyer.. The
( AP) — The law is no He said I had to determine been formally arrested.
respecter of persons. It that tkese were indeed slot That task fell to Warren machines have indicated no
County Deputy Pat Dawkins, preference in the matter.
Junior Olive of 401 North doesn't go out of its way for machines."
"They'll have to testify,"
petiwho went to • the vault
a
either.
So Lowe submitted
First Street, Murray, died slot machines
Lowe said. "They'll have to
told
and
Warafternoon
in
Thursday
into
machines
jury
grand
the
slot
to
tion
Ten
Friday at 3:30 a.m. at the
were be brought in, money will
Murray-Calloway County ren County found that out the dict the 10 machines. On the slot machines they
have to be deposited and the
them
told
She
when
arrest.
week
under
returnjury
this
the
way
Wednesday,
Hospital. He was 55 years of hard
to an at- crank pulled. That's just to
right
a
Warhad
a
they
the
that
by
indicted
against
bill
true
were
a
ed
they
age. torney and to have the at- prove they're really slot
He is survived by his wife, ren County grand jury on suspects.
illegal
the
being
torney present during ques- machines.
of
however,
charges
Then,
Mrs. Johnnie Mae Olive; his
"I'm recommending the
conIf
tioning.
served
devices.
be
to
had
gambling
machines
Olive,
Hershel!
father,
death
penalty," he added.
prisoners
face
the
told
Dawkins
the
machines
Despite
warrant.
the
with a
Paris, Tenn.; six children; victed,
If convicted and sentenced
to
report
to
have
conwould
they
penalty.
been
had
they
death
that
fact
the
nine sisters; three brothers.
The slot machines, which fiscated by the police and tne police station once a to death, it will be up to
The funeral will be held
were confiscated as contra- had spent the past two years week until their trial, if they Bowerman to carry out the
Monday at 2 pm. at the
made bail. But so far, none sentence. Bowerman is curband by Bowling • Green
chapel of the Rutledge
rently considering whether
sitbeen
them have made bail.
have
of
police in 1979,
Funeral Home, 403 North
. .They also were told of the slot machines should be
ting in the property vault‘of
First Street, Murray. Burial
their right to remain silent.. given a dignified execution,
the city police department
will follow in the Murray Ciperhaps with a ful), firing
They did.
since then, according to proJames B. Carlin, professor
ty Cemeter.
. The wake will
It's not the first time a squad, or simply mashed
perty officer Scott Bowerof special education at Murbe held Sunday frOrri 7 to 8
deputy has had to perform with a bulldozer.
man.
ray State University, recent- strange duties for the
p.m.
-This seems kind of silly,
Unlike most contraband
ly received the International sheriff's department.
but this is the way the state
the police handle — guns,
Award recognizing him as
We have a lot of title bills law works," Bowerman
knives, liquor and drugs
an outstanding member of
and things like that in here, said.
which are usually destroyed
MOBILE ART — An exhibit titled "Paradise by the Dashboard Lights" attracts the atthe Association for
'I can understand' it.
5o I've had to read to a lot of
.or sold — the slot machines
of visitors to the Clara M. Eagle Gallery at Murray State University. A juried
tention
Education InterChildhood
trees and bushes," the depu- There are times when you
have never been disposed of
of various works by art students will be on display through May 6. From
exhibition
national ASCE11.
to
just
carry
out
have
the
law
ty said. "Last week, I had to
by circuit court.
left
are
Mark
Carlin was also -recently
Rhodes, Louisville, who won a purchase award; Robert Head, chairto the letter, but I felt pretty
read a bill to a horse."
Bowerman, who needs the
Word has been received of
, - yolgaber of the
appointer
of art, Margaret Baker, Paducah, who created "dashboard," and
man
of
department
Jtiblagoing up to the grand
Lowe is expecting a
the bulky slot
the death of Adolphus room
who received the best of show award for a painting titled
Keith
Hall,
Louisville,
jury
and
.
them
to
asking
inin
Francis'
trial on June 1
take up in the
Cathey, 78, Ferndale, Mich., machines
(Photo by Barry Johnson)
"Dream Girls."
Comcourt. Lowe said there was a dict slot machines."
asked
vault,
who died about two weeks
Attorney Morago in the Middlebelt Con- monwealth's
to petition the court
Lowe
ris
valescent Home, Livonia.
in March to do something
He was born Feb. 18, 1903,
about the machines.
in Murray.
"Mari has it stopped registering for cargo.
"I took an order up to the
nation's eastern coalfields, whom are members of
By The Associated Press
wife,
his
are
Survivors
We felt it three
them to destroy
business.
asking
court
UMW
Pa.based
Hazelton,
United
union
23
where 160,000 soft-coal
A mass arrest of
Thelma; one daughter, Mrs.
The change will allow
months before the strike
to
he
25,
hopes
said
District
the
in
off
have
been
now
pickets
Workers
miners
Mine
- Harold (Judy K. Vroman,
vessels, which
foreign
afraid
were
People
started.
the
negotiating
to
return
Virginia marked the start of job for 37 days.
Farmington Hills, Mich.;
previously were required to
to buy anything."
quickly.
table
the
softunion's
for
the
of
week
the
Negotiators
sixth
two sisters, Mrs. Audie
Along another business stay until taking on their
West Virginia's coalfields
striks, which is beginning to coal miners and the
Beaman, Troy, Mich., and
the Chessie System, cargo or nsk losing their
front,
But
Friday.
wet
were
•
;
rm.
e.: • I
ununous oa T pera ors
Mrs Nninte Miner
place in line, to leave the
Virginia state police Capt. Association, the industry's Whitesville appliance and one of the largest rail
at the St. John Baptist
two grandchildren.
port of Hampton Roads at
in
the
eastern
haulers
James
store
owner
furniture
W.S. Hicklin said the miners bargaining arm, have not
• Funeral services were Church on Monday, May 4,
Norfolk, Va., on interim,
has
amended
the
coalfields,
that's
been
says
McGraw
and
there
17,
since
April
on
met
were arrested Friday
held at the Spaulding. and at 7 p.m. and will continue
James B. Carlin
money making trips, said T.
and
will
coal
allow
policy
strike
unlawful are no plans for a resump- norm since before the
Curtin Funeral Home, Fern- through Friday, May 8.
Planning Committee for the charges of
Host Jr.
Parker
to
ships
port
leave
after
27.
began
March
The evangelist will be Rev. Southeastern Regional Study assembly after two police tion of talks.
dale, Mich., with burial in
reported
officials
two
Union
with
each
cruisers,
the Oakview Cemetery, V. J. Gardner, pastor of the Conference during the sum55,
•
Mt. Zion Baptikt Church, mer of 1982 at Knoxville, troopers inside, were scattered picketing Friday
Royal Oak, Mich.
s
anthracite
the
in
in
Pennsylvania'
showered by • rocks
•
The family requests that Paris,Tenn.
Tenn. - _
01,45.
need
who
Those
memorials be made to the
Carlin is the faculty ad- state's southwest coalfields coalfields, where 2,000 hardcoal union miners have been
Michigan Cancer Founda- transportation may call the viser for the student chapter near the Kentucky border.
Virginia troopers declared on strike for two days. The
tion or the First United church at 753-2258. The of ACE! at Murray State. He
1977 Chrysler Cordoba Neasa
Methodist Church, Ferndale, public is invited, a also serves as president of an unlawful assembly at hard-coal miners, whose
0295.00
another site and dispersed work accounts for about 1
spokesman said.
Mich.
the state chapter of ACEI.
1977
Car
Eli
(u.a.a)
$3495.00
about 30 pickets, but there percent of the coal produced
1977 Dodge Van Raised Top
were no arrests, U. R.L. nationwide, rejected a ten$3695.00
1977 Cadillac
tative contract Thursday.
Baumgardner said.
$4795.00
The chief negotiator for
There were no reports of
trouble in other parts of the the hard-coal miners, all of

10 Slot Machines Charged For
Being Illegal Gambling Devices

Junior Olive
Dies Friday
At Hospital

MSU Professor
Recognized

Word Received
On Death Of
Adolphus Cathey

•Mass Arrest Starts Strike's Sixth Week

Revival Services
Set At Church

1
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Smith Used Cars

KEEP THAT GREAT
GM FEELING WITH
GENUINE GM PARTS.

r

GAS SAVERS
1975 VW Rabbit 4 Cyl
1974 Mercury Bobcat 4 cyl
1973 AtavrIck 6 Cyl
1967 Choy. Track 6 cyl
1955 Chevrolet6 Cyl.

$269,5.00
$1795.03
$1695.00
$1495.00
$1195.00

.

949

1977 Chevrolet Camaro Z2$
"111
•

MURRAY MIDDLE SCHOOL SCHOLASTIC TEAM — Members of the Murray
Middle School Scholastic Team sponsored by librarian Joan Wilson captured 3rd
place honors at the recent meet held at Hopkinsville Middle School. Seventeen
schools from Western Kentucky competed in the event. Several team members
also won individual awards. In photo, 1st row,from left, Ramona Burnley(3rd in
reading), Leslie Franklin(2nd in English), Bekah Brock, Steve Snow. 2nd row, Ann
Harcourt, Alicia Nunnally, Shelly Howell, Amy Roos. 3rd row, Todd Ross, Ron
Kohlenberger, Mike Wikins(3rd in spelling), Robert Lyons.

Black - Block Interior, power steering,, power brakes,
air conditioning, power windows, power locks, tilt
wheel, AM-FM tape, 56xxx miles.

$4977.00
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Inc.
753-2617

641 South, Murray
OM OLIMITY
SWIM PARTS
11tRAL 11100000 MIMI 01

G

ANTKRIES a CLASSICS
1964 Chevrolet 4 Dr.
1963 Lark Studebaker 2 Dr.
1957 Chew 2 Dr.$pt. Ceap
1951 Chrysler 4 Dr.
1948 Chevrolet 2Dr.

$1095.00
$2495.00
$3295.00
$11195.00
095.00

SMITH USED CARS
So.4th St.
Open 11100.4r1. 8-S
Sat. 11.4
newiray, Ky.

